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In Murray and
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

is

The birds just abou ook overo*
the back yard yesterday' after
we hacl replenished the feeder
with bird seed and some Sunflower seeds.. Several ears of
corn for the Squirrels and some
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In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, January 5, 1973

Growth Area Designation For
Murray To Bring About Major
Social Changes, Johnson Says
Johnson answered this by
the
of
direction
The
population of the future grawth- „pointing to thetarea's
centers, he said, will be ao!_ development in recent years,
"la.the Pasrsix years we have'
complished through apkiimil
job opportunities in these aiii• acquired Sager Glen4 'Company, York Spring Company,
ters, and by drying up the job
General Silica Products,
opportunities in those areas that
Vanderbilt Chemical and
have not been able to absorb the
almost doubled the size Of
influx
'These growth centers will be Tappan," he emphasized, also
citing the -prize of the year" in
made conducive to industry by
the Fisher-Price Toy Company
loans and grants from, the
federal government for streets, announcement of its new
Murray plant.
sewers, water systems, high-We can assure you that we
ways, educational centers and
other public facilities," he said, are working with other
prospects that will mean more
pointing out that grants and
announcements in the future,"
loans most likely will be
said, reveating that major
tailed or cut off from all
areas that have not been developers are looking --designated as growth centers.' (Continued on Page Sixteen)
Johnson identified the other
two future growth areas in
Kentucky as the Bowling Green
and Richmond areas, Eight
others are in Tennessee mid 10
in Texas Only three areasln
hthe--entu-e west have been
_
designated growth.
"This means that the major
metropolitan areas would be
protected gamst further growth
and thousands of szpafl.teems
will die or become apart of The
Four Calttwar 'COunty
designated growth center," residents have been appointed
to leadership posts in the 1973
Johnson said.
-What caused the Senate and Heart Fund drive, according to
House committee to designates an announcement by Rodney
Murray and Calloway County as Ford, Kentucky, Campaign
one of the future growth cen- Chairman. They are: Mrs.
Willard Alla Murray,to serve
ters'
as Calloway County Heart Fund
Chairman; Mrs. lir ooksie
Maddox, Hazel, Hazel Heart
Fund Chairman. Miss Beth
Garrison, Murray, Murray
Heart Sunday Chairman and
"The Earth Around Us was Mrs. Annic J. Nance, Murray,
the theme of a program as -Murray Business Gifts
presented by Maurice E. Chairman.
The month-long Heart Fund
Humphrey, Soil Scientist of the
Soil Conservation Service, to Appeal begins on Thursday,
members of the Murray February I, with a statewide
Kiwanis Club Thursday night. Coffee Day benefit scheduled
Humphrey presented slides for that day. The house-to-house
arid observations made on a Heart Sunday solicitation will
•trip west last summer to the be conducted on February 25.
annual convention of the Soil Sponsors of the drive in the
Conservation
Society of county are. Gamma Gamma
America in Portland, Oregon. Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi
He concluded his remakrs with Sorority and the Panhellenic
a
brief
summary of three Council of Murray University.
The Murray-Calloway County the chaplaincy program at Fern
Ford hailed the recent heart
presented at the
Ministerial Association held its Terrace on the fourth Sunday of papers
statistics which show that all'
monthly meeting at the Locust each month, and made meeting.
cardiovascular deaths are down
Grove Church of the Nazarene assignments for the first
One paper, "Environmental by 20
percent while strokes are
at Kirksey Thursday morning quarter. Brockhoff also noted Improvement Through
down by 35 percent and deaths with the president, Robert that the Association was Watershed Programs." by
from heart attacks have been
Brockhoff, presiding. Rev. Paul already serving the Chaplaincy Kenneth E. Grant, adreduced by 2 percent,
Couch was the host pastor.
program at Westview Nursing ministrator of the Soil Con"Last year," Ford said.
Rev. Martin Mattingly, the Home and the Murray-Calloway servation
Service. said, -53,000 volunteers
collected
steward of the Charity Fund, County Hospital and
Con- "Hurricane Agnes reminded us
8569,188.46
for
Heart's
reported on disbursements for valescent Unit.
of still another lesson that has
programs of Research, Comthe month past, and comtoo often been forgotten in
munity Services, and Health
The President also appointed
mended the churches for their
recent years that a decision to Education "
Committee to work
a
Liason
contributions and expressed
do nothing to alleviate water"
with the Chamber of Commerce
approval of the way it seemed to
shed problems is, in itself, a
who are
on
mutual
concerns
be meeting the needs of tranmajor decision about the enRev John Jones, chairman,
sient aid in the area.
Rev Richard Walker, and vironment."
The president noted that Rev.
President Raymond Carter
himself
Fred Morton had done a very
presided at the meeting
good job in serving as the
Rev. Darrell Keith reported
Kiwanians and their wives
deeming house in matching on the continued success of Key met for dinner meetings during
needs of families with resources '73 Movement and the president the holidays at the homes of Dr.
in the community for the appointed a new chairman for and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer
The election of officers for
Christmas season.
Phase VI, Rev Paul Wanger of on December 21, and Dr. and
Brockhoff reported that the Calvary Temple 1st Pentecostal Mrs. Raymond Carter on Rizpah Shrine Temple was held
last night at the regular
Association would be serving Church of God.
December 28.
meeting
Officers named and installed
Noon Prayer Call
A Daily Devotion
are ('harles Ben Ashbey,
Potentate: J Thurman Harp,
Chief Rabban, William E
Moffett, Assistant Rabban,
George C. Everett, High Priest
and Prophet, Jesse Watkins,
to men. Sing His praises among the lost Tell
ATTEND NOON PRAYER CALI,
Oriental
Guide.
them about thelioy that He has put into your
EACH DAY AT THE COURTHOUSE
Hagan was named aeain
soul: tell them about His saving grace and
as Recorder and LexIS K. Bell
The Ledger & T,rnes, in cooperation w.th fice
undying love. Tell them of His trip to earth,
as Treasurer.
fora, minister's, Association. will ounl,sh a dail.1
and
how
He walked with men and taught them
devotiOnal over the next two weeks ,n con,
Dave Parris was renamed to
how to live; tell them of the peace that came
Unction w•th the Key "73 Noon Prayer Cab
a three year term as trustee.
na1,onw.de observance
when He was born, and that same dwelling, in
The two other turstees are
the heartsof true believers. Tell them of His
We cannot stop telling about the wonderful
William Hausman and Hazel T.
every hour service at the right hand of His
things we saw Jesus do and heard Him say.
Adams.
Father to answer our prayers.
Acts 4:20.
Moffett lives at Panorama
,
Prayer:
Christ has taken us into His partnership,
Eternal God our heavenly Father
andis a inerritier of the
Shores
we thank you for the privilige we have to
that we might be a factor in the great task of
Murray-Calloway County
share the good news with the World; we pray
evangilizing the World. He came to earth to
Shrine Club.
for the-courage that the early followers had.
exemplify a-life of service, and if we are to be
inorder for us to speak with boldness about
His followers, we must carry the blood-bought
GENF.ALOGICAL SOCIETY
the love of Jesus.
banner of Christ before us even in the midst of
County
Calloway
The
oppositions. Telling the World of the Savior
Thought For The Dayi Why be silent about
Genealogical Society will meet
we know, and helping to bring tight in
something that fs so wonderful. • Monday-,January 8; at 1:30 p.m.
darkness.
at the home of•Mrs.• Humphrey
Has Jesus done anything for you' T4 the
Rev. CE. Timberlake. Pastor
Kay,905,poplar Street, Murray
world about Film. Tell of His 'metro:sus works .3t. John Baptist Church
• '2"
".
•

Examinations For
Nurses Scheduled

Cou ntians
Applinted To
Heart Drive

Charles Archer Is
Named, Publication
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Religious Survey
To Be Conducted
Throughout County

announced today that the
County
wide
Telephone
Religious Survey will be ready
to kick off on Monday, January
15, sponsored by the MurrayCalloway County Ministerial
Association.
Women from the various
churches in the area will be
taking assigned lists of names
to call and then return their
completed work to Dr. Dodson.
Those discovered through this
survey to be unchurched, that
• is, not members of any
_congregation in the county will
• be given a copy of the American
--7
--81ble Society publication of
. Luke-Acts as a i
f asegift. This
survey is part of
I of Key
73 which 1s sponsored
nationally by over 150 Christian
denominations and groups, Dr.
Dodson said.
FREE KITTENS
Two kittens, about half
grown, one black and white and
one brown and white, are free to
persons for pets. For information call 435-4956.

The Weather
Travelers advisory tonight.
Period of sleet mixed with
freezing rain, changing to rain
tonight. Low tonight in the 30s.
Turning colder with rain changing to snow Saturday, high in
the 30s. Snow accumulation of
up to three inches possible before ending Saturday afternoon.
Sunday partly cloudy and cold.

F
a eit

photo t

Partly cloudy and cold Sunday. Mostly cloudy and warmer
Monday and Tuesday. Continued cold Monday and slightly
warmer Tuesday Chance of
rain or snow both Monday or
Tuesday. Highs in the low to
mid 30s Sunday and Monday
and in the upper 30s to low 40s
Tuesday. Lows in the teens
Sunday, in the low 20s Monday
and in. the mid to upper 20s
Tuesday.
•
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By M.C. Garrott
"This project has been,a wellThe federal announcement kept secret for years to avoid
Several confrontations at the November 29 designatitig the preponderance of-political
feeder as the Blue Jays and Murray and Calloway County as power that would be brought to
Cardinals vied for' The seeds one of three major growth areas bear on the committee memfrom the feeder with even the in Kentucky will bring about the bers making the study," he
Titmice and C‘.ickadees getting gregest social change in the said, "and it involved the U.S.
in on the act.
nation's history, the Murray Department of Commerce, the
Rotary Club was told Thursday. U.S. Department of Agriculture
of
out
Doves
stayed
About ten
James L. Johnson, executive and the Department of Health,
the fracas appearing to be secretary of the Murray Educatiqn and Welfare as well
satisfied with what was knocked '-Chamber of Commerce, told the as the '• Tennessee Valley
out of the feeder on to the Rotarians that the report, made Authority."
ground. The Jays are the most by a special U.S. Senate and
The committee report, which
rambunctious as they search House committee, clearly in- listed 121 major future growth
seeds,
Sunflower
out the
dicates that 'Murray and areas for the nation, mainly
scattering the smaller seeds out Calloway County are taking concerns the de-centralization
on to the ground.
their places among the leading of the nation's population, he
conunumber of the state and noted, emphasizing that its
About noon the party was nation.
main purpose will be "to direct
broken up by the appearance of
the flow of population to the
up
the
who
shinnied
a Squirrel
growth centers that haVe
feeder pole to feed. He was
demonstrated a capability for
safely ensconced in the feeder
handling growth and expanded
oblivious to the outcries of the
population"
frustrated Jays. We are going to
Under continuous recruithave to do something about that
ment policy of the Kentucky
rascal
Health,
-Unpartment
of
Football is abotit over. -elsmination for Public Health
Saturday and Sunday will end it Nurse and Registered Nurse
will be held in the Calloway
as far as we can figure,
Charles Archer, teacher of
County Health Department on mathematics at the Murray
The Dawson Springs Progress—'Thursday, January 18, local Middle School. has been named
carries a short note by a fellow health departrrrent officials to appear in the edition of
named John Lair in the West said.
"Outstanding Young Ilea of
Newton, Pa. Times-Sun which - Starting annual salary for America"
Public Health Nurse is 86,996.00
goes 'as follows
Archer, son of Mrs. Lee 4r• I
., -cher and the late Rev. Archer of
never realize how much and Registered Nurse is,
this Gates, Tenn., was principal at
From
$6,360.00.
the hometown paper means
Till we have wandered far from examination, a roster of the Middle School at McKenzie,
the old familiar scenes; And eligibles will be made and from Tenn., before coming to Murray
thee WS just as welcome as• this roster, selection will be this year. He received his B.S.
letter from a friend We read it made to fill vacant positions in and M A. degrees from Murray
the area, said officials.
State University.
(ontinued on Page Sixteen)
Applications can be obtained
The Murray teacher is
at the Calloway County Health married to the former Sue
Department, Monday through Huckaby, daughter of Mr. and
Friday, from 8•00 a.m. until Mrs. Stuart Huckaby of Murray
12:00 Noon and from 1700 p.m. Route Two, and they have one
until 400 p.m
son, Charles Ray. The Archer
Closing date for filing ap- family resides on Murray Route
plication is Monday, January Two, northwest of the Penny
1973.
community.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., 15,

Humphrey Gives
Club Program

Ministerial Association Holds
Monthly Meeting at Locust Grove

Shrine Officers
For Temple Are
Named,Installed

Tell The World About His Works
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- H)SPITAL ADDITION—Work Is progressing on the new addlIkutkibt Murray -C'alloway County
Hospital, despite a slight delay due to bad weather and delay k meek* materials, Stuart Poston,
administrator, placed the expected date of completion in OCiallf Or Nevem ber
i Staff Photo by David Hill

Bad Weather, Material Delay

New Hospital Wing Only
One Month Off Sch_edule
Bad weather and delay in the arrival of materials has placed the construction of the new addition to
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital approximately one month behind Schedule, according to
Stuart Pbstom, administrator
Completion of the addition is now expected in October or November of this year, Poston said.
The 50-bed addition will expand the capacity of the hospital to 140 beds, with 16 private rooms to be
reclaimed from the original part of the hospital which had to be converted to semi-private rooms
because of the lack of space
The new wing, which will cost an estimated 8500,000, will also contain a new intensive care unit on
the second floor, which will be used for critically ill patients, and will employ sophisticated lifesaving equipment.
The entire cost of the wing is being_Alimesd _by the local hospital, with no additional local or
federal funds needed.

All-Out Drive To Cut Off Funds
Threatened By Senate Democrats
ConWASHINGTON ( APr
gressional leaders from both
parties sat down to a breakfast
.the White House
meeting at
today called by President Nixon to discuss economic matters,
particularly wage and price
controls,
Seated at an E-shaped table
in the State Dining Room, the
with
leadership assembled
Treasury Secretary George
Shultz, Nixon's top domestic
advisor John Ehrlichman and
Vice President Spiro T Agnew.
A slide projector and screen,
with a small speakers' podium
was set up at one end of the
huge dining room for a presentation by Nixon officials on the
economic situation.

Senate Democratic leaders
The war question could be
Thursday signaled Nixon that raised at the White House
an all-out drive to shut off Viet- today when congressional leadnam war funds will begin tin- ers from both parties meet for
less the Paris peace talks pro- breakfast with Nixon
The announced subject was
duce a settlement by Jan. 20.
Democratic senators, match- economic policy, particularly
ing the step taken two days the wage-price controls which
earlier by their House col- are scheduled to expire April
leagues, voted 36 to 12 in favor 30.
Either the Brooke-Cranston
of a strongly worded proposal
by Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, or the McGovern-Hatfield pro0-Mass, to cut off war funds posal could be attached as an
amendment when the year's
immediately.
Sen. J.W. Fulbright, 1)-Ark., first appropriation bill, extendhairman of the Foreign Rela- ing funds for foreign aid to the
tions Committee, priariptly reit- end of June, is considered in
erated his determination to Congress next month
move quickly if Nixon's Jan 20 (Continued on Page Sixteen
inauguration passes without an
agreement.
he time for debate—and
delay -is past," Fulbright said.
"I believe that Congress can
,494. stpuld act decisively imThe Lynn Grove Cash and
mediately after the inSave Market was the target of
auguration."
Two bills seeking to cut off burglars and vandals Thursday
Max Churchill, incumbent, war funds within 60 days, one _night. An early survey indicates
has Med for the office—of Sponsored by a group of 20 sen- -that only cigarettes and candy
Calloway County Coroner. He 'ators headed by Republican were taken, according to Sheriff
resides on the Lynn Grove Road Edward W. Brooke and Demo- Clyde Steele.
and.filed his papers with the crat Alan Cranston and the othFaye Barrow, owner of the
office of Calloway County Court er pushed by Democrat George store said that the burglars left
("ler+ Marvin Harris on McGovern and Republican the place in " -a pretty big
Decenther 28, 1972
Mark O. Hatfield, were in- mess," and no aceUrate
Churchill, owner and operator troduced in the Senate, which estimate of the loss could be
of Max Churchill Funeral twice last year voted to cut off given until an inventory had
Home, was elected to the office funds in four months provided been completed.
of Coroner for Calloway County Airierieatiprisoners were freed.
The owner said that the inin 1936 and took office in
The new antiwar steps came ventory for the new year had
January 1937. He has served in despite statements from the just been completed, and a
that capacity except the period White House, and its Senate second inventory would be
of 1944-45 when he was called to allies, that the moves might fairly accurate in estimating
active cuty with the United endanger the talks resuming in what had been taken.
States Navy during World War Paris
Monday
between
Sheriff Stelle said that the
II since being elected in 1936. presidential advisor Henry, back door had been broken
—The lacel man is married to Kissinger and North Viet- down by the burglars in order to
the
namese negotiator Le Doe Tb0. gain entrance to the store.
'
414
1fli"••••: "r••":4.ii-4`;-

Max Churchill
Files, 'Coroner

toraittldrs.--seli weover.

wo

Break-In Reported
At Lynn Grove store
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A 38-year old widow won't have to pay Inheritance taxes on $177,000 in gifts she received from an
-iflaerly gentleman friend:"ftie PeasYlvariinSupreme Court has ruled, because he _ was not
thinking -of passing on when he was giving her
presents. At the age of 87, he had something else entirely on
his mind, the court concluded.
Now the widow and the old boy's ghost are both
smiling Asheville (N.C.) Citizen-Time.

Ho-Ho Apollo
While Apollo VIII was riding high-through space
during the Christmas season of 1968, crew members
read appropriate Bible verses aloud to the watching
world below. A storm soon followed and even.,
arguments against diurefrand state were"--ttrvdre&
We don't know whether the current ctew of ApollO
XVII is planning to do the same thing this season.
Perhaps lust a chorus of "Jingle Bells" will be
safer.—Nashville (Tenn.) Banner.

_According to Boyle

More Conchisions
Ten Years Ago Today
Frequently Jumped
Acting Postmaster Van D. Valentine urges
citizens of Murray and Calloway County to be sure
and place the correct postage on letters January 7
when rates increase. First class letters go from four
to five cents; air mail letters from seven to eight
cents; post cards from three to four cents; air mail
post cards from five to six cents.
In basketball Murray Douglas beat Mayfield
Dunbar 54 to 53 and Murray High lost to Mayfield
High 65 to 36.
Miss Sue Scarborough, nurse at Kennedy Hospital,
Memphis Tenn., was the holiday guest of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Scarborough.
Mrs. Harold Douglass, Mrs. E. C. Parker, Mrs. J.
B. Wilson. and Mrs. E. C. Jones gave the program on
"Horticulture" at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

By HAL BOYLE .
they are robbed and don't have
NEW YORK AP) - Jump- enough money On them, the dising to conclusions:
•
pleased mugger will shoot, stab
You can judge men,-or beat them up. .
extent, by the kind of cigars
Imagine living in a civthey smoke. It is generally sa- ilization whose residents are
fer, for exemple to lend money afraid to go out in the streets
to a man who smokes a thick without carrying bait in their
cigar than one who prefers a pockets to plaeate bandits!
pencil-slim cigar. The slender Well, we are living in-that
cigars are more for actors, the
- and liking it less all
thick cigars for doers. Sturdy the time.
characters like sturdy cigars.
A majority of Americans feel
a compulsion now and then to
Editor's note: Boyle may be
be tranquilized medically. So
inspired to this fancy by the
they nervously gulp increasing
fact he himself smokes cigars
millions of pills and potions anthat look and smell like burning
nually. If Socrates were alive,
ship hawsers.)
he might tell us that the best
A romantic is a man who
tranquilizer for a clear mind is
goes to London and expects
time itself, taken in small but
that the flower girls outside the
regular doses.
theaters will all resemble Julie
Andrews.

This is the truest thing ever
said of aging office wolves:
"The
older
they
get
themselves, the younger they
-.
Carl Edward Tomme, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. like them."
Nothing is impossible to anyTomme of Murray, was killed January 3 in
Sacramento, California, where he was stationed one who has the self-control to
go on a diet and keep it a sewith the Air Corps.
cret.
Serv
- ing-aboard the destroyer USS Yamall in the , One of the things that annoy
Far East is Bob W. Parker,electricians mate third me about women is that, if you
class USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Don Parker of tell one she looks beautiful in
any color except purple, she
Murray Route Three.
-willimmediately rush to a deWilliams of Westiiilm Beath,' partrnent store, buy
T-Sgt. Sidney
the purFla.. was the recent guest of his' parents, Mr. and plest dress she can find -- and
Mrs. R. S. Williams.
no matter how horrible she
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Everything I _ looks in it, expects you to adHave Is Yours" with Marge and Gower Champion mit that she has proved you
wrong. Personally. I can recall
and Dennis O'Keefe and "Hollywood Festival" with meeting
only four women in my
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.
life who looked lovely in purple,
but three of them wrinkled and
turned green before they were
50.
The big trouble with inheriting money is that you can
rarely inherit money without
Inheriting some kind of big
Where your treasure is, there will your heart be trouble also.
Children, young ladies and
also.—Luke 12:34.
Whatever we put at the center of our lives will wild animaLs dislike being star'ed at. Middle-age women, howcommand the interest and concern of our hearts, ever, like the feeling
- once
whether it be good or bad
they are sure you aren't looking at someone beyond them.
Unfortunately, that is what you
are usually doing.
Needless divorce is not the
real curse of the heedless
younger generation. The real
curse is needless marriage.
by ('anl Riblet Jr.
Two people who do not greatly
"The return of congressmen from those mighty
need each other should not take
important overseas junkets where they studied the
marital vows that will only
better hotels, sampled the native restaurants and
break or sever later. True mutual fiuman need is the only
studied mass transit from the soft seats of chaufsensible reason for marriage.
feured limousines, makes us think of a flight of
Where that exists on both sides,
ducks—whirring of wings,fast travel, short stops for_ rarely
does divorce ensue.
food and rest, and an awfuo lot of quacking.
One of the saddest things I
know of today is the reason
why many elderly people, wo"WIN(' see a creatpire that walks
men as well as men, now make
like a duck, quacks 4e a duck
a habit of -CarrYing a suliitanand looks like a duck we. have
tial.sum of money on their pergood reason to call ira duck."
Son when they go out in Manhattah. They are afraid 'that If
, ••••• —Walter ftgather

B.

Isn't It The Truth!
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Navy Command Opens
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Business Out
Weaving Is In
TORONTO I AP) — Three
years ago iidvertising executive Ray Senior decided
enough was ENOUGH.
He opted out of the rat race
and became a weaver
In Toronto for the opening of
a new craft boutique where his
woven wallhangings are sold,
Senior now calls himself an
As president of the J. Walter
Thompson Advertising Co.. he
said his life was 4 ciimbination
of high-priced decisions and elegant dinner parties
told the people at the office I was going to be an environmentalist.- he said -They
told me I was crazy
He moved to Hudson, Que
made a country home into a
studio and then got to work with
the weaver's loom and potter's
wheel.
"I think it was hard at first
for my wife to adjust from the
life of an executive's wife to the
wife of an artist, but now she's
into the actistic thing herself,"
he said.
•
-Senior said he probably
works harder now than he did
as an advertising man
His big pmblem now, he said.
is not to get earned away with
his success so that he's producing art work the wail he once
churned out executive decisions
in the advertising world
•

Penguin diet
saves 4 men
Four New 'Zealanders, all
members of a university research team said they ate
penguins to survive five days
trapped on melting ice floes
in Antarctica's Ross Sea.
They abandoned their boat
after its engine broke down
and were rescued by a Royal
Air Force Hercules which
spcitted them shoot 50 mires
nfirth of New Zealand's ScoffBase.

Insurance

Fire
The Bureau of Naval Per- tor\l
‘
lich recruited, and will be
sonnel has authorized the Navy made available for immediate .on Cigars?
Recruiting Command to start assignment to the fleet.
•
Once upon a lime a man Irierl
an
expanded
Direct
Navy Recruiting District to collect fire insurance on a box
Procurement Petty Officer- -commanding officers have the
of cigars. Having smoked then)
( DPPO) Program effective authority to enlist those
all, one at a time, he argued that
they had been "destroyed by fire'
immediately.
recruited in the three ratings
and were therefore covered by his
The present program is into paygrades E-4 and E-5, if
polies.
limited to three Navy ratings: qualified. The Bureau of Naval
But the court pointed to a rule
Hull Technician, Machinist Personnel will, laowever, retain
which is followed
Mate
and
Electronics final enlistment authority for
where in the field of fire insurTechnician. Eventually, a total the ratings in paygrades E-6 ance that damage done by a
"frienills" fire is not covered, A
of 65 rating -specialties will be and E-7.
friendly fire is one that is burning
included in the program.
To be eligible for enlistment *here it belongs in an o%en, in
The
Program
was
a fireplace, or al the tip of a cigar.
established to recruit personnel into the program, candidates
"In common parlance," a court
into the Regular Navy, in the 21- must meet the requirements explained, "one has not 'had a
published
in
the
Enlisted
Navy
32 year old age group who
fire' so long as it has burned onl%
in the place *here ii was intended
possess civilian acquired Recruiting Manual and must
to burn."
education and-or work ex.. present evidence of ability and
perience equivalst to that of qualifications.
active duty personnel IN
-Applicants for E-4 must
paygrades E-4 through E-7 in
have 24 months work exthe ratings listed above. perience or 12 months work
Former service personnel experience and 12 months or
will not be enlisted under the 1,000 hours of vocational
DPPO Program if their skill training.
was obtained via service
-Applicants for E-5 must
training.
Enlistments will be for a have 48 months work experiod of four years. Those perience i including six months
This rule has generally been aphaving less than 6 months ac- supervisory experience) or 24
tive military service will be months work experience and 24 plied not onty to things burned on
purpose, like the cigars, but also
enlisted at paygrade E-3 and months or 2,000 hours of• to things burned by mistake.
vocational
training.
upon successful completion of
Consider two examples'
-Candidates for E-6 are
recruit training, will be adI) a housekeeper threw an envanced to the petty officer required to have 72 months velope into the family furnace,
work experience t including 1 unasvare that it contairtieka--valugrade for which recruited.
Tint..
'Applicants having 6 months sear supervisory experience) able
21 a man unwittingly tossed
or more activie military service or 36 months work experience his wife's dentures, *rapped in
be-entlstetrat the oavErade •-and 36 months or 3,000 hours 811/Mbiitf411M. iO,LP Stra311.riLe4
vocational training.
Both the ring and the dentures--The E-7 applicants must *ere ruined in the flames, and
claims for fire insurance were
have 96 months work ex- filed in both case!,. But both
perience including one and churns were later denied in court,
one-half year supervisory ex- 'ince the furnace fire and the
perience) or 48 months work trash fire were friendly burning
they‘belonged.
experience and 48 months or
course, a fire may change
4,000 hours of vocational itsOf
character from friendly to untrinirvi.
friendly.
Suppose that some red hot cinMinimum age for applicants ders
jump out of a crackling (Ais as follows: 21 for E-4,23 for F- piece and set fire to nearby drap5,26 for E-6, and 30 for E-7. The eries. For this kind, of damage,
you could indeed collect compenmaximtun age is 32.
Except
minimum- sation under the ordinary fire infor
•
maximum ages, waivers will be surance policy.
For, as one court pointed out,
MIND FI,OWF.RS
considered by the Bureau of MOO of the tires
that reentualty
Naval Personnel in exceptional do cause damage are fires ihat
cases.
were friendly when they began. ,
New poems like new flowers
Unfold by personal patterns
Each peddle moving its own
Slow determined way forward
A flower held dewy fresh
n the bud state building
n the mind unfolding it goes
Each stage pressing
No way to stop
Or will to want to
Proud flowers of the mind
By ALLEN NACHEMAN
in 1970 of his younger brother,
Yielding the nectar load
Associated Press Writer
David, in Vietnam.
To bees that sip
PORTLAND, Ore. ( API
Meade's speech is slightly
And fertilize others
The Indochina war has seared
slurred. His walk is wobbly.
nothing
If
else more
the life of James P. Meade Jr. His manual dexterity is poor
Now he is asking the North
He t4res quickly and has pen-Tom Perkins
Vietnamese to forgive his role odic'epileptic seizures.
in the war and let him take the
The Arniy has classified him
place of an American prisoner
100 per cent disabled, and he
of war.
receives government benefits
Meade, 26, left his young
totaling close to $1,000 a month.
ROSEBUD
wife, Kathy, and the University
Our babies are lovely and fair like little rosebuds.
of Oregon six years ago to be- Some of it goes for the support
For a while they will grow,
come an Army helicopter pilot of his 6-year-old son.
Meade wrote a letter Tuescla
Only for a while we keep them that way,
in Vietnam.
A rosebud so lovely,so pure, and so clean.
In four months, the young to Le Duc Tho, Hanoi's negotiachief warrant officer flew 250 tor at the Paris talks, and ofA mother's heart breaks as she sees the bud grow.
missions. He crashed three fered himself as a prisoner of
war for the safe return of one
For soon she knows it will become a full blooming rose.
times. The third time, his luck
American
POW
As clean and pure as the new falling snow
ran out. He suffered severe injuries, including brain damage.
lie wrote that he thought he
But this will not last.
He was in a coma when a was doing the right thing while
For life they Must meet,
neurosurgeon told Kathy, four serving as a helicopter pilot.
Tht good or the had,
months pregnant at the time, But he added, -Today, howwill
they
seek.
way
One
"I doubt that he'll ever be able ever, I know I was wrong. 1
to function as a human being." will not apologize for what I
When they come to you in tears and distress,
When Meade finally opened have done because a million
breast.
you
again
want
them
your
to
hold
how
to
Oh,
his
eyes, they were vacant and apologies will not undo my
And tell them it will be all right,
past. But I do beg your forgiveunfocused.
And wipe away the tears,
But he began to improve. In ness.
And make them pure again,
two years, the brain damage
As lovely and pure as a beautiful rosebud of long ago years
"I grieve for the men who
mended and he again learned
-Waeda Mae f3eane •to walk and talk, laugh and are sent over there. I grieve for
the pilots that are captured and
cry, read and write.
for their families. AM I grieve
He returned to his native for the people
they kill."
Portland, graduated from the
He added: "Sir, America is
OCTOBER WEATHER
two-year Mt. Hood Community my home, and I
love it. Still, in
College and now is studying for its quest of
world leadership
a
bachelor's
October
skies
degree in psy- through the use of its military
are bright and blue
1.
chology at 'Portland State Un- power, it is
With the sun shining bright
dooming itself. The
iversity.
I looked up in the skies
American people are not evil
He
has
endured
there
wasn't a cloud in sight
the breakup even though our government
And
of his marriage and the death makes
2. The trees were blowing in the breeze
us seem evil
And the leaves began to tumble down
Now it won't be long
Till they will cover the ground
3. The fall flowers are blooming
With all their might
.
Fall is soon is coming
THE
With a cool frosty night
4. The tractors are rolling
Gathering in the grain
Trying to get their crops in
Before it starts to rain
5. As winter comes on
The trees will stand bare and tall
The windsbegin to blow
And the rain and snow begins to fall
And then we know that winter Is here
But we shouldn't be sad
For we had a good summer
for that we 11,ipuld be glad
•
•

-Mrs. W.B.(Jude')Crutcher
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Man cannot live by
alone. Nor coffee. Nor
rolls. To maintain a hea
live body, people need
balanced, nutritionally
combination of vitamin
erals and protein.
Many nutritionists a
breakfast is the most i
meal of the day. Howe
veys have shown that b
Is the least liked of all
Americans have
taken a giant step
their breakfast eating
according to one survey
cookbook, for instance,
a healthy breakfast cons
eggs, fresh mushrooms
ecl lamb chops, devil
shell crabs and corn fri
This is hardly the
breakfast most urban
need today since such q
of food would not be co
burned up without acts
Ica' exercise.
But it does point out
fathers realized the ins
of a hearty breakfast
the day out right and to
the needed energy for
day
d.
Breaam
heaast
is the meal
cides the day. After
hours of sleep and after
ing a meal for 12 to 1
the human body needs
Its blood sugar level
source of energy.
A simple cup of coffee
do the trick. A few ex
..utes of sleep_ la not muc
If it means skipping b
One of the biggest

."mow without
common lament that
isn't enough time in
ing.
That's where today's

Sunshine Homema
Have
The Sunshine H
Club met Tuesday,
18, at 1:00 p.m. for
Christmas Party M
McClure was the hoste
holiday event.
Mrs. Nona Tabers
and read the day
associated with the
season were direc
Veronica Elkins and
exchanged.
Refrasbments
and crocheted reci
were presented by
as favors
Those present not
mentioned were: M
Bray, Mrs. Lenda F
Eva Higgins and Mr
Wrather, a visitor.
The next meeting
will be held on
January 18, at 130 p
home of Mrs Nona

Paris Road G
Has Party, Di
The Paris Road H
gathered at the tic,
B. Roach for a potl
and a Christm
recently.
Mrs. Mary Al
president., presided
business portion of
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt
secretary-treasurer'
the last meeting.
member, Mrs. M
was welcomed into
Mrs. Scott said g
the meal which w
all members.
The recreation
Mrs. Laveda (Tops
with two members
Wilson and Mrs
White, being de
Christmas trees a
the members j
decorating.
Mrs. Wilson was
the best decorat
tree
The members
how to make a h
magazine The
a Christmas der
Gifts, which had
beneath a tree d
Mrs. Margaret
exchanged by the
Visitors present
Jessie Smith,
and Malcom Tayti
Members presen
Alice Gee, Lav
Margie Scott, I
Myrtle Madrey,
Alice Steely, Del
Nesbitt, Lucille
McIntosh, Rebel
Blakely, Carol
Hart, Amy Wi
White,
Naomi
Margaret Roach
Duke
The next rneet1
"'Vibe held at! p.
9 with Mrs. Mar
hostess.

.•.
1
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• Start The Day
'With Breakfast

Lockhart-Hinton Engagement
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Holiday Party Held

.thilefis •
At Eltis Cent&

Man cannot live by bread
alone. Nor coffee. Nor sweetrolls. To maintain a healthy active body, people need a well
balanced, nutritionally sound
combination of vitamins, minerals and protein.
Many nutritionists agree,
breakfast is the most importan4
meal of the day. However, surveys have shown that breakfast
Is the least liked of all meals.
Amencans have seemingly
taken a giant step backwards in
their breakfast eating patterns,
according to one survey. An 1890
cookbook, for instance, describes
a healthy breakfast consisting of
eggs, fresh mushrooms, breaded lamb chops, deviled soft
shell crabs and corn fritters.
This is hardly the type of
breakfast most urban Americans
need today since such quantities
of food would not be completely
burned up without active physical exercise.
But it does point out our forefathers realized the importance
of a hearty breakfast to start
the day out right and to acquire
the needed energy for an active
- day ahead.
Breakfast is the meal that decides the day. After 9 to 10
hours of sleep and after not eating a meal for 12 to 14 hours,
the human body needs to raise
Its blood sugar level with a
source of energy.
A simple cup of coffee will not
.éo the trick. A few extra min.
,utes of sleep); not much m gain
If it means skipping breakfast.
One of the biggest reasons for
seine- without break/am.-la the.
common Lament that there just
isn't enough time in the morning.
That's vim today's conven-

fence foods are such a boon to
The Senior citizens held their
the breakfast skippers of the naholiday party at the • Ellis
tion. There is a new pocket-size,
Community Center on Tuesday,
chewy, moist breakfast bar that
December 19, with a potluck
Is a nutritionally balanced quick
-luncheon being served at the
way to eat breakfast. The only
flot.ti hour.
preparing that needs to be done
Is unwrapping the package.
Following the luncheon with
People need breakfast Studthe arrangements being made
ies have shown that going withby the Senior Citizens' comout it damages health, upsets
ulitti.a.s, a special program was
disposition and reduces vitality.
held.
Breakfast skippers usually become fatigued by mid-morning
Mis,Elizabeth James gave
and consequently turn to high
an inspiring devotion on "What
calorie snacks. Mental and physDoes Christmas Mean To
ical fatigue show up during midYour She also sang "0 Holy
morning.
Night" and led the group in
The production of tired workgaging some Christmas_ carols.
ers lags behind normal. A sired
A trio composed of Mrs. Dolly
child becomes bandicappod
Haley, Mrs. Edna McReynolds,
school.
.
,
and Mrs. .janies.. sang "Silent
Recent studies carSchodi -childiiegh-L"
ren indicate that those children
• ••
•
who eat a sound, nutritionally
Gifts *ere exchanged and
balanced and filling breakfast
games were enjoyed
'I
perform better in school. TeachA camera was presented to
ers describe the breakfast eatthe Senior Citizens by the Tau
ers as learning better, being
Phi Lambda Chapter of • the
more alert and less of a discipWoodmen of the World. The
Winners lathe Faxon Reading Center contest were Jeffrey Mathis. third grade, Shelia Lilly, fourth
line problem than those children
presentation was.inade by three grade, Mary Elkins and Kim Oats, fifth grade,
who eat inadequate breakfasts—
amid Patty Robinson, sixth grade
of its members, Loretta Jobs,
or no breakfast at all.
Melody Swift. and Glenda
Eating habits are formed earSmith.
ly in life. If Mom and Dad are
so rushed in the morning that
Members present were
ea"
Cal
they don't eat a nutritious
ttr9.
Zr.d.ait
Rubena Dawes, Artis Fuqua,
breakfast, the children will likeChristy
Miss
Lockhart
Lome Eldridge, Elizabeth
_friday
.
, January 5
ly fall into the same pattern as
Mr and Mrs. James D. Lockhart of Murray Route 3, announce James, F:ssie Blalock, Kathrein
A barbecue supper will be
they grow older.
the engagement of their daughter, Christy, to Franklin Hinton, Bette, Nola. Chrisman, Sarah
held at Dewar& Chapel Church
Adults and children need propSanderson, Beulah Fielder,
son of Mr. and Mrs. G.E. Hinton of Corinth, Mississippi.
er vitamins, mineral; and proStudents in grades three
The United Methodist Women on Highway N East at 6 , 30 p.m.
Miss Lockhart-tre a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High Lala Boyd, Ruby Harris, Ethel of the Good Shepherd
The charge Will be one dollar through six at the Faxon
tein to mainline Maltby bodies.
Church
School. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. I.D Brandon of Wark-ef-,--"Ahibie
Children need these nutrients
plate.
Residing Canter under the
met recently for the
even more since they're still
-1dmo Route 1 and of Mr Earl lAxithart and the late Lovie Lola Hale, Edna McReynolds. Christmas program.
direction of Mrs..Lashlee-Foster
Mrt.
Jewell Wells, Lillian Hicks, Ora
Saturday, January
Lockhart of Springfield, Tenn
growina.-- —AL.
-participated in an eight days'
Emma Knight* and Mrs. Alice
The Senior Art Exhibit of J.C.
1.191Titt, Olive Hagen,
Canna just twe kars of this
—1Ccr . Hinton-1Si 195graduaterfitossotilfhph-Fselmotol-Cortath,
reading contest
IGnigAL
were
ca-c.hairtnee
toC
Phillips,
new breakfast food will provide
Fred
Henderson,Mersey, *II apes- - Est+chtki was to read
Mississippi, and attended North East Mississippi Junior College
wide- you and your children with 360 of Boonville, Miss. He is employed by the Kroger C-ompany of 011w Riley. Walker Ooley, Meda the meeting
for thirteen dayi in the Clara M.
variety of books on their levels.
calories and the proper nutrients
Jackson Nova Williams, (kla
Christmas carols were sung Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle Winners
Murray.
were Jeffery Mathis,
to maintain growth, provide enMr Hinton is the grandson of Mrs Ida Baker and the late Geunn, Dolly Haley, Nomie for the opening part of the Fine Arts Center; Murray State third grade, Shelia Lilly, fourth
ergy,
develop
strong
bones
and
Sunshine Homemakers_
Elmer Baker of Corinth, Miss., and the late Mr and Mrs. O.L. Miller, WY—Rogers, Annie program. Mrs. Emma Knight University.
grade. Mary Elkins and Kim
teeth, sustain - healthy bleed,
Willis, Thyra Crawford, and read the scripture and also
Oats, fifth grade, and Patty
normal vision, healthy skin and :Minton of
I/4wpm
Grugan.
presented
a
short
director
The
story on
Senior Art Exhibit of Robinson, sixth grade.
Have Christmas Party • provide vttatity, goo-d appetiteThe wedding ceremony will be held on Februari2,1,73, at Sir/
Special guests were L.D. "Geld,
Frankencense, and Sherry Brandon, Murray, Will
at the Hickory Grove Church of Ctuist. -Others' participating in the
The Sunshine Homeniakers and good digestion.
open for thirteen days in the
No formal uivitations are being sent and all friends and 1/4114
"
-• Mr*. LD Miller Mrs. Myrrh."
contest were Jeanette UnClub met Tuesday, December
Smith,
Erma
J.B.
Mrs.
Clara
M.
relatives are invited to attend
Eagle Gallery, Price
klerhill, 31.11 Inirnell. Janice
18, at 1:00 p.m. for the club's
Outland, and Willie Emerson.
Mrs. Alice Knight read a Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
Chaney, Caroline Choate,
Christmas Party. Mrs. Jean
Christmas greeting for the State University.
Phyllis
Morrison. Ricky
McClure was the hostess for the
coming
year
and
alit)
Catch
read
"One
Cheese May
McKinney, Earl Birdsog, Ste
holiday event.
Solitary Life."
•
Hazel Baptist Women
Butter in Milk Race
Cherry, Charlotte Bebber,
Mrs. Nona Tabers presided
The
business
session
was
Brent Brown, Kathey Btrrkeen,
and read the devotion. Games
MILWAUKEE — The cheese- conducted by Mrs. Maggie To Meet This Monday
The Coldwater Homemakers
Tom Oats, Terry Morris, James
associated with the holiday
and Woods Names were drown ,for
Parker. and Sandy Lee.
season were directed by Mrs. Club met in the home of Mrs.
„
a.
Groups I sad II of the Baptist
prayer pals
Homer
Bazzell
on
Tuesday.
within
a
replace
few
-may
"ems
Also in the contest were Cindy
Veronica Elkins and gifttwere
Following the program, a Women of the Hazel Baptist Eldridge, Debbie Falwell,
December 19, for the special
the butter industry as the largexchanged.
social hour was enmed by .the Church will meet January 9 at Regina Cunningham, Mike
holiday party.
Abigail Van Buren
e,
' manufiCturing outlet rot
Refreshments were served
p.tii, in the Educational Duncan, Darrell
eleven members present.Small
A huge tree was beauttfuay
Duggar,
milk There are more than 496
and crocheted recipe -cards
Building
gifts
for the general Teresa Dillon, Renee Overby,
decorated with red and green
were
exchanked
and
lnown cheese varieties, and the
were presented by the hostess
lights. On each side of the open
Amy F:dwards, Eddie Don
average imencan annually con- refreshment of Christmas meeting
as favors.
Ora Joyce will be in charge of
fire were red and green candles
more than 12 pounds c4 cookies and punch were served
sumes
Turner, Joey Boggess, Mark
Those present not previously
the
program.
by the hostesses.
with sprayed bricks as holders
cheese, half of it cheddar,
Outland, and Robby Parrish.
mentioned were: Mrs. Linda
that had been made during the
Bray. Mrs. I.enda Easley, Miss
summer. A drip candle lamp
Eva Higgins and Mrs_ Barletta
made by Mrs. Datha Smith was
Wrather, a visitor.
on the table.
The next meeting of the club
Mrs. Jerry Bazzell was in
DEAR ABBY I have had it' I am fed up with .people
will be held on Thursday,
charge of. the devotion. A short
condemning my parents for having seven children.
January 18, at 1:30 p.m. at the
business session was held by
The first thing they ask is. ''Are you Catholic?" [We're
home of Mrs Nona Tabers.
Mrs. Noble Fuqua.
not—we're Protestant I Then they make•some dumb crack
A box of handmade toys had
about my parents probably being hooked on sex or somebeen mailed to the children at
thing
Outwood hospital. Rodney
Well, I happen to know that my mother planned each
Newsome had furnished the
one V us, and as long as my father can afford that many
material from his upholstery
children, I don't think it's anybody's business
shop. Mrs. Dean Roper gave
My mother has never had to work outside the home one
The Paris Road Homemakers some of the patterns in a recent
day after she was married, and that's more than a lot of
gathered at the home of Mrs. J. lesson, "Gifts From Scraps."
mothers can say.
B. Roach for a potluck dinner
Mrs.
Dewey
Bazzell
If my parents can afford to have a dozen children, why
and a Christmas Party suggested that each member
should they be made to feel that they are taking up more
recently.
would make a toy for the
space in the world than they're entitled to'
Mrs. Mary Alice Gee, children. Gifts wre also sent to
0,s/E OF SEVEN
president, presided over the the party at Western State
business portion of the meeting. Hospital. Several of the
DEAR ONE: If people continue to multiply at the presMrs. Ina Nesbitt gave the members had helped in making
ent rate, this world of ours is going to be in serious
secretary-treasurer's report of small quilts for patients at
- trouble. For some up-to-date reading material ost Is subthe last meeting. One new Westview Nursing Home.
ject. inquire at your public library.
member, Mrs. Margie Scott,
After singing Christmas
DEAR ABBY - Six weeks ago I a week before she marwas welcomed into the club.
carols led by Little Miss Cindy
ried my son) my daughter in law said she would like to
Mrs. Scott said grace before Bazzell, gifts were exchanged.
call me by my first name since I was more like a friend
the meal which was served to
present,
Others
not
than a mother I said. "Fine Whatever makes you comfortall members.
previously mentioned, were
able "
The recreation was led by Mrs. Hill Adams, Mrs. Hugh
The first time she called me "Nellie" it hit ine wrong I
Mrs. Laveda iTopsy) Brandon Adams and children, David,
realized it 'really wasn't fine with me. I love her like a
with two Members, Mrs. Amy Tracy. and Kelly, Mrs. Newel
daughter, not like a friend, and I didn't feel comfortable
Wilson and Mrs. Barbara Doores, Mrs. Dan Bazzell, Mrs.
being called "Nellie" by my daughter in law. I would
White, being decorated as Ralph Bennett, Mrs. Billie
rather she can me "Mom" or "Mother Smith" or even
Christmas trees and the rest of Carroll, Mrs. Wayne Adams,
-Mrs. Smith" as she did before
the members judging the and Mrs. Delbert Newsome.
I have an idea she and my son cooked up this idea
decorating.
because he feels more comfortable calling her parents by
131zzel1 was assisted in
Mrs.
Mrs. Wilson was judged to be
their first names rather than ''Mom and Dad."
serving by her niece, Mrs.
the best decorated Christmas
Have you any suggestions? I want to resolve this before
Wayne Adams.
1-Year Certificate
tree.
1-Year Certificate
any more time passes NAME PROBLEM IN ILLINOIS
90-Day
Regular Passbook
The next meeting will be held
The members were shown
January 16 at 12:30 p.m. at the
DEAR PROBLEM: Tell your daughter in law that you
$1,000 Minimum
"Extra Earning Passbook"
$5,000 Minimum
how to make a house from a
No Minimum
Mrs. Delbert
home
of
don't feel comfortable being called "Nellie." and would she
magazine. The house is used as
No
Minimum
—
Newsome. Mrs. Margie Sanmind
calling
you
"Mother
Neljae,-,
or
Smith," "Mother
a Christmas decoration.
derson will be in charge of the
something with which you both feel comfortable.
Gifts, which had been placed
min lesson.
DEAR ABBY: My almost-16-year-old daughter and her
beneath a tree decorated -by
—
18-year-old boy friend have the habit of lying down side by
Mrs. Margaret Roach, were
side on our very narrow couch while watching television.
exchanged by the group.
They don't get embarrassed when her daddy or I walk in
Visitors present were Mrs.
and find theta..this way.
Jessie Smith, Sharon Blakely
In some respects I may he old fashioned; but I think
and Malcom Taylor.
some things can go a little too far. and I don't like to see
,Croup II of the Christian
Members present were Mary '
my daughter and her boy friend in that position. Ifthey are
Alice Gee, Laveda Brandon, Women's' Fellow-ship of the
that close in our home, I wonder how close they get when
- MOM MAIs tea
First
Christian
Church
met
in
Margie Scott, Lane Thompson,
./16.•
they are out on a date.
Myrtle Madrey, Eva Curd, the home of Mrs. A.B. Austin ou
I don't like to be a square mother, Abby, but don't you
Alice Steely, Della Taylor,,Ina Tuesday of this week. Mrs'.
think I should ask them to please sit up when they're
Nesbitt, Lucille Grogan, Ola Jewel Evans was co-hostess.
watching TV?
WANTS TO DO RIGHT
Mrs. R.H. Robbins, group
McIntosh, Rebel Steely, Linda
REAR flitiANTS: The position you describe is too close
Blakely, Carol Smith, Lucille leader, presided at the meeting.
for comfort. 11.11 your daughter that she should keep both
Hart, Amy Wilson, Barbara The devotion was given by Mrs.
feet on the floor. And that goes for her boy friend, too.
Barrett, Hawkins Valentine using
White,
Naomi
'Margaret Roach and, Virginia Romans IV, 14-24.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TORN DAUGHTER IN. RICO,A book, "Rebellion oi
Duke.
LAND PARK": I can understand why your mother Is bitter
Surrender,"
was reviewed by
about your father, from whom she is separated, but she
The next Meeting of the club
had no right to forbid you to invite him to your home. Tell
wfflbeheldatlpisi.dnianuary Mra..Lessie Picktird.
The meeting was attended by
'your Mother you will lerhee knew ahead of time when your
9 with Mrs. Margie Scott as
21 members and 2 visitors. ----father will he there so she won't run ieto him
hostess.

Methodist Women
Of Good Shepherd
Church Hold Meet

Winners Named In
Faxon Reading

Contest Recently

Bazzell Home Is
Scene Of Coldwater
Homemakers Meet
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The 'Bureau of Naval Personnel has euthorized the Navy
Recruiting Command to start
an
, expanded
Direct
Procurement Petty Officer
DPPOi Program effective
immediately.
The present program is
limited to three Navy ratings:
all Technician, Machinist
and
Electronics
Phit,e
Technician. Eventually, a total
of 65 rating specialties will be
included in the program.
The
Program
was
established to recruit personnel
into the Regular Navy,in the 2132 year old age group who
posses civilian acquired
education and-or work experience equivalent to that of
active duty personnel in
paygrades E-4 through E-7 in
the ratings listed above.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
IS the Integrity of its Newspaper
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• A-88-year old widow won't have to payinheritance
taxies on $177,000 in gifts she received from an
'elderly gentleman friend, the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court has ruled, because he was not
thinking of passing on when he was giving her
presents.
At the age of 87, he had something else entirely on
his mind, the court concluded.
Now the widow and the old boy's ghost are bodt.L.,.
smiling Asheville tN.C.) Citizen-Time.

Ho-Ho Apollo
While Apollo VIII was riding high through space
-during the Christmas season of 1968,crew inenthers
read appropriate Bible verses aloud to the watching
world below.
A storm soon followed and. even
_
argumentiaga rcbufclialid-State'were invoked.---+--We don't know whether the current crew of Apollo
XVII is planning to do the same thing this season.
Perhaps just a chorus of "Jingle Bells" will be
ACcording
safer.—Nashville (Tenn.) Banner

Ten Years Ago Today
Mile=•=Ming

Acting Postmaster Van D. Valentine urges
citizens...of Murray and Calloway County to be sure
and place the correct postage on letters January 7
when rates increase. First class letters go from four
to five cents; air mail letters from seven to eight
cents, post cards from three to four cents; air mail
post cards from five to six cents.
In basketball Murray Douglas beat Mayfield
Dunbar 54 to 53 and Murray High lost to Mayfield
High 65 to 36.
Miss Sue Scarborough, nurse at Kennedy Hospital,
Memphis Tenn.. was the holiday guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Scarborough.
Mrs. Harold Douglass, Mrs. E. C. Parker, Mrs. J.
B. Wilson. and Mrs. E. C. Jones gave the program on
"Horticulture" at the meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago Today
LIWGZEI & TIMIS TtLE

Carl Edward Tomme, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Tomme of Murray, was killed January 3 in
Sacramento, California, where he was stationed
with the Air Corps.
Serving aboard the destroyer USS Yamall in the
Far East is Bob W. Parker, electricians mate third
class USN. son of Mr. and Mrs. Don - Parker of
Murray Route Three.
T-Sgt. Sidney B. Williams of West Palm Beach,
-Fla., was the recent guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. R:S. Williams.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Everything I
Have Is Yours" with Marge and Gower ,Champion.
and Dennis O'Keefe and "Hollywood Festival" with
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. „

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Where your treasuce is, there will your heart be

also.—Luke 12:34.
Whatever we put at the center of our lives will
command' the interest and concern of Our hearts.
whether it be good or bad.

Isn't It The Truth!
hy Carl Riblet Jr.
The return of congressmen from those mighty
important overseas junkets where they studied the
better hotels, sampled the native restaurants and
studied mass transit from the soft seats of chauffeured limousines, nlakes us think of a flight of
ducks—whirring of wings,fast travel. short stops for
food and rest, and an awfuo lot of quacking.
"If we see a creature that
like a duck, quacks like a

walks
duck
"and looks like a duck we have
good rebson to call it a duck."
—Walter Reuther

'cutting'back, eh?—yoteve got

a nerve..11 .....—

Former service personnel
will not be enlisted under the
DPPO Program if their skill
was obtained via service
training.
Enlistments will be for a
period of four years. Those
having less than 6 months active military service will be
enlisted at paygrade E-3 and
upon successful completion of
recruit training, will be advanced to the petty officer
-grade for which recruited.
.Applicants having 6 months
or more activie military service
be enlisted-8T Ultreanzgrade

b)Bolls

Altera C

,
Frequen*Jumped
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK AP) - Jumping to conclusiens.
You can judge men, to some-extent, Sy the kind of cigars
they smoke. It is generally safer, for exemple to lend money
to a man who smokes a thick
cigar than one who prefers a
pencil-slim cigar. The slender
cigars ace more for actors, the
thick cigars for doers. Sturdy
characters like sturdy cigars.
Editor's note Boyle may be
inspired to this fancy by the
fact he himself smokes cigars
that look and smell like burning
Ship hawsers. I
A romantic is a man who
goes to London and expects
that the flower guts outside the
theaters will all resemble Julie
Andrews.

Poetically
Speaking
4V-TOM PERKINS

they are robbed and don't have
enough money on them, the dis.1*meg mugger will shoot, stab .
or beat them up.
MIND FLOWERS
Imagine living in a civilization whose residents are
afraid to go out in the streets New poems like new flowers
without carrying bait in their Unfold by personal patterns
pockets to placate bandits! Each peddle moving its own •
Well, we are living in that civ- Slow determined way forward
ilization -- and liking it less all A flower held dewy fresh
the time.
tin the bud state building
- A majority of Americans feel 'In the mind unfolding it goes
a compulsion now and then to Each stage pressing
be tranquilized medically. So No way to stop
they nervously gulp increasing Or will to want to
millions of pills and potions an- Proud flowers of the mind
nually. If Socrates were alive, Yielding the nectar load
he might tell us that the best To bees that sip
tranquilizer for a clear mind is And fertilize others
time itself, taken in small but If nothing else more
regular dfrses.

for which recruited, and will be
made available for immediate
assignment to the fleet.
Navy Recruiting - District
commanding officers have the
authority to enlist those
recruited in the three ratings
into paygrades E-4 and E-5, if.
qualified. The Bureau of Naval
Personnel will, however, retain
final enlistment authority for
the ratings in paygrades E-6
and E-7.
To be eligible for enlistment
into the program, candidates
must meet the requirements
published in the Enlisted Navy
ReCruiting Manual and must
present evidence of ability and
qualificatiOns.

Fire Insurance
on Cigars?

Once upon a time a man tried
to collect fire insurance on Cbos
of cigars. iiasing smoked them
011. one at a time, he argued that

'they had been "destroyed by fire"
and were rhercfore covered by his
pare.' But the court pointed to a rule
- wiech is followed almost every
uhere in the field of fire insurance that damage done by a
"friendly" fire is not covered. A
friendly fire is one that is burning
where it belongs in an men, in
a fireplace, or at the tip of a cigar.
"In common parkince," a court
esplained. "one has not 'had a
rif-C* so 14108 as it has burned on!'
in the place st here it was intended
se burst."

-Applicants for E-4 must
have 24 months work experience or 12 months work
experience and 12 months or
1,000 hours of vocational
training.
,Applicants for E-5 must
48 months work experience (including six months
supervisory experience) or 24
This rule has generally been apmonths work experience and 24 plied not only to things burned on
months or 2,000 hours of purpose, like the cigars, but also
to things burned by mistake.
vocational training.
Consider tsso examples:
-Candidates for E-6 are
I) a housekeeper threw an enrequired to have 72 months. velope into the family furnace,
work experience (including 2 uoassare that it clad/lined* vela- -year supervisory experience) able ring:
2) a man unwittingly tossed
or 36 months work experience
wife's dentures. a. rapped in
and 36 months .or 3,000 hours his
-tisane- PaPar...411.4Liklraab.ke•
vocational training.
Both pie ripg and the dentures
-The E-7 applicants must were ruined in the flames, and
claims for fire insurance were
have 96 months work ex- riled in both cases. But both
perience including one and -Antra were later denied in court.
one-half year supervisory ex- since the furnace fire and the
perience, or 48 months work trash. fire were friendly burning
experience and 44 months or where they belonged.
Of course, a fire may changc
1,000 hours of vocational its character from
friendly to un
trining.
friendly
Suppose
Minimum age for applicants dens jump that some red hot cin•
out of a crackling (ireis as follows. 21 for E-4, 23 for E- place and set fire to nearby drap5, 26 for E-6, and 30 for E-7. The eries. For this kind of'damage.
-you could indeed collect compenmaximum age is 32.
Except
for
minimum- iettoin under the ordinary fire inmaximum ages, waivers will* surance policl
for, as °Ore comet pooled-esti.
considered by the Bureau of most of the fires
that eventualli
Naval Personnel in exceptional do cause damage are fires that
MIL
sit4e friendly v. hen they began.
•

have

War Victim Asks. To Be

Exchanged For Prisoner
-Tom Perkins

Business Out,
Weaving Is In

By ALLEN NACHEMAN
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. ( AP) -The Indochina war has seared
the life of James P. Meade Jr.
Now he is asking the North
Vietnamese to forgive his role
in the war and let him take the
place of an American prisoner
of war,
Meade, 26, left his young
wife, Kathy, and the University
of Oregon six years ago to become an Army helicopter pilot
in Vietnam.
In four months, the young
chief warrant officer flew 250
missions. He crashed three
times. The third time, his luck
ran out. He suffered severe injuries, including brain damage.
He was in a coma when a
neurosurgeon told Kathy, four
months pregnant at the time,
"I doubt that he'll ever be able
to function as, a human being."
When Meade finally opened
his eyes, they were vacant and
unfocused
But he began to improve. In
two years, the brain damage
mended and he again learned
te walk and talk, laugh and
efy, read and svrite.

This is the truest thing ever
said of aging office wolves:
"The
older
they
get
themselves, the younger they
ROSEBUD
TOVNTO (AP) - Three Our babies are lovely and fair like little rosebuds.
like them.•"
Nothing is impassible to any- years ago advertising ex- For a while they will grow,
one who has the self-control to ecutive Ray Senior decided Only for a while we keep them that way.
go on a diet and keep it a se- enough was ENOUGH
A rosebud so lovely,so pure. and so clean
He opted out of the rat race
cret.
One of the things that annoy and became a weaver
A mother's heart breaks as she sees the bud grow,
to Toronto for the opening of
me about women is that, if you
For soon she knows it will become a full blooming rose.
a new craft boutique where his
clean and pure as the new falling snow
tell one she looks beautiful in
woven wallhangings are sold, As
any color except purple, she Senior now calls
himself an
will immediately rush to a de- .'environmentalist.''
But this will not last.
partrnent store, buy the purAs president of the J Walter For life they must meet,
plest dress she can find -- and Thompson Advertising Co he The good or the bad,
no matter how horrible she said. his life was a combination One way they will seek.
looks in it, expects you to ad- if high-priced decisions and eleWhen they come to you in tears and distress,
mit that she has proved you gant dinner parties
.I told the people at the of- Oh,how again you want to hold them to your breast,
wrong. Personally. I can recall
Meeting only four women in my fice I was going to be an envi- And tell them it will be all right,
lire who loqed lovely in purple, ronmentalist," he said "They And wipe away the tears,
told me I was crazy
make them pure again,
but three orthem wrinkled and
He moved to Hudson. Que., And
As lovely and pure as a beautiful rosebud of long ago years.
turned green before they were made a country home
into a
50.
studio and then got to work with
-Waeda Mae Beane
The big trouble with inher- the weaver's loom and potter's
iting money is that you can wheel.
"I think it was hard at first
rarely inherit money without
He returned to his native
inheriting some kind of big for my wife to adjust from the
Portland, graduated from the
life
of
an
executive's
'OCTOBER
WEATHER
wife to the
trouble also.
two-year Mt. Hood Community
Children, young ladies and wife of an artist, but now she's
College and now is studying for
wild animals dislike being star- into the artistic thing herself,"
a bachelor's degree.. in psyOctober skies are bright and blue
he
1.
said:
ed at. Middle-age women, howchology at Portland State UnSenior said he
With the sun shining bright
ever, like the feeling - once works harder now probably
iversity.
than he did
I looked up in the slues
they are sure you aren't look- as an advertising man
. He has endured the breakup
And there wasn't a cloud in sight
ing at someone beyond them.
His bag problem now, he said,
of his marriage and the death
2. The trees were blowing in the breeze
Unfortunately, that is what you is not to get carried away with
And the leaves began to tumble down
are usually doing.
his success so that he's producNow it won't be long
Needless divorce is not the ing art work the way he once
Till they will cover the ground
real curse of the heedless. churned out executive decisions
3. The fall flowers are blooming
rin
the
advertising
world
youngergeneration. The real
With all their might
curse is needless marriage..
-Fall is soon is corning
Two people who do not greatly
With a cOOI frosty night
need each other should not take
4. The tractors are rdlling
marital vows that will only
Gathering in the grain
break or sever later. True muFour New Zealanders, all
tual human need is the only
Trying to get their crops in
sensible reason for marriage. members of a university reBefore it starts to rain
search
team said they ate
Where that exists on both sides,
As winter conies on
5.
penguins to survive five days
rarely does divorce ensue.
trees will stand bare and tall
The
trapped on melting ice floes
One of the saddest things
The winds begin to blow
in
Antarctica's
Ross
Sea.
know of today is the reason
And the.rain and snow begins to fall
They abandoned their boat
why many elderly people, woAnd- then we know that winter is here
after-its engine broke down
men as well as men, now make and
But we shouldn't be sad
were rescued by a Royal
a habit of carrying a substan- Air
For we had a good summer
Force Ilittides which
tial sum of money on their per- spotted them
And for that we should be glad
about 50 miles
son when they go out in Man- north of New Zealand's
Scott
hattan. They are afraid that if Base.
Mrs. W. II Jude'I ('rutcher

in 1970 of his younger brother,
David, in Vietnam
Meade's speech is slightly
slurred. His walk is wobbly
His manual dexterity is poor
He tires quickly and has periodic epileptic seizures.
The Army has classified him
100 per cent disabled, and he
receives governngent benefits
totaling close to $1,000 a month.
Some of it goes for the support
of his 6-year-old son
Meade wrote a letter Tuesday.
to Le Duc Tho, Hanoi's negotiator at the Paris talks, and offered himself as a prisoner of
Ivor for the safe return of one
American POW
He'wrote that he thought he
as doing the right thing whale
serving as a helicopter pilot
But he added, "Today, however, I know I was wrong. I
will not apologize for what I
have done because a million
apologies will not undo my
past. But I do beg your forgiveneSS.

"I grieve for the men who
are sent over there. I grieve for
the pilots that are captured-and
for their families. And I grieve
for the people they kill."
He added: "Sir, America is
my home, and I love it. Still, in
its quest of world
leadership
through the
Its military
power, it is dooming itself.
The
American people are not evil
even though our government
makes us seem evil ...."

CAPPIfij

Penguin diet
saves 4 men
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Start

With
Man Cannot live b
alone. Nor coffee. No
sills. To maintain a he.
live body, people need
balanced, atiqinonally
combination of vitami
erals and protein.
Many nutritionist.,
breakfast is the most i
meal of the day.
•
veys have shown that .
is the least liked of all
Americans have
taken a giant step
their breakfast eating
according to one survey
cookbook, for instance,.
a healthy breakfast co
eggs, fresh mushroom •
ed iamb chops, devt
shell crabs and corn f
This is hardly the
breakfast most urban A
need today since such.
of food woukl not be .
burned up without ecti
teal exercise.
But it does point out
fathers realized the
of a hearty breakfast
the clay out nght and
the needed energy for :
day ahead.
Breakfast is the meal
cides the day. After
hours of sleep and afte
ing a meal for 12 to
the human body needs
its blood sugar level
source of energy.
A simple cup of con
do the trick. A few
utes of sleep is not muc
if it means skipping .
One of the biggest
going without b
common lament that.
Isn't enough time in
ing.
That's where today

Sunshine. Homema
Have Christmas Pa
The Sunshine Ho
Club met Tuesday,
18, at 1-00 pin for
Christmas- Party..
McClure was the hos
holiday event.
Mrs. Nona Tabers
and'read the devotil
associated with .•
season were direc . •
Veronica Elkins and
exchanged.
Reirestunents w
and crocheted rec.'
were presented by
as favors
Those present not
mentioned were .211
Bray, Mrs lends
Eva Higgins and M
Wrather, a visitor.
The next meeting
will be held on
January 18, at 1:30
home of Mrs Nona

Paris Road G
Has Party, Di
The Paris Road H
gathered at the horn
B. Roach for a po
and a Christm
recently.
Mrs. Mary A
president, pr
business portion of
Mrs. Ina Nesbit
secretary-treasurer
the last meeting.
member, Mrs. M.
was welcomed into
Mrs. Scott said
the meal which wall members.
The recreation
Mrs. Laveda IT..with two members
Wilson and Mr'
White, being de
Christmas trees a
the members j
decorating.
Mrs. WiLson was
the best decora •
tree.
The members
how to make a h
magazine. The •
a Christmas d• •
Gifts, which had
beneath a tree •
Mrs. Margaret '
exchanged by the
Visitors preset',
Jessie Smith,
and Malcom Tayl
Members prese
Alice Gee, Lase
Margie Scott,
Myrtle Mackey,
Alice Steely, De
Nesbitt, lAwille
McIntosh, Rebel
Blakely, Carol
Hart, Amy Wt.
White,
Naom
Margaret Roach
- . Duke.
The next I .1
will be held at / p.
9 with Mrs. Ma
hostess.

•
• ..
•

-
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Start The Day
With Breakfast

Lockhart-Hinton Engagement

Holiday. Party Held
By Senior Citizens
At Ellis Center

The Senior Citizens held their
lence foods are such a boon to
holiday party at the Ellis
the breakfast skippers of the naCon ununity Center on Tuesday,
tion. There is a new pocket.size,
December 19, with a. potluck
chewy, moist breakfast bar that
luncheon being served at the
Is a nutritionally balanced quick
noon hour.
•
way to eat breakfast. The only
preparing that needs to be done
Folloivinii, the luncheon' with
Is unwrapping the package.
the arrangements; being made
People need breakfast.,Studby the Senior CAzens' coinles have shown that going withvaletas,a special pilagriiiii_vras
out it damages health, upsets
held.
disposition and reduces vitality.
Breakfast skippers usually be'Elkaheth James gave come fatigued by mid-morning
all inspiring devotion on "What
and consequently turn to high
Does Christmas Mean To
calorie snacks. Mental and physYour She also san "0 Holy
ical fatigue show up during midgroup in
Night" and led
morning.
carols:
singing sonic Christi!
The production of tired workA trio composed of Mrs. Dolly
ers lags behind normal. e. tired
Haley, Mrs. Edna McReynolds,
-aw
child, becomes handicapked in
arid Mts. James sang "Silent
school.
--saw, •
Recent studies on schoal children indicate that those children
Gifts were exchanged and
who eat a sound, nutritionally
-• —
ganws *re enjoyed.
balanced and filling breakfast
A camera was presented to
perform better in school. Teachthe Senior Citizens by the Tail
ers describe the breakfast eatPhi Lambda Chapter of the
ers as learning better, being
Mathis, third grade, Shelia Lilly, fourth
Woodnierr of the World. The
Winners in the Faxon Reading Center contest were Jeffrey
grade.
more alert and less of a discipniade by three grade, Mary Elkins and Kim Oats, fifth grade. and Patty Robins,sixth
was
on
presentati
line problem than those children
Jobs,
of its members, Loretta
who eat inadequate breakfastsMelody Swift, and Glenda
or no breakfast at all.
Smith.
Eating babas are formed early in life. If Mom and Dad are
Members present were
so rushed tn the morning that
Rubena Dawes, Artis Fuqua,
they don't eat a nutritinsis
Friday, January 5
Lome Eldridge, Elizabeth
breakfast, the children will likeA barbecue supper will be
Elute Blalock, Kathrein
James,
ly fall into the same pattern as
held at Deaards Chapel Church
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Lockhart of Murray Route 3, annonnee I3olte, Nola Chrisman, Sarah
they grow older.
Hinton,
Students in grades three
on Highway 94 East at 6 30 p m
the engagement of their daughter, Christy, to Franklin
Fielder,
Beulah
,
Sanderson
Women
Methodist
The
United
Adults and children need propson of Mr and Mrs. G.E. Hinton of Corinth, Mississippi.
Ethel .91 the Good Shepherd Church The charge will be one dollar through six at the Faxon
Harris,
Ruby
Boyd,
Late
er vitamins, minerals and proHigh
Reading Center under the
Miss Lockhart is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County
Walker. Amble Willoughby, • met recently for the special Per plate.
tein to meintain healthy bodies
direction of Mrs. I aishlee Foster
the granddaughter of Mr and Mrs,J[) Brandon of Lola Hale, Edna McReynolds,
is
She
School.
Children need these nutrients
s.
Ch
late Lovie
Saturday, January 6
participated in an eight days'
Alino Route 1 anti of Mr. F.arl Lockhart and the
Jewell Wells, Lillian Hicks, Ora* Emma Knight and Mrs. Alice
even more sincs they're still
The Senior Art Exhibit of J.C.
contest.
reading
of Springfield, Term
Lockhart
Hagen
Olive
:_llitt,
=nth& —
'_. Knight were co-chairmen for Henderson,- Murray,mgraduste irKosstrth. High school of cerinthr_...Lrwin, Lissy_
open
Nu..
was to readerwide child
Each
math,isTä
Eating Jost two logs of this —
.4)8. - ar
the meeting
College P r
for thirteen days in the Clara M.'- variety of books on their levels.
Mississippi, and attended North East Missisisippi Junior
Otley. Meda
new breakfast Itind VIII provide
c
r
e
k
l
a
W
,
.
Rile
011ie
of
Winners were Jeffery Mathis,
Christmas carols were sung Eagle Gallery, Price Doyle
of Boonville, Miss. He is employed by the Kroger Company
you and your children with 300
Jackson. Nova Williams, Octa
Murray State third grade, Shelia lAlly, fourth
Center,
Arts
Fine
of
the
part
the
opening
for
Murray.
calories and the proper nutrients
Haley, Naalle
Use late Ga'unna Polly
University.
grade, Mary Elkine and Kim
to maintain growth, provide enMr Hinton is the grandson of Mrs Ida Baker and
.Miller, Ivy Rogers, Annie program. Mrs. Emma Knight
0.L.
?Ars.
and
Mr.
late
the
and
Miss.,
Oats, fifth grade, and Patty
ergy, develop strong, bones and
Elmer Baker of Corinth.
sra Crawford, and read the scripture and also
lia,
--The Senior Art Exhibit of Robinson, sixth grade
teeth, sustain- healthy bloat
presented a short story on
Hinton of Miesissippi.
...
"
011"1gi Grogan, direct
/
4:011.
at
1973,
a,
Febrtury
on
held
410/17111 visian., healthy skin and
be
Sherry
Brandon, Murray. will
will
and
ceremony
nse,
Others participating in the
Frahkence
The wedding
"COM,
•
provide vttallty, good appetite
open for thirteen days in the
contest were Jeanette Unp.m. at the Hickory Grove Church of
Miller Mrs. M
L.D
Mrs.
Miller,
aal
and good digestion.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
derhill, Jill Dernell, Janice
No formal invitations are. being sent and all friends
The Sunshine Homemakers
J R. Smith, Mrs. Erma
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
attend.
to
a
read
invited
Knight
are
Chaney, Caroline Choate,
Alice
relatives
Mrs.
Outland, and Willie Emerson.
Club met Tuesday, December
_
_
Ricky
Morrison,
Phyllis
Christmas greeting for the State University.
18, at 100 pxn for the club's
Steve
Birdsog,
Earl
One
,
McKinney
and
aborted
ar
Jean
.comingye
Mrs.
Christmas- Party.
— Cheese May Catch
Cherry, Charlotte Bebber,
Solitary Life." '
McClure was the hostess for the
-- Butter In Milk Race
Brent Brown, Kathey 13iirkeen,
holiday event.
The business salon was
oats.Terry Morris, James
Tom
presided
Nene Tabers
--tittLWAtiKEE - The abeam.- conducted by ,*sr---Maggie
Parker, and Sandy Lee.
for
drawn
and'read the devotion. Games
were
Names
Woods
and
rs
The Coldwater Homemake
malone industry is growing
Groups! and II of the Baptist
Also in the contest were Cindy
associated with the holiday Club met in the home of Mrs
within a few years may replace Prayer Pala.
Baptist
of
Debbie Falwell,
the
Hazel
Women
Eldridge,
Mrs.
by
directed
season were
Following the program, a
Homer Bazzell on Tuesday.
the butter industry as the larg- social hour was enjoyed by the Church will meet January 9 at Regina Cunningham, Mike
Veronica Elkins and gifts were December 19, for the special
1 .30 p.m. in the Educational Duncan, Darrell Duggar,
: manufacturing outlet for eleven members present. Small
e,
exchanged.
By Abigail Van Buren
holiday party... ,
than 401
more
are
Building for the general Teresa Dillon, Renee Overby.
There
milk.
served
and
gifts were exchanged
Refreshments were
A huge tree was beautifully
Amy Edwards, Eddie Don
known cheese varieties, and the refreshment of Christmas meeting.
and crocheted recipe cards decorated with red and green
Ora Joyce will be in charge of Turner, Joey Boggess, Mark
average American annually conwere served
punch
and
were presented by the hostess lights. On each side of the open
cookies
sumes more than 12 pounds ol
the program.
Outland, and Robby Parrish.,
by the hostesses
as favors.
fire were red and green candles
cheese, halt of it cheddar.
Those present not previously with sprayed bricks as holders
mentioned were: Mrs Linda
that had been made during the
Bray, Mrs. Lends Easley, Miss summer. A drip candle lamp
Eva Higgins and Mrs Barletta made by Mrs. Oaths Smith was
Wrather, a visitor
on the table.
The next meeting of the club
Mrs. Jerry Bazzell was in
DEAR .4BFIN' I have had it' I am fed up with people
will be held on Thursday, charge of the devotion A short
condemning my parents for having seven children.
January 18, at 1:30 p.m. at the business session was held by
The first thing they ask is. -Are you Catholic?" [We're
home of Mrs Nona Tabers.
Mrs. Noble Fuqua.
not--we're Protestant I Then they make some dumb crack
A box of handmade toys had
about my parents probably being hooked on sex or somebeen mailed to the children at
thing
Outwood hospital. Rodney
Well. I happen to know that my mother planned each
Newsome had furnished the
one of us, and as long as my father can afford that many
material from his upholstery
children, I don't think it's anybody's business.
My mother has never had to work outside the home one
shop. Mrs. Dean Roper gave
day after she was married, and that's more than a lot of
The Paris Road Herhernakers some of the patterns in a recent
mothers can say
gathered at the home of Mrs. J. lesson. "Gifts From Scraps."
Bazzell
If my parents can afford to have a dozen children. why
Dewey
Mrs.
13 Roach for a potluck dinner
should they he made to feel that they are taking up more
and a Christmas Party suggested that each member
space in the world than they're entitled to'
would make a toy for the
recently.
ONE OF SEVEN
Mrs. Mary Alice Gee, children. Gifts wre also sent to
president, presided over the the party at Western State
DEAR ONE: If people continue to multiply at the presbusiness portion of the meeting. Hospital. Several of the
rate, this world of ours is going to be In serious
ent
making
Mrs. Ina Nesbitt gave the members had helped in
For some up-to-date reading material cis this sobtrouble.
secretary-treasurer's report of small quilts for patients at
Inquire at your public library.
Icel.
the last meeting. One new Westview Nursing Home.
01
DEAR ABBY: Six weeks ago la week before she marAfter singing Christmas
member, Mrs. Margie Scott,
to
like
would
she
in
law
said
ried my son) my daughter
carols led by Little Miss Cindy
was welcomed into the club.
call me by my first name since I was more like a friend
Mrs. Scott said grace before Bazzell; gifts were exchanged.
not
than a mother. I said, "Fine Whatever makes you comfortpresent,
Others
the meal which was served to
able."
previously mentioned, were
all members.
The first time she called me "Nellie" it hit me wrong I
The recreation was led by Mrs. Hill Adams, Mrs. Hugh
it really wasn't fine with me I love her like a
realized
David,
Mrs. Laveda (Topsy Brandon Adams and children,
not like a friend, and I didn't feel comfortable
daughter,
with two members, Mrs. Amy Tracy, and Kelly,'Mrs. Newel
-Nellie" by my daughter in law. I would
called
being
Mrs.
Bazzell,
Barbara
Dan
Mrs.
Mrs.
Doores,
Wilson and
me "Mom" or "Mothkr Smith" or even
call
she
rather
Billie
White, being decorated as Ralph Bennett, Mrs.
she did before.
as
Smith"
"Mrs
Christmas trees and the rest of Carroll, Mrs. Wayne Adams,
she and my son cooked up this idea
idea
an
have
I
the
Newsome.
judging
Delbert
Mrs.
and
the members
feels more comfortable calling her parents by
he
because
decorating.
Mrs. Bazzell was assisted in
their first names rather than ."Mom and Dad."
Mrs. Wilson was judged to be serving by her niece, Mrs.
Have you any suggestions! I want to resolve this before
Christmas
the best decorated
Wayne Adams.
any more time passes. NAME PROBLEM IN ILLINOIS
tree.
The next meeting will be held
The members were shown January 16 at 12:30 p.m. at the
DEAR PRDBLEM: Tell your daughter in law that you
she
how to make a house from a home
doul feel comfortable being called "Nellie." and would
Mrs. Delbert
of
magazine. The house is used as Newsome. Mrs. Margie Sanmind railing you "Mother smith." "Mother Nellie.- or
a Christmas decoration.
something with which you both feel comfortable.
derson will be in charge Of the
Gifts, which had been placed main lesson.
DEAR ABBY: My almost-HS-year-old daughter and her
beneath a tree decorated by
18-year-old boy friend have the habit of lying down side by
Mrs. Margaret Roach, were
side on our very narrow couch while watching television_
exchanged by the group.
They don't get embarrassed when her daddy or1 walk'in
and find them this way.
Visitors present were Mrs.
In some respects I may be old fashioned, but I think
Jessie Smith, Sharon Blakely
things can go a little too far, and I don't like to see
some
and Malcom Taylor.
Group II of the Christian
my daughter and her boy friend in that position. If they are
.1111/1 1 JO 1
Members present were Mary
111..
Women's Fellowship of the
that close in our home, I wonder how.close they get v. hen
Alice Gee, Laveda Brandon,
in
met
'Church
Christian
First
date.
a
on
out
are
they
,
Margie Scott, Larue Thompson
the home of Mrs.A.B.Austin on
I don't like to he a square mother; Abby, but don't you
Myrtle Madrey, Eva Curd,
Of this week. Mrs.
Tuesday
I should ask them to please sit up when they're
'think
Ins
Taylor,,
Alice Steely, Della
.
co-hostess
was
Evans
WANTS TO DO RIGHT
Jewel
TV?
watching
Nesbitt, Lucille Grogan, Ola
Mrs. R.H. Robbins, group
Linda
Steely,
Rebel
McIntosh,
, DEAR WANTS: The position you describe is too close
leader, presided at the meeting.
Blakely, Carol Smith, Lucille
comfort. Tell your daughter that she should keep both
for
The devotion was given by Mrs.
Hart, Amy Wilson, Barbara
feet on the floor. And that goes for her hey friend, too.
using
Valentine
Hawkins
Barrett,
Naomi
White,
- CONFIDENTIAL TO. '!TORN DAUGHTER IN Bum!Ionians IV. 14-24.
Margaret Roach and Virginia
LAND PARK": I can understesd why your mother is bitter
A book, "Rebellion of
Duke.
aboet year father, Inas wheat she is separated, but pile
,Serrender," was reviewed by
The next meeting of the club Mrs.'Lassie Pickard.
had no right to forbid you to bootie him to your home.'NIT
voiir
will be held at 1 p.m. on January
your mother you will let her know ahead of time when
meeting was attended by
The
9 with Mrs. Margie Scott as
run
into
so
there
him.
she
won't
be
will
father
visitors.
2
and
21 members
hostess.

Man cannot live by '
bread
alone. Nor coffee. Nor sweetrolls. To maintain a healthy active body, people need a well
balanced, nutationally sound
combination of vitamins, nunerals and protein. ,
Many nutntionista .agre e,
breakfast is the most important
meal of the day. However, surveys have shown that breakfast
Is the least liked of all meals.
Americans have seemingly
taken a giant step backwards in
their breakfast eating patterns,
according to one survey. An 1890
cookbook, for instance, describes
a healthy breakfast consisting of
• eggs, fresh mushrooms, breaded lamb . chops, deviled sett
shell crabs and corn fritters:
Thialis-‘.--hisdly the type-of
breeklateitelleatahan Atterican&
need tods/ aifice such quantities
of food would not be completely
burned isp without active physical exercise.
But it does point out our forefathers realized the importance
of a hearty breakfast to start
the day out right and to acquire
the needed energy for an active
day ahead.
Breakfast is the meal that decides the day. After 8 to 10
hours of sleep and after not eating a meal for 12 to 14 hours,
the human body needs to raise
its blood sugar level with a
source of energy.
A simple cup of coffee will not
do the trick. A few extra nun.
utes of sleep is not much to gain
if it means skipping breakfast.
One of the biggest reasons for
going without breakfast, is the
common lament that there just
tsn't enough time in the morning.
That's where today's conven-

Miss Christy Lockhart

Methodist Women
Of Good Shepherd

Winners Named In
Faxon Reading

Church Hold Meet

Contest Recently

Sunshine. Hontemaketi
Have Christmas Party—

Bazzell Home Is
Scene Of Coldwater

it

Hazel Baptist Women,

linmemakers Meet

To Meet This Monday,:

'Da-vi-A Mit

It's cheaper by the
dozen,. but it's crowded•

"Where You Save Does Make A Difference"

Paris Road Group

Has Party, Dinner

2-Year Certificate
$10,000 Minimum
The Effective Annual Yield Actually &mimes

When Certificate Earnings are retained ond Compounded
in 90-Day Passbook.

2%e
/
53/4%e -51
1-Year Certificat
1-Year Certificat
$5,000 Minimum $1,000 Minimum

574% 41/4cy0
-Day " Regular Passbook
90
Passbook No Minimum
"Extra NoEarning
Minimum

Interest Paid Quarterly On ALL Certificates and Passbooks

•
Christian Church
Women Have Meeting

Federal Savings and Loan Phone
Main att
753 7921
Murra Branch

4-—
-
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DON CARS

GAMES OF 1-0-73
OPPONENT
MARGIN
FAVORITE
OPPONENT
IOWA
7
MICHIGAN
L. S. U.
E
BELLARINiN
15
MID. TENNESSEE
SUCKNELL
ARMSTRONG
f
MERCER
MILWAUKEE
FLORENCE
ATHENS
TENNESSEE
3
MISSISSIPPI
AUGUSTA
S. M. U.
9
MISSOURI
CHARLOTTE
AUSTIN PEAS
JOSEPHS-ME.
ST.
-N.J.19
MONMOUTH
TULANE
BAYLOR
ALD. IBROADOUS
37
MORRIS HARVEY
IIELMONT
•
BETHEL-TENN.
JEWELL
WM.
.
23
MURRAY
VALPARAISO
5
BUTLER
CURRY
37
NEW HAMP. COL
WASHINGTON ST
2
CALIFORNtA
ST. LOUIS
12
NEW MEXICO
TUSCULUM
29
CARSON NEWMAN
CHATTANOOGA
9
NET/ ORLEANS
WILLIAM CAREY
5
COLUMBUS
FRANCIS MARION
ZS
NEwEIERRY
9
WEST-MONT
Da PAUL
BEREA
74
OAKLAND CITY
•- ST BONAVESTURE
DUQUESNE
BRANDEIS
37
ORAL ROBERTS
-GA . SOUTHERN
EAST TENNESSEE 12
BAPT. CHRISTIAN
24
_
OUACHITA
AlARAOSE
E. H-L17404111 --EVANGEL
IS
PARSONS
ST PALILS
FAYETTEVILLIE GEORGE MASON
27
RANDOLPH MACON
11
KNOXVILLE
FiSK
VERMONT
II
RHODE ISLAND
GEORGETOWN-D.c
31
FLORIDA STATE
SOL ROSS
23
SAM HOUSTON
NIAGARA
4
FURMAN
WHITWORTH
27
SEATTLE PACIFIC
AUBURN
12
GEORGIA
ST. LOUIS-u
IS
SO. MISSISSIPPI
RICE
3
GEORGIA TECH
CINCINNATI
If
S W. LOUISIANA
ShIEPHERD
II
GLENVILLE
ST. LEO
111
S. W. WS-SOL/RI
N 64. 1410INLANDS
,̀IIIIIIAND CANYON
• "
TEXAS WESLEYAN
22
Tx.
-WESTERNSO
KANSAS
OZARKS-AR
IS
• -1111•1113111G
ANGELO STATE
22
S F AUSTIN
FLORIDA TECH
19
HARTFORD
_LF-HIGH
STETSON
MINITICELLO
II
HENDERSON
TENNESSEE TECH. ITT CORPUS CHR1Sri
9
WISCONSIN..
ILLINOIS
ft"' TEXAS TECH
UTAH STATE -•
OKLAHOMA STATE
16
IOWA STATE
FLORIDA
II
VANDERBILT
12
GRAMBLING
JACICSON STATE
SOUTH CAROLINA
TECH
VIRGINIA
STATE
I
MISSISSIPP
9
KENTUCKY
STANFORD
14
WASHINGTON
TENN. WESLEYAN
II
KENTIJCKY STATE
PIEDMONT
45
WEST GEORGIA
N W. OKLAHOMA
14
LAMAR U.
WASH •JEFF.
30
A.
MINSTER-P
.
WCOLORADO
LAS VEGAS
5
VOORHEES
WOFFORD
CLINCH VALLEY
20
L. M. U.
N W LOUISIANA
11
XAVICR- N 0
NO. CARO. AST
19
MARSHALL
A
ARKeNSAS STATE
21
LOUISIANA TECH
6
LACROSSE
ARMSTRONG
KENYON
21
MALONE
FITCHBURG
20
BOSTON STATE
-ILLINOIS
LOYOLA
35
E
P
MARCKJETT
CENTRAL-U
NO.
29
CHICAGO
VIRGINIA
15
MARYLAND
LAKE FOREST
31
CONCORDiA-ILL.
COLLEGE
EASTERN
IS
MESSIAH
AUGUSTANA-S.0
25
CREIGHTON
OBERLIN
21
mUSKINGum
WyCHAING
2
DENVER
NEW ENGLAND COL
45
NET/ HAmP COL.
FRANKLIN
5
EARLHAM
METRO STATE
39
NO, COLORADO
DAVIS & ELKINS
F AIRMONT
MARIETTA
41
OHIO U.
SAVANNAH
6
FLORIDA A •M
ROCKHURST
REGIS
G9NCORDIA-1740.
-EP
FT. WAYNE-I.P. "
AMERICAN U.
7
A.
JOSEPHS-P
ST.
UNION-KENTUCKY
GEORGETOWN-KY. Si
FEDERAL CIT./
30
SHAW- MICHIGAN
PARKSIDE
t7
GREEN BAY
COVENANT
29
TENN. TEMPLE
ANDERSON
If
HANOVER
CENTRE
22
THOMAS MORE
ALLEGHENY
IS
HilNUA
HUNTINGTON
4
TRI-STATE
KY.
MOREHEADILLINOIS STATE
ARKANSAS
5
'TULSA
MIAMI-OHIO
14
INDIANA
.PMARmAC
PONCA
111
URSINUS.
LOCK HAVEN
INDIANA-PA,
NO. CARO. ENT
22
SALEM
WINSTON
RIDER
21
LE
OF 1-10-7
RANDOLPH MACON
14
NAVY
ST. LOUIS
6
ARIZONA STATE
CLEMSON
2!
NORTH CAROLINA
MASON
GEORGE
IS
SAL TI MORE
NO. CARO. STATE 12
SAVANNAH
COOK
THAGE
CAR
19
PARK
NORTH
MANSFIELD
16
SLOOMSBURG
INDIANA STATE
7
NO. ILLINOIS
WOF FORD
CHARLESTON &APT. 6
DETROIT TECH
NOR TMw000-MiCH 33
TENNESSEE STATE
CHATTANOOGA
POMONA
27
OCCIDENTAL
OGLETHORPE
-COLUMBUS
RIVER FALLS
19
OSHKOSH
FINDLAy
24
DEFIANCE
-211- - COLONS/A
PENN STATE
ST PETERS
DETROIT
MASCHUET3
NIA
PENNSYLVA
SWARTHMORE
SS
TtCH
ST. FRANCIS-1BL
17
PHILA TEXTILE
14 - PITTSBURG STATE
_
DRURY
SON
PITTSBURGH
3_, VALPARAISO
EVAPOIVILLE.
11,
PROVIDENCE
SIEHRE140
36
FREDONIA
CONCORDIA-MO.
QUINCY
LLE-F.
I
JACKSONVI
FURMAN
V. M. t
3
ROANOKE
JUNIATA
20
GETTYSOURG
ANGELO STATE
15
SAM HOUSTON
ST. ANDREWS
27
GREENSBORO
2
MERCER
SO. ILLINOIS
NEW HAMPSHIRE
15
HOLY CROSS
U
LAMAR
31
111. W. LOUISIANA
SAYLOR
35
HOUSTON
ROLLINS
1
1
04
_
MISSOURI
W.
S.
S M. U
4
KANSAS S TA TE
_ SANTA FE
Clu..Arr71K
KUTZTOWN
--197E
-PINGS-PA.
a.
SUL ROSS
34
S. F. AUSTIN
GEORGIA-S.W.
*I
LAGRANGE
MANCHESTER
IS
TAYLOR
2S-- RUST
LAMOYNIE-OwEll
SE NILE
7
VALDOSTA
IS • DELAWARE STATE
LINCOLN-PA.
RICHMOND
VILLANOVA
HARRIS
IN.KENCIREJE
WE ST CHESTER
air
COMM.
VIRGINIA
ST.
MICHAELS
MAINE
r t.
i
NIAGARA
2
WAKE FOREST
BOWLING GREEN
MARSHALL -MERCY-MICHIGAN
If
WAYINE-MICHIGAN
FLORIDA TECH U.
43
MEMPHIS STATE
AUGUSTA
7
GEORGIA
WEST
WESLY
ROBERTS
21
MERC'HIURST
II
CORINELL-N
WEST VIRGINIA
NOR THLAND
20
MICHIGAN TECH
N. M. HIGHLANDS
3
W. NEW MEXICO
KimMURRAY
43
MID. TENNESSEE
CARNEGIE &MELLON
4.
M-MINSTER-RA
S. W. BAPTIST
17
MO. WESTERN
IN
ORD
CO
20
MORRIS HARVEY
GAMES OF 1-11-73
F AVOR I TE
AL ABAmA

MARGIN
12
4
4
17
5
7

a

oftexag

tpAVID
icrwrtocKY

•Ift FORCE
AKRON
ATHENS
AUSTIN
BALL STATE
DELMONT ABBEY
11/111AOLE'?
CARSON NEWMAN
CENTENARY
CINCINNATI
CLARION
COLO
COMSAT STATE
CULVER STOCKTON
DELAWARE
EASTERN SHORE
EL PASO
GARDNER WEBS
CEOSIC-ETOWN-KV,,
GLENVILLE
HAWAII
HENDRIX
OAHE) S rATE

10
26
II
1
12
14
1
14

33

wcsreet4

14
14
IS
19
12
23
all
.4.
17

MONTANA
WESTERN ILLINOIS
mON TEV ALLbKANSAS CITY
OAKLAND U.
WILMINGTON-U140
WEST TEXAS ST.
L. M. U.
SO. MISSISSIPPI
RICE
GENEVA
ADAMS STATE
EVANGEL
STEVENS POINT
GLASSSORO
SHAW-N.0
UTAH
LiVINGSTONE
SE TWEL. TENN.
ALD EIROADOuS
T. C. U
ARKANSAS TECH
IRVINE

KY. WESLEYAN
KING- TENNESSEE
LAS VEGAS
LENICNR RHYNE
LONG BEACH ST.
Mc NEE SE
MAR YMOUNT
MESSIAH
NEW MEXICO
NEW MEXICO -BT.
NIAGARA
NORTH TEXAS ST.
NOTRE DAME •
CLARA
SHEPHERD
SOUTHERN UTAH
S. w. OKLAHOMA,
TEMPLE
TEXAS AAA!
TUFTS
TUI-ANIL
UTAH STATR,
W. NEW MEXICO

S
22
2
19
25
4
23
19
4
5
42
9
I
21
9
II
1
2
19
23
12
6

SELLARMINE
mARYViLLE
SEATTLE
PFEIFFER
FRESNO STATE
N. W. LOUISIANA

SYRACUSE
EAST TEXAS
SUFFOLK
DULLARD
WEBER STATE

FORT
I

GAMES Or 1-12•71..
NO. CARO. A • T
FRESNO PACIFIC
NO. CARO. STATE
EL PASO
STATE
OREGON
SO. CALIFORNIA
PLA TTEV IL LE
DENVER
PRESBYTERIAN
GREENVILI-E
QUINCY
MONTANA TECH
RIVERSIDE
SAVANNAH
S T . BERNARD
HOIJGHTON
TO
SACRAMEN
FE
SANTA
SAN FRAN. STATE
ILLINOIS TECH
SANTA BARBARA
NORTHEASTERN
SOUTHAMPTON
CHADRON

SO. CAROLINA ST
21
TB
AZUSA PACIFIC
LEHIGH
53
4
BRIGHAM YOUNG
WASHINGTON ST
II
CALIFORNIA
SUPERIOR
29
6
STATE
COLORADO
WOFFORD
2
17
CONCORD.A-0.40.
ORAS
3
22
E. MONTANA
12
CALIF. S. L 0
FISK
i4
COLUMBUS
27
FREDONLA
19
HUMBOLDT
15
GRAND CANYON
NJ
CARCO STATE
IS
Gomel. BAY
4
PACIFIC
17
HARVARD
BARUCH
I5
24
HASTINGS
4
OMAHA
SO. COLORADO
SAN JOSE STATE
14
LOS ANGELES ST
MO. VALLEY
44
TARK10
103.CENTRAL-U . P.
26
Mc KENOREE
STANFORD
22
U. C. L. A.
ANDREWS
43
MADISON
ORE DON
WASHINGTON
CONGO*01 A-INO.
27
MARION
HARRIS
-MO
25
W-MINSTER
N. E. OKLAHOMA
IS
7.40. SOUTHERN
CENT. METHODIST
14
WM. JEWELL
KAGO STATE
41:1
MONTANA STAT
PCT 671
HIT-15R)
MISSE 0-'230
CORO
SEASONS
SERVICE
RATINGS
• - COPYRIGHT 177305
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1973 DATSUNS
ARE HERE!!

The Murray Middle School
Tigers ran their record to 8-0
with a 48-36 win over St. Thomas
Moore Thursday night.
Lindsey Hudspeth, playing
bnly half the game, scored 20
points and pulled down 15
rebounds to lead the Bengals.
Raymond Sims played an
outstanding defensive game,
and pumped in 10 points for the
Tigers.

Murray led all the way,
holding a 12-4 margin at the end
of the first quarter, and taking a
25-10 edge into the dressing

is
should still be among the elite. points respectively. Coleman
MOM.
By Joe -Torn Erwin
and
rebounds,
11.9
averaging
a
A third quarter rally by the
Murray State's Racers, He is averaging 13 rebounds
of
percent
58.1
hit
has
Barrett
St. Thomas team brought them
runner-up to Canisius in the game and Luther praised him
goal attempts.
to within one point, 29-28 at the
Queen City Tournament during for an -outstanding board per- his field
end of three quarters, but the
the Christmas Holidays, will formance in the tournament.
Williams
Freshman Jesse
Tigers pulled out their eighth
begin the new year with an lies averaging 16.1 points. started both games and Luther
against Mike Coleman and Steve says he appears to have shaken
consecutive win.
game
exhibition
The seventh grade teaii.
Athletes in Action Saturday Barrett were both consistent his freshman jitters and should
pushed their record to 6-2 with a
night. Both games will be at scorers in the tournament and become a consistent scorer.
are averaging 14.6 and 7.1
one-point victory over the St
Murray.
Thomas junior team, 36-35.
The Murray -Athletes in
Bob Thurman and Willie
Action game will be the
Perry led the junior Tigers with
nightcap of a triple-header.
Lowes and Valley High Schools
eight points each, with Ken
Perkins and Greg Garland
will begin the triple-header with
clapping in seven each.
-4:-4:30 game. Mayfield and
SCORING
Leouistrille Central High Schools
EIGHTH GRADE 48i-Sims
will play the second game. The
changed
Three Rivers Stadium
20.
Murray-Athletes in Action
The mourners, including to Roberto Clemente Stadium 10, Oakley, 2 Hudspeth
CAROLINA, P.R. (AP) 2
Lane
5,
Rollins
6,
n
game will begin at 7:45. Fans
Richardso
Bowie
ner
Commissio
Roberto Cle- Baseball
A spokesman for the Pittsburgh
may see all three games for a Friends remember
Boone 1,'Taylor 2.
nearthe
at
arrived
had
Kuhn,
meetquiet
a
a man of
Stadium Authority' said
regular admission fee. Season mente as
SEVENTH GRADE 06)
charboth public and pri- by San Juan au-port by
ing would be held, to consider
7, Thurman 8, Garland
tickets are also good for all strength in
Perkins
They
.
Pittsburgh
tered jet from
the possibility, but he stressed 7, Perry 8, Boyd 2, Wilson 2
vate life.
three games.
five
rode
and
buses
boarded
rebeen
that no decision had
That's the way he was
Losses will play Central and
Lyles 2
Thursday by a miles to the church
made.
Mayfield.pill play Valley in a menibered
Cleby
met
were
There, they
for
services
memorial
at
priest
double-header Friday night in
mente's widow, Vera, who had
superstar.
the Murray Sports Arena, the baseball
stopped a long watch at the
Cleof
friends
70
than
More
two
beginning at 7 o'clock. The
the priest's
including members of beach area to hear
high school doubleheaders were mente,
eulogy
organPirate
originally scheduled for the new the Pittsburgh
mass ended,
After the
which he played, atMayfield gymnasium but it was ization for
Clemente's friends left the
at
service
45-minute
the
tended
not completed in time.
a plaza
Fernando Roman Cath- church and poured into
The Racers are 5-3 for the the San
bulging with hundreds of
Church.
olic
season after their split in the
team then By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS points to break the game wide
Speaking in the small, stone people. The Pirate
Buffalo Tournament. They beat
-.home to
Clemente
the
Billy Paultz had the flu and open
visited
s
Clemente'
church not far from
Fairfield 88-33 in the first game
Ralph Strnpson's 33 points
make the trip to Virrespects.
pay
their
couldn't
the Carolina home, the priest deenver over Dallas
powered_D
and-lest to Carnsius 90,
_79 in_
mourNets.
the.
T
Wick
New
witis-Kuhis
the
Along
ginia-with
scribed the star outfielder as a,
championship.
The victory was a runaway, as
President
never
team
-Pirate
his
result,
a
included
As
6s
nei
same
the
man who showed
the Chaps never came closer
Athletes in Action is a strength in private life as he Dan Galbreath, Manager Bill looked sicker.
than eight points
Danny
Manager
out
ministry of Campus Crusade for did on the field.
former
top
rebounder
their
Witt)
Virdon,
Chet Walker, Bob Love and
many current of the game, the Nets teem
Christ Two basketball teams,
and
Murtaugh
-led
eventually
This strength
one based in the East and one in to his untimely death, the and former players and some badly beaten on the bomb-, 'Garfield Heard combined for 72
Chicago over
the West, play college teams priest added. Clemente waa-- wives.
and just beaten badly, 139-07 points to lead
After building a 55-42
throughout the United Staten. aboard a cargo plane carrying'''
. While the mass was held on by the Virginia Squires in theie
Murray's opponent will be the food to earthquake victims in this island, similar services American Basketball Associ- halftime lead behind their big
three, the Bulls outscored the
in Pittsburgh
eestern team.
ation game Thursday night.
Nicaragua when the craft went were conducted
so;
Led by Julius Erving, the Rockets 14-5 in the first
The first Athletes in Action down in the Atlantic Ocean Some 1,000 people showed up at
the third period to
of
minutes
there
Church
Nets
the
ded
Cathedral
outreboun
1967.
Squires
Trinity
in
organized
was
team
Nei; Year's Eve not far from
to hear Clemente eulogized as a by a 54-41. margin. Ervine put the game
That team won 44 percent of its the Puerto Rican coast
Golden State's victory was
man "who gave tuinself,sven scored 26 points and hauled
games and every game has
the
in
killed
Four others were
behind Rick Barry's
fashioned
"
a
it
others
to
make
for
10
rebounds
its
life,
down
his
Among
road.
the
on
been
mercy mission, but only the
Barry, continoutput
nt
con30-poi
movement
a
,
Meanwhile
runaway.
Virginia
victims have been Bradley. body of the pilot hits been found
uing a personal hot streak, hit
name of
the
ABA
have
to
other
night's
tinued
In
the
Southern
State,
Kansas
searchers
far by
games, the Indiana Pacers 14 of 22 field goal attempts
California,. and Brigham
ripped the San Diego ConYoung.
quistadors 125-115 and the DenOutstanding players on the
ver Rockets walloped the nalteam include player-coach
las Claparrals 125-111.
DeWayne Brewer, who played
In the National Basketball
an exhibition season with the
Association, the Chicago Bulls
Utah Stars before joing Athlete;
trimmed the Houston Rockets
in Action, and team director
111-97 and the Golden State
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Ken Gustafson, who turned
NHL
stopped the Portland
Warriors
the
with
INDIANAPOLIS I AP
contract
a
down
East
ATLANTA i AP) - Lawyers
Trailblazers 106103
Pace, athletic director and
Milwaukee Bucks to join the
T Pts GF GA
L
W
have been given 18 days to file Boston
The Virginia-New York con- head football coach at Vanderb26 8 3 55 169 110
team.
23 6 9 SS 153 59
in the $2- Montreal
briefs
tal
was no-contest from the ilt University, denied Thursday
test
supplemen
Derry
10
2
1
Others are
24 12 3 SI 149 101
million lawsuit filed by golfer NYiRancier
second period on. The Squires night he has been offered the
21 11 7 49 147 109
Buffalo
Cochran, who played for Middle
15 16 6 38 112 125
B-alock against the Ladies Detroit
outscored the Nets by 10 points head coaching job at Indiana
Tennessee, 6-10 Mike Basarich, Jane
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Louisville Wins First
Conference Game Of Year

e
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S

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Louisville froze a hot-shooting
North Texas team with a 76-69.
Missouri Valley Conference
basketball win Thursday night
in the first conference game of
the season for both teams.
Meanwhile,
Georgetown
i Ky.) dumped Pikeville 95-81 in
a Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Conference .basketball
game, while Wright State held
onto an early lead (or a 78-70
win over Thomas More.
Sophomore guard Junior
Bridgeman pumped in 20 points
to lead Louisville to its MVC
wia over North .Texas.
Bridgernan's of 14 shooting
from the field helped cool the
Visitors, who closed theiaptiowithin two points three times in
the sett& hall.
Louisville, now 9-2 on the seasen and 1-0 in the conference,
scored the last six points of the
first half to take a 42-34 lead to
the dressing room.
Bob Iverson led the Eagles
with 22 points and John Moody
offered 20 for North Texas.
Supporting Bricigeman were
Allen Murphy and Bill Butler
with 14 each.
At Pikeville, John Owen
poured in 26 points for visiting
(,erogetown to lead his team to
a 95-81 K1AC win over the
hosts.
Pikeville rallied in the second-half behind the shooting of
Raymond Joplin, with a gamehigtr3c points, but Getwaetewn,
leading 48-32 at halftime, in-
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Don Shula Named NFL Coach Of
The Year By Associated Press

creased the deficit to 25 at 73-48
with eight minutes left to play.
Joplin hit on six of seven goal
attempts in the final minutes.
Georgetown is ow 8-2 and 4-0
in conference play, While Pikeville is 2-7 on the season and 1-2
in the conference.
Meanwhile, at Dayton, Ohio,
Wright State took the lead early arid hung oq for a 78-70 win
over Thomas More.
Wright State *as ahead by as
much as 15 points in the second
half.
Tim Walker paced the winners with 17 points, while
Thomas More's Dave Otte was

By HUBERT MIZELL ,•..
Associated Press. Sports Writer
Don Shuts, who piloted the
Miami Dolphins to professional
football's first perfect regular
season record in 30 years, was
named National Football
League Coach of the Year by
The Associated Press today.
Shute edged Green Bay
Coach Dan Devine by three
votes in balloting by a nationwide panel of sportswriters and
broadcasters. The Dolphins'
boss received 28 votes to 25 for

falo's O.J. Simpson, the NFL's
rushing champ with 1,251
yards, and Larry Brown of
Washington, voted the league's
offensive player of the year.
Chosen for the wide receiver
slots were Fred Biletnikoff of
Oakland and San Francisco's
Gene Washington. Joining Little
on the offensive line were
tackles Hayfield Wright of Dallas ind Ron Vary of Minnesota,
John Niland of Dallas at the
other guard, San Francisco's
Forest Blue at center and Ted
..sDevine. Chuck Noll of PittsKvyalick of the 49ers at tight
.,. Use New York Jets in 1969 and end.
DIVING FOR SCORE-Miami Dolphins Jim Mick goes headfirst over Pittsburgh Steelers' Glen _ burgh was third with 12 voteS
game-high with 21.
Edwards u Kiiekusuirit-the American Football Conference championship game at Pittsburgh.'7fInisliing ahead of Cleveland's
Other than the Dolphin reprethen the Cinderella Dolphins
Nick Skorich, who had six and were ripped by Dallas last sentatives, the All-Pro defense
Miami won,
George Allen of Washington, year.
- (AP Wirephoto
includeeend Claude Humphrey
t last, year's winner, who. had,.-,t-lour of Shale's Miami play- of Atlanta, tackles Joe Greene
five.'
ers were named to The Assoct: of Pittsburgh and Mike Reid of
Informed of the selection of ated
Press All-Pro team Cincinnati, outside linebackers
his 43rd birthday, Shale, who Is Thursday. They were
offensive Dave Wilcox of San Francisco
readying his Miami club for guard Larry Little, one
of ohly and Chris Hanburger of Washtheir second straight Super two All-Pro
repeaters from last ington, middle linebacker Dick
Bowl, was pleased. "It's a year, quarterback Earl Mor- Butkus of Chicago, safety Bill
Sy THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
great 'honor," he said. "But rell, defensive end Bill
NBA
Stanfill Bradley of Philadelphia ana
Eastern Conference
what it really mesas is a lot of and safety Dick Anderson.
cornerbacks Jimmy Johnson of
Atlantic Division
ne.z. -You have to have bal- hard work by a lot of people.
make it sound so unpossible."
By DAN BERGER ...
W L
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but it won't mean a whole•lot
until we bring the world championship to Miami."
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By RANDY SCHMID
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. API —
"We sing a kind of country soul
and it comes out rhythm and
blues," says Donna Rhodes, a
young lady born and raised in
the country tradition but now
singing backup for rock and
soul stars across the nation.
Donna, with her sister Sandra
and Sandra's husband, Charles
Chalmers, form The Joint Venture, a group that recently had
10 hit records on the charts at
once, and almost nobody knew
it.
"I guess we've got more
records out, are the most
worked vocal group in 10
years," said Chalmers.
Rased at Sam Phillips Studios
in Memphis, The Joint Venture
has worked at studios in Memphis, Nashville, New York, Las
Angeles, Chicago and Muscle
Shoals, Ala.
They are heard on every one
of Al Green's records, have
traveled with Liza Minelli and
have backed such stars as Rick
Hall, Dusty $pringfield, Clarence Carter, Bert Scaggs, Mel
and Tim, Kris Kristofferson,
Mac Davis, Boots Randolph
and Liz Lands.
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At The

Queen Casual
Douglas Marc
Gay Gibson
Trio of Dallas Jr.

808 Chestnut
Murray

FASHION MART

1
*
*
*
*

WOMEN'S FASHIONS

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

•

eat

Join Joe Toy at 11:30 weekday
mornings when he and his
guests answer some practical
questions on Daybook. This 30minute series will etre Monday.
January S. on Channel S. WCI X

planned, and they have- released their first single, "When
The Battle Is Over," on the Hi
label.
"We've been on several tuts
so far and we'd like one of our
own. We'll just keep on cutting
and hope that one day we have
a hit," Donna said.
The Vegas stint with Davis
gave them a taste of live performances and it tasted good.
"It is our first appearance in
Vegas, and it's really fantastic," said Donna
But with all the soul and
rhythm and blues work a little
country still shines through.
As he packed for a trip out of
town last week Chalmers was
asked where he was headed.
"Just going up to the farm
for a little squirrel hunting," he
said.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

In addition they recently
vcompleted two weeks in Las
Vegas backing Davis and will
be heard on the New Staples
Singers release, "City In The
Sky."
Chalmers also does arranging
and some engineering.
They got together in 1968 performing on Demo records with
the name Rhodes, Chalmers
and Rhodes, and their first
record was behind Isaac Hayes
in 1969 on his "Hot Buttered
Soul" album.
One of the first questions that
pops up is what are the daughters of country and western
star Dusty Rhodes doing on the
soul music scene.
"They had this country thing
about them," Chalmers explains, -I started using them
after , hearing Sandra's finger
picking style on the guitar. She
had something about her, she
had a soulfullness that doesn't
come through on most country
players."
"She has a groove that she
falls into that is very, very, I
don't know how to explain it,
something she picked up from
being born in this town, it's
unexplainable," Chalmers says.
Donna explained that she and
Sandy had been doing voice
work in Memphis for years
when they met Charles and decided to work together
"Word just started to get
around that we were waiting to
do backups, and that got as
started," she said.
"Now people just call us on
the phone and ask of we can
come down and work for them.
It's a pretty nice business," she
said.
But what they want is a tut of
their own, and they're trying.
A personal tour to let people
see The Joint Venture as a
group, not just backup, is

Joint Venture Sings Country Soul;
Comes Out Rhythm And Blues Sound

I FDCFR & TIMES

Mercedes McCambridge portrays a blind nun who collides with
a holdup man who is escaping from the scene of a crime, in
-Killer by Night" color presentation on ''The CBS Late NW% ie"
Thursday, Jan, R on the CBS Television Network
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i MA/ILENE DIETRICH, whose cool sophistication and husky voice have
maae her a unique international star, presents her first television special, "Marlene Dietrich—I
Wish You Love," based
on her acclaimed one-woman
Broadway show, Saturday, Jan 13, 19:00-10:00 p.m. CST1 on the CBS
Television Networt,
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all makes of TV'. and Antennas. Good selection of 1973 Sylvania Color 'Trs &
Stereo's ig stock.
t'omplete repair service on

Dealer In Murray

Your Only Authorized SYLVANIA

Dial 753-2385

North 16th Ext.

2 Miles From 5 Points

SALES & SERVICE

ORTEN'S TV

Phone 753-Iril
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
Red
— We Will Get It —Or It Can't Be
We Rave

revolutionaries.

train, so that it reaches
peasant
Mexican

whose objective it is to divert
a half-million dollars in gold
being shipped on a fortified

5) starring Peter Graves and
James Daly. Set against the
barren hills of North Mexico,
the adventure story concerns
a daring band of five men

do

develops
doubts about his part in
having sent a politican to jail
for manslaughter
10:30 p.m.—Movie: "The 5-Man
Army," Channel 12 11,30 on
to

Betz, Lynda Day and Charles
newspaper
Robinson. A
publisher must decide what

8:00 p.m.—Mole: Channels 4,
6. "Set This Town On Fire,"
starring Chuck Connors, Carl

Stevens
Dow all.

revolving around a game of
stud poker and a mysterious
killer. Also starring Inger

8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3.
8. "Five Card Stud." Dean
Martin and Robert Mitchuni
star in an exciting-western

case.

chief suspect

sAVALLIS DRUG

Mediterranean to Investigate
becomes
dope-smuggling

Woman," Channel 5 Mark
Dexter.
Burns, William
Undercover agent sent to

4:00 p.m.—Movie: "Death Is

psychiatric profession.

'20s.
turbulent
Europe
Romantic drama of a man
between his neurotic
torn
wife and the demands of his

I, Part II Tuesday)—( 1962)
Jason
Jones,
Jennifer
Robards, Jr., Joan Fontaine.
Tom Ewell, Paul Lukas.

3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Tender Is
The Night," Channel 4 ( Part

plans a future with girl he
loved earlier in his life.

vengeance has given him no
time for either love or mercy.
After spiritual comfort, he

Man
Voskovec.
George
searching for four gunmen
responsible for the rape and
murder of his wife, finally
realizes that his thirst for

Gene Evans, Henry

Monday, January 8
-The
am.—Movie:
9:00
8.
Channel
lira% ados,"
Gregory Peck, Joan Collins,
Stephen Boyd, Albert Salmi,
Barry Coe, Andrew Duggan,

in

Monday Highlights

adaptation of K.B. Gildep's
best-seller novel about social
and racial tension on a
Georgia plantation. Also
oarrinr Flurges• Meredith,

bent on love and marriage.
p.m.—Movie:
"Dangerous When Wet,"

segment. ,
8:00 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,
Sundown,"
"Hurry
8
Michael Caine and Jane
Fonda star in this screen
11:30

Keith, Gene Tilerney. Three
Ameircan, girls, sharing an
apartment in Madrid are

Carol

Lynley, Gardner
McKay,Pamela Tiffin, Brian

11:15 p.m.—Movie: "Pleasure
Seekers," Channel 3. Ann
Margret, Tony Franciosa,

happiness to themselves and
success to their town.

young couple
wagon to a locomotive instead of a star to, bring

Dan Strong. A

6. Dan Blocker, Susan (lark,
Henry Jones, Warren Oates,

10:30 p.m.—Movie: "Something
For A Loney Man," Channel

Reed.

Faye Dunaway, John Philip
Carroll,
Diahann
Law,
Robert Hooks, Jim Backus,
George Kennedy and Robert

frightened female models
are involved. Rick Weaver
joins his father in this

narcotics smuggling in which

starring Dennis Weaver as
Marshal Sam McCloud. Lee
J. Cobb and Eddie Egan
guest-star in a drama about

7:30

p.m.—Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6 "Showdown at
World,".
the End of the

cover-up for
operation.

lady"

Rhodes. Innocent "little old
hasn't the slightest
suspicion that her European
vacation is being used as a

Smugglers" Channel 8.
David
• Booth,
Shirley
Opatoshu, Kurt Kaszner,
Carol Lynley, Donnelly

5:00

Sunday, January 7
p.m.—Movie: "The

Sunday Highlights
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Patricia

Neal.

high-stakes stud game is

barkeeper

Little

George ( Yapbet Kotto), rushes
to Denver to warn Van that

lynching,

discovered
Robothain ) is
strangled on barbed wire.
Realizing that these were two
of the men 'involved in the

beautiful barbers.
the
later
time
Some
storekeeper I Boyd Morgan ) is
found smothered in his flour
barrel, and a cowpoke (George

preacher with, a Bible in one
hand and a gim in the other, and
Lily Langford ‘Inger Stevens),
a; lady with • a "stable" of

Not long after, gold is found in
Rineon, Attracted to the rush of
gold-miners and easy money
come the self-ordained Rev.
Rudd I Robert Mitchum), a

ver.

the other five players
lynch the cheat. The next day
Van Morgan drifts on to DenThen

playnrs, tries LU prevent
bksodshe4 but is knocked out.
the

undOrwa) late ene night. in -e
Itineon, Ccjlorado saloon in 1880.
A stranger in. the game is
caught- cheating. Ganililer Van
%wean ( bean Martin a one of

A

Roddy McDowall and Katherine
Justice co-star.

Lansing and MerMcCambridge also

—
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in
Jack Gin gill play a sheriff
"Ssaissass' which stars Strother
Martin as a' mad scientist who
attempts to change a man into a
king cobra."

Ging as sheriff
HOLI.1 00I) itPIi

Wrifam Raainnina Tn rrilmhla

Resistance To Women Comedy

star.

cedes

Robert

police captain who is using
all his manpower to track
down a cop-killer. Theodore
Bikel, Pedro Armendariz Jr.,

5ven

kill
someone may be out to
the
every man who sat in on
Stud game with the cheat.
starring Burt Lancaster,
The challenge brings Van
Gene Hackman and Deborah
to Rincon. At a rneet-...,:. of
.back
Kerr. The hazardous lives of
by
the survivors Van 15 ;.;.:ied
barn -storming
three
Roddy McDowell ),
Evers
Nick
ored
skydivers are undersc
) and
Mace Jones (Roy Jenson
greater excitement
by
Joe Hurley {Bill Fletcher).
when they perform over a
'That night,- ghostly clangor
small Kansas towri. Scott ,
froni the church steeple brings
Wilson and William Windom
inr !Van and Bev. Rudd to
also star
On the bell-r ripe they
e.
vestigat
12
l
10:30 p.m.—Movie: Channf
'find Mace Jones dead and
11 : 30 on 5) "Killer by
hanging by his neck.
Night." starring Robert
Van realizes that he must now
and
Wagner, Diane Baker
down and stop the
track
Greg Morris. The tense story
unknown killer before his own
of a doctor who4 battle to
card coilles up.
stem a diphtheria outbreak
puts him in conflict with a

stakes his life to -save the
company's plant.
8:00 p.m—Movie: Channels 5,
12. "The Gypsy Moths,"

Jack Hawkins, John Stratton.. Test pilot for a commercial airplane builder

mysteriously
in-law,
disappears.
4:00 iem.—Movie: "Decision
Agaihst Time," Channel 5.

Young
Scott.
Jaquelme
daughter of small town
physician, who is blamed for
deaths of his wife and sister-

Channel 4. William Prince,
Jim Backus, Christine White,

3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Macabre,"

boat.

commander is
overly devoted to crew and
Submarine

Wayne,

a.m. —Movie: "Operation
Pacifk," Channel 8. John

9:00
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western on "The ABC Monday
Night Movie," Monday, Jan. fl
(7:00-9:00) pcii. Inger Stevens,

Dean Martin, Robert Mitchum In ABC Movie
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nith a
Dean Martin stars as gambler Van Morgan and Inger Steve' as Lily Langford, a lady
Season
the
on,
Stud",
Card
"Five
tern,
se—wes
exciting
the
suspen
in
,
l
barbers
"stable- of beautifu
Premiere of ABC's "Monday Night Movie," Monday, Jan. 8 (8:00-10:001.

Evening Schedule for Fri., Jan. 12

30

Pm

IA

,

Chin•
sp.,,e ,

Unclip/flea
World of
Jocq...."
Coustipa,

Stsfori
to Ad..,

t.cr
Crt

Harrisburg

WSI L
Ch. 3

•
00

30

000
1

•

man.

Taking

preparations to rob a bank
even though it is so well
protected that outlaws keep
oney there. Clayde
their r t

are '

Walker. The delightful spoof
on Westerns revolves around
three different groups who

Robbery," starring Kim
Novak, Zero Mostel and Clint

Arthur Hill, Shirley Knight
and Joseph Cotten also star.
10:31 p.m.t-Movie: Channel 12
( l 1 . 30 ori 5) "The Great Bank

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
LEDGER & TIMES —

Evening Schedule for Thurs., Jan. 11

a recently divorced

Pm
6i
•

Poignant love
a married

woman who falls in love with

story

Scott, Julie
Richard

and

C.

Chamberlain.

Christie

George

8:00 p.m.—Movie: "PetUlia."
Channels '5, 12. Starring

around a gang of rare book
swindlers.

0.
Channel
Company,"
Hipward Keel, Polly Bergen.
Intricate mystery, centered

4:00

confederate captain
undercover work-.

California during Civil
War, whose mother disapproves of dancing, and
gambling, falls in love with

in

Gronor, Dale Robertson,
Dennis Day, James Bar
Dance-mad adolescent livli

(;irl.- Channel 4.

, is waiting tor him.
3:30 p.m.—Movie: "Golden

After many entanglettentsi,
returns to her
husband and his loyal fiancee

Homan

fiancee and has an affair
with wealthy owner of a wild
steed he was hired to trent.

Jimmy

Murphy, Murray
horse
Race
Matheson.
trainer breaks up with his

Noise," Channel 8. Suzanne
Hardin,
Pleshette, , Ty
Dorothy. Provine, Ralph
Meeker, Simon Oakland,

ji00

Friday, January 12
am.—Movie: "Wall

Friday Highlights
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•

4,

Harris. New Mexico UnionArmy officer, with a hundred.
criminals, volunteers from
privnn he r•ommands, chases
savage Indian leader through
Mexico before they destroy
him.
7:30 p.m.—Movie: Channels 3,
8. —"Trouble Conies to
Town,'' original 90.minute
tense
made
drama
especially for ABC stars
Lloyd Bridges, pat Hingle.
Hari Rhodes and Janet
MacLachlan. A black youth
from Chicago arrives in a
small Southern town expecting the white sheriff to
keep a long-time promise of
"adopting" him, a situation
that threatens to blow the lid
off the community's racial
tranquility.
7:30 p.m.—Mystery Movte•
Channels 4, 6. "Ten
Thousang Dollars a Page,"
starring George Peppard as
Banacek and gust starring
David Wayne. Banacek
unravels the mystery of a
valuable book that disappears just before it is to be
put on display.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: ,"Darby's
Rangers," Channel 12 11:30
on 5) starring James Garner
and Etchata Choureau with
Jack Warden. The. action .
drama concerns a group of
,intrepid soldiers during
'World War II.

OFFICE HOURS:
8:00 to 5:00 — 753-5005
After Hours — 753-8144

Bel Air Shopping Colter
South 12th Street

Murray. Cablevision

7:0G'p.m.—Movie: ••Major
5
Ounnee," . Channel
Chielton Heston, Richard

p.m.—Movie:
4 :'0 0
' Frankenstein Conquers the
Werld," Channel 5. Nick
Adams, Seuko Tagami.
American
Hiroshima:
mddieal scientist and his
Japahese assistants theorire
that a wild boy lurkivg
:tiround the area, growing to
farltasttc size, is actually the
sort of Frankenstein.

Richard Denning, Neva
Patterison, Gladys Cooper.
Oandsome 'playboy and girl
fall to love on shipboard. decide to wait 6
conbefore
months
ummating romance. On
s
appointed meeting,
way
tragedystrikes.
3: JO p.m.—Movie: "Tite I Don't
Care Girl," Channel 4. Mitzi
Gaynor,. David Wayne, Bob
Graham, 'Oscar Levant,
Craig. Hill, Warren Stevens,
Hazel Brooks. '" Jessef,
producing film about Eva
Tangnay's life, finds people
with whom she worked; her
vau.cleville partner: a music
publisher, and the man she

Vary Grant, Deborah Kerr.

Wednesday, January 10
An Affair
9,:04
• To Remember," Channel 8.
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Washington,
Telephone companies in the
United States have encountered,
what has become a serious
problem caused by customers.
who call themselves phone
freaks spelling it "phreaks")—
people who have discovered
how to modify the ordinary
telephone and make free long
distance calls. Many of these
people defraud their telephone
company to reciprocate for
what they consider to be poor
service and exaggerated rates
while others claim to have in.
vented ways in which phone
freaking may be used to disrupt
large corporations and even the
federal government. In a
sjecial docunientary called
"Sorry, the Telephone Company You're Dialing Has Been
Disconnected,"
Tenipiirarily
National Public Radio will
examine this situation which
has been termed a crisis for
telephone companies.
NPR station WKMS—FM will
broadcast this program at 6
p.m., January 29.
is
"This , documentary
primarily the story of a social
phenomenon," says NPR's Jim
Russell, who produced the
special. "On the surface, it tells
us about the intriguing practice
of phone freaking and the
wizardry of the
electronic
people who do it. But more
important, it tells us a great
deal about alienated 'young
people and why, in their
opinion, they feel compelled to
attack 'the establishment'
'through one of its vital organs
accessable to everyone—the
telephone. What began as a
childish experiment with a
coniiiion household object, the
• telephone, has developed into 8
full-scale confrontation as
youthful expertntenters have
experienced
become
'saboteurs,' expressing their
unhappiness with 'the establishment' by seeking to hurt
telephone companies as a
symbol of capitalism."
Included in this fascinating
line-hour documentary on the
problem is the history of phone
freaking, ap examination of
telephone companies'
technological . policies which,
ironically, made interference
possible, interviews with
The (if'. NIonotgram Series
has four specials coming up in
1973, beginning in J•nuary
with "Bighorn!.'dealing with
mountain sheep of that name
and efforts to save an ei.
dangerrd species. Others in the
series are "Reflevue." a look at
the famous New lurk t:ity
hospital: -Conquista," a study
of how the horse changed the
life of the American Indian. and
:lose
and
Hate,- an
examination of human behaviolr
patterns narrated by Richard
Burton
Jack Gayer

Starting Jan. h. the Hughes
begins
Network
Sports
telecasting "Game of the
Week," live presentation of
basketball contests in the Big
Ten and Pacific 8 Conferences.
There will be I I Satiirdav
broadcasts,

The Public Broadcasting
System Netiviwk will have a
Christmas Ow; telecast of a new
production of —11w Slapping
with
ballet
'Beautychoreography by Rudolf
Nureyev. who also dances the
leatling role of the Prince. From
tt to 9:311 p.m. Dec. 2.-t.

Fifteen repeat episodes of
"You Are There" will begin
Jan. 28 oil CBS, 5-5:30 p.m.

IORK 1UPII —
"Jack Benny's Fine Farewell
Special" is scheduled for 940
p.m. Jan. 18 on NBC.

Television
notes

several activists—including
pioneers in the practicelook at their motives, impressions of a recent "phone
a
freak
convention,"
sociologist's view of the
phenomenon as a form of
"people's science," telephone
companies' reactions to the
situation, and a look at the legal
penalties following convictions
for such misuse of the
telephone.
over
148
Broadcasting
stations serving 42 states,
Puerto Rico and the District of
Columbi, National Public Radio
is. the only noncommercial
nationwide radio network.

Program On WKMS-FM To
Examine 'Phone Phreaks'
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aIssowal'imbue
Brentwood,
his
beside
Tennessee home. He has a 91apound bees mounted on his wall
taken from the lake.
However, his favorite hobby,
which he confesses he is almost
addicted to, is treasure hunting.
Equipped with his metal
detector, Stonewall likes to
search the ruins of the past in
search of artifacts and riches.
He has already located a coin
minted by the old Confederate
States of America that is valued
at more than $50,000. There is
only one other like it in
existence.
Maybe, that is an example of
the brand of fortune that placed
Stonewall at the right place at
the right time back in 1954

Stonewall sang that fateful day
composed.
was "Don't Be Angry," which,
"About 15 or 20 minutes later,
along with his million-seller
Mr. Rose called me," Stonewall
"Waterloo," made Stonewall a
remembers. "He asked me if I
nationally known singer. Both
was Interested in auditioning for
songs are still selling records.
the Grand Ole Opry. He said he
His current Columbia single is
had been listening to my tapes
and that the Opry might be, "I'm Not Strong Enough To
Build Another Dream."
interested in me." Stonewall
Stonewall is still baffled by
recalls that he was "tore all to
what has happened to him, even
pieces" with fright, but wanted
after 16 years with the Opry.
10 try it.
"I don't think I'm that much
The following day Stonewall
of a singer," he said. "I do
had his audition. Because he had
believe in what I'm doing. I
no experience as a performer,
think that's what has gotten me
he told them he was going to
where I am today."
stand in the corner and pretend
Whatever he is doing, he must
he was singing to friends at
be doing right. Jackson and his
home
'The
dubbed
band,
When he had finished, Judge
Minutemen," are on the road
George Hay left him without a
more than 200 days each year
word. "I thought that was it,
The little time that is left he
that they'd throw me down an
devotes to his hobbies. One is
elevator shaft or something," he
fishing on his 841-acre Lake
Instead, Hay
laughs now
returned with the station
and
manager
he
signed
Stonewall to a contract with the
Opry that day. A recording
contract f with
Columbia
followed.
One of the songs that

• Wednesday,
Highlights

By DARRELL ROWLETT
In 1954 a young ex-serviceman
arrived in Nashville in a pick-up
truck with a heedful of songs
and a few dollars he had saved
from logguig and farming in
Georgia.
After ha had checked into a
motel, he noticed a music pubLishiet company across
the street. It
seemed a good
place to begin.
Armed with 1 1 his guitar, he
the
entered
Acuff. - Rose
office and cut
a few demonRowlett
stration tapes
that he wiinted left with Wesley
Rose.
Stonewel Jackson had no
dream that he might become a
country singer. He had done
some-singing for his friends at
-honacand in the service, but he
didn't feW he was good enough
to sing professionally. He was
just hoping someone might
want to record something he had

Stonewall Jackson's Forte Is Fate,
Joined Opry Second Day In Nashville

Inside Country Music—
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Mr

CBI
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0

41,

time $o
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He, also devotes some spare
the Actors Studio II eat
when he appears in plays and
tries his hand at directing.
V. bile R laity's life is not
ideal, he admits it is easier than
alton during the
that .l
ifepr ian years. And he hopes
to make it even more worthwhile in the future.

Mel; also become friendly
withfung Richard Thomas,
the s of the new series. Both
are prom New 't ork and
yetersns of the theater,
althodigh site did not turn to
w'tin4until he was 32 years old.
Be
belly( attracted to the
sia4. J he woe a Presbyterian
ntidi er with parishes in
Fishe Island, N.Y., and later
Gard
City, 1-1. He left the
minis to become an assistant
edito for the publishing house
of H per arid BIM.
As an editor, Waite began
attending acting classes and
decidçd held finally found his
allj
te has a deep longing to
retur to the legitimate theater
and Il fly to New York to stir
in a es, play — hopefully —
when the television show takes
its seasonal hiatus.
Tht actor no longer attends
chute , saying. "I'm not too
nnichiof an organised religious
man aoy-morr. But I still read
the Bible regularly."
If W kite looks comfortable in
his overalls on the popular
(moils show, it's because his
favorite pastime is gardening.
There is hardly a square foot of
soil hear his apartment. Rut
that besn t stop Ralph.
He ived for a time in a house
an I ore! Canyon with con.behind it.
siderable at
During that time he planted a
variett of crops. He s moyed
since,., but continues to garden
on the pmperty.
He rented a plow and planted
corn, beans, black-eyed peas —
10 different vegetables in all.
thy wtekends and On rare days
when he isn't called to the
studio Waite is watering and
%ceding his crop. He gives the
harvest to friends and even
cooks me of the provender

wit

gip
4.

it;

se.

By JERRY BUCK
Associated Press Writer
HOLLYWOOD AP) — If all
the successful women contedy
writers in television ever got
together they could meet in a
closet
Nevertheless, the resistance
to women comedy writers is beginning to crumble. In recent
years a handful of women have
established themselves in a
field where the practitioners
are referred to as "the boys"
and the cigar smoke is so thick
it's hard to see who's pitching a
joge.
Such writers as Gail Parent,
Susan Silver, Treva Silyerrnan,
Joanna Lee and Charlotte
Brown have racked up an irpressive score of, successes in
variety shows, series and TV
movies.
Miss Parent says she sometimes feels she's living a patt
in an old movie, "One Hundred
Men and a Girl." She has been
the token woman among .the
men who write for the variety
shows, but others are being
hired for specials.
"What kills me is that producers never say they wouldn't
hire a black for fear of being
called prejudiced," said Miss
Parent, on the staff of "The Carol Burnett Show." "But the
same producers don't hesitate
to say they don't want to work
with females."
Eight years ago she was up
for a job on a network variety
show and didn't get it. 'The
reason they gave was that the
guys would feel uptight and inhibited with a woman," she
said. "Variety television is very
verbal, with a lot of pitching, a
lot of being together.
"It made sense ft me then,
but I wouldn't stand for it
today." Besides variety, Miss
Parent wrote the novel "Sheila
Levine is Dead and Living in
New York," which she and her
partner, Kenny Solms, are
turning into a movie. They also
wrote the TV movie "Call Her
Mom" and the book for Carol

GRAND ENTRANCE—Zero Mostel Oen), as leader of a gang of robbers posing as wandering
evangelists, is accompanied by two o( his cohorts, played by Peter Whitney and Kim Novak. en route
to a small Western town to rob the local bank, in "The Great Bank Robber,," color presentation to be
shown for the first time on television on —The CBS Late Movie" Friday. Jan. 12. on the ('MIN
Television Network

t.,

13) %Entit)P4 SCOTT
I PI Hollywood Correspondent
HOLLY WOOD 1E11'1
Ralph Sake. the wise and
kindly father of "The% shone"
series, has had more, luck as a
fiction'al family man than he
has enjoyed in his peretinal life.
mite. 44, is divart•ed and
lives alonelo • small. but ness
apartment near U'arner Bros.,
studios where he works On the
!
CBS series.
The apartment coinpleS is •
spr•wliag. imparsional
de‘elopment with tennis courts,
swimming pools end plenty of
pretty girls lounging around in
bikinis. But Uaite is not a part
of the activities.
His quarter, are renJed
furnished and temperary. If the
show is renewed for • [second
season he will look, for more
permanent quartersf • little
house. iiierhaps. with a garden,
in one of the canyon&
S site has two daughters.
Kathleen, 15. and Swims.. 13,
who live with their' mother
several hundred miles'north in
the Carmel valley.
His apartment has two
bedrooms tot accommodate his
daughter* who visit from time
to time during school holidays.
lit site, like de John W lton he
portrays on the screen, keeps
his own counsel. lie doesn't
speak much of his ex-wife or the
girls.
The only personal touch in
the apartment is a collection of
books and • typewriter. Waite
spends almost all his free time
,with his lose buried in
:biographies, rrent histoey and
political tomes.
He appears to he S lonely
man, fixing himself T1 (Univers
when he returns from work at ti
p.m. eivery dab.
Onci. in•%fiae hell go to the
trouble of broiling a hamburger, but not often. Flip fare is
as simple and uncomplicated BA
his pritionil life - considerablv
learn hectic than that of John
Waltoh,
However Ralph's life is not
allogeiher bleak. He has a
girlfriend he tallies to movies.
dinnerand an occasional ride in
the cniantry.
•

star.
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FICA Ithe go ahead people

Channiags

told me, don't be so funny. I'd
go out on a date looking for a
laugh rather than romance. I
Miss Silver, who in two years
was looking for a great exit
has become one -of the most
line rather than a good night •
successful writers 'in the medium, says she sees an easing 'kiss."
Miss Parent, however, did ,
of the 'prejudices against womarry one of her professors
men and notes that some profrom New York University and .
ducers jare now actively seekhe now teaches at UCLA. Miss
ing wornen writers. •
Silver is married to a stock- ,
Diana Gould, a drama writer
broker, but she said he encourwho' organized the Women's
her work and helps her
ages
of
Guild
Writers
Group Of the
with story ideas.
America, said:
One of the things that irri''There's been a definite
yvomen writers is that
tates
there
year
new
change. In the
shows about men won't hire
may be a woman boom, though
women because they don't beI have doubts. Male producers
they can represent that
lieve
'
with
work
to
want
to
now seem
viewpoint.
women, and writers are getting
"Then they make a film jobs for that reason."
a woman where you need
about
secreone-time
a
Silver,
Miss
an understanding of the matetary for the producers of
rial, and it goes to a man and
"Laugh-In," sold her first
the male viewpoint is adopted." "The
to
ago
years
two
script
said Miss Gould.
Mary Tyler Moore Show,"
Miss Silver, who is now into
which she says led the way in
series, said.-,•The
creating
wriwomen
to
field
the
opening
problems I have now are with
ters.
concepts of rrly shows in terms
In her first year she sold 13
of what a woman represents
she
year
past
This
scripts.
And they don't fit the concept
turned out four shows, the TV
the fellows at the networks
movie "The Couple Takes a
have in mind.
Wife," several pilots and is at
"They have preconceived nowork on a theatrical movie.
tions and they're not sure that
"The hardest thing is being a
the audience is ready to see a
new writer, not a-woman," said
strong or liberated woman on
Miss Silver. -As a new writer
television yet:"
you don't get invited to meetwhat
see
to
screenings
and
ings
a new show's about. When you
For Correct
call on a producer you have no
"7-7?
previous work to show him."
Miss Parent said one reason
for the lack of women comedy
writers may be that they were
not encouraged to be funny
when they were young.
You never saw a girl as the
Courtesy
class clown," she said. "It was
always a guy. Being funny is
-r)1.1.1:!
I't
:4/11.%\ It
an aggressive thing and it was
I I/ NN
always
suppressed. My mother

Resistance To Women Comedy
Writers Beginning To Crumble
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TONITE thru SUN.

Open 6:30- Start 7:00

NI.,1X WHIN It 11.1 -- CBS
am/ N1(;!11 Tele%
hash
agreed to deselop the "shaft''
niotiqm pictures into a lune-limo'
vieeki) %eriea about the black
pris ate investigator of that
name. Star Hicharil,Hosindtree
of the films
head the
sides) skein, hich is aimed at
the I073•74 season. -Shaft."
first of the theater films. u ill be
aired on CRS in September,
1473.

"Daybook" can be :awn at
11:30 amt, weekdays on Channel
beginning January 8,

Joe Toy-, a tlative newcomer
to
Naslwillet television and
Ii rmer annatinter with Channel
6, is the show'S host. "We plan,
If' have a h4 of interesting
guests, but•tt*re won't be any
Interviews," claaid To . -The .
guest will talk directly to the,

These and hundreds of other
questions get a nuts and bolts
going over for practical answers on Channe1.8's new weekday show, "Daybook" acAording to Maryann Moore, the
shows producer. "We're also.
j going to feature some
beautiful
things,too- just because they
'are beautiful," she said.
• "Daybook is a televisiot
. magazine for women, and, as is
the ease 'with any good
magazine, we Or to give the
s levier a pleas01 ,surptIse oh
use!) page."

What do you do If your car
horn gets stuck? Do you know
how to tell when your tires are
uhsafe? What about when the
kitchen sink gets stopped up?
y"ti really know how to look
Ii quality in clothing? How to
look at a diamond?

'Daybook' To
Feature Many
Practical Tips

repeated at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan 10. The program follows
the hearingsand floor debate of
the governor's executive budget
during the 1972 'General
assembly.
A belly-laugh satire on
frontier Western life erupts on
"The Mild Bunch" at 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 10.
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"Wild In The Streets"

Christopher Jones

-- PLUS --

* Joseph Cotton

* Elke Sommer

"Baron Blood"

Lexington, Ky. -The state's
present educational programs
and future educational needs
will be discussed in depth Jan.
11 in a special Kentucky
Educational Television I KET)
program.
"Education Report, January
1973" will examine Kentucky's
education process at 6 p.m. and
will be repeated at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 11.
Participating in the special
KET production are Dr. Kern
Alexander, director of tie
National Educational Finance
Melton,
James
Project;
assistant superintendent for
adrninistrarion and finance for•
the State of Kentucky; and
Allen Bryan, chairman of the
citizens' advisory council,
Kentucky Foundation Program
Study.
Community and education
groups across the state are
expected to follow-up the
program with discussions on the
,
local level.
Also scheduled for broadcast
Jan. 11 is the official film report
of the National Commission on
Population Growth and the
American Fuiure, chaired by.
John D. Rockefeller III..
' "Population Growth and the
American Future" will be
shown at 8 p.m. Thursday, Jan.
.
11'
The two-hour color broadcast
is divided into two segments.
The first hour sumMarizes the
commission's findings, and the
second hour is devoted to
discussion of the film among six
commission members and staff,
and representatives of groups
posid to the findings.
Alm/ on KET during the week
Jan. 7-13:
Alexander Puskin's "Snow
White" performed by the Soviet
Union's Central Children's
, Theater at 6:30 p.m. Sunday,
.
Jan. 7;
"The.Tribe that Hides Frotn
Man," a documentary about the
search for a mysterious
Brazilian tripe at. 7 p.m.
Monday, Jan. IL
"Should your State Restore
the Death Penalty?" asks the
Advocates" at 7 p.m. Thursday. Jan. 9;.
'
The artistic and scientific
developments of Leonardo da
Vinci are examined on
"Leonardo: To Know How toSee" at 7 p.m. Wednesday, Jan.
10;
.
.
"From Legislature to Law"

KET Show To Spotlight
Education, Population
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If ...a are looking ahead to
the nest I Ince( Award.
program. the date is Tuesday.
,larih 27. 1073 on NBC.

Doytime Schedule for Monday-Friday

Tueschly,10anuary 9
New School year brings new
RAO a.m.-Nkiwie: • Saw What
problems for a fourth grade
You
,Channel 8. Joan
teacher and her pupils.
Crawford, Mini Ireland, Leif
7:30 p.m.-Movie: Channel 3. 6.
Erickson, Andi'GOrrett. Two.
-"The Devil's Daughter."
teenagers alone for the
original 90-minute super' wieekend play a mischievous
natural
thriller
made
telephone • game calling
especially for ABC starringnumbers and saying."1 saw
Shelley Winters, Belinda J.
what you did-and- I know
Montgomery an Robert
who ytio are. They call a
Foxworth. A terrified young
man who hat Just ;murdered ,••
wcenan learns her soul was
his wife and he knows who
sold to the detl at birth by
they,. are.
her deceased mother and she
3:30 p.m.-Miele: ••Tender Is
now must wed a derman of
The
Night" Part
II,
Satan.
Also
featuring
C'hannel t Parr!, Monday).
Jonathan Feid, Martha Scott
4:00 p.m..--Moyie: '•Bright
and Joseph Cdtten.
Road." Channel 5. Dorothy
8:30 p.m.-Mu: Channels 5,'
Dandridge, s Robert Horton.

it-

12 "Illunter," starring John
Vernon and Steve Ihnat.
Sabrina
Scharf.
Fritz
Weaver and Edward Flinns
also star. A fatal racetrack
sturashup in which a govern,
ment agent is badly hurt
uncovers a fantastic enemy
scheme to brainwash the
agent for an unknown purpose
10:30 p.m..---alovie: "Runny
O'Hare," Channel 12 )11:30
on 5 Starring Bette Davis,
Ernest Borgnine and Jack
Cassidy. Adventure Story
about an energenic widow
who discovers a. new
vocation--robbing banks.
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and Try Our
•Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
•Country Hams amd Steaks
•All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m. to 10 p.m., 7 Days a Week
• - J. C. GALLIMORE -

HAZEL CAFE

COME TO .

to,

Southside Shopping Center
Murr y K

Sears
s ,CalaldoigalSaTes-23
01110tre

ho
lw

Seats
lowestpriced
new lire

CRUSADER

11
'1
MOUNTED

,

Only Sears hos the hefty
4 + 2 Dynaglass Belted
Silent Guard Tire

/AVM

Sears

ON FOUR

tos59

SAVE

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

lid.. role
HOLIA (MID it PI,
Ka y Lenz. s 19.vear-old
neuttomer. 1,01 tlay the title
role in "fireez" uhinh eo•star04 illiarn Holden vsith, Clint
astuood directing.

I or.ter featured
ID ti 1.1R IN II) 11,
Peter Fonvter. uho plavs a [up
role in
7o." •iintierl with
producer illiam Froug for a
featured role in Mt;51'.
telesision . pilot of -Adam's

self at the memory They'd
ask, 'What shows have you
choreographed"
.' and I'd say,
'None.' Then they'd ask,
-What experience haw you
fiacr•
• -Well, I thought I'd had
riome pretty good experie
.but when I gave my vies
Pennsylvania
backgroutid
they'd say,'Come back whefl
you've had sonic experience.,
'So I decided to get a job aS
.a dancer,
onri show
-1 auditioned tor giv.
..4 huh 'couldn't
m
enough nuioncj Then aid
•ionwi for another and ' to
it. Asa result, while becoming
L: a choreographer, I became a
well-known Broadway
. player "
, It was Kelly's luincking of
the dramatic role of a young
. hoofer in William Saroyan's
. The Time of Your Life" that
firmly established him on
Broadway However, it was
only after he appeared in -Pal
Joey" in 1940 that David 0.
Selznick brought him to
Hollywood
.
From that point fhrward
his career opportunities
burgeoned, and his talents_
seemed to multiply.

Gene Kelly looks
on the bright side
HOLLYWOOD - Gene Kelt). is a cockeyed optimist who
knows a nasty mess when he
sees one.
And the world
as seen
dimly through smog - isn't a
heart-lifting sight; Gene concedes it.
Nevertheless he's hopeful,
explaining:
• •To quote -my old friend.
Oscar Hanonerstein. I. guess
l'iti just a cockeyed optinast
1 tx•lieve we are going Co
MIT problems, be. aust Wt'
have to.
,
"We have Lb have world
peace. We have to change our
notions of nationalism and
embrace the worid. Problems
of pollution, space and the sea
can be handled only by an
international group
'"I'n) hopeful that we'll survive through the establishment of world kaa."
Kelly is a Hollywood legend
in his lifetime. His official
biography as dispensed by his
public relations representative is so crowded with his
citations ahd credits that it all
but omits the facts of his life
He came from Pittsburgh:
he went to New York as a very
young man and became "a
suacess almost from the
first." He was recruited by
Hollywood to beconie, in time,
a movie star, director and
producer
fits success, as succinctly
and officially summarized,
came so easily
Yet, Kelly says, it wasn't
that was
To begin With, he grew up in
Pittsburgh as part of a selfconscious minority..
-Irish Catholic," Kelly explains -We Intsh Catholics
were very tough, because we
were a minority and knew it."
The. Kelly ,'roof protected
parents, a brother, a sister, an
aunt and an uncle, all sharing
a single bathroom
-But every day,v.as a happy
day when I was growing up,".
Gene says."Now not even the
kids are happy."
Gene developed into a dancing teacher who hankered to
choreograph
Broadway
,shows, so, as soon as he could
swing a, h41Ieft western Pennsylvarua for Manhattan.
"Everybody laughed at
me," he sass, laughing him-

q.,..t v

Noel Coward's -Cavalcade"
contributes a poignant segioent
couple
'young
a
)4
honeymooning aboard the
Titanic, then a change of
dramatic pace puts the two
!Oars into a "plastic world" in
which Julie is seen as a young
grrl and Keith as "an organic
man. Keith sings "What Will
You Leave," Mitten by
himmrist Jud Stunk.
"The Applicant," by Harold

-The Bandwigon". in 1931,
takes on new glitter when sung
and danced by Julie and Keith
in, a new stylized version
choreographed. by
Tony

YESTERDAY'S STARS TODAY

Shakespeare's "Taming of the
Shrew'' is brought viyidly to life
by Julie and Keith as the battling
lovers. Kate
and
Petruchia The sequence
concludes with Julie singing
"Married I Can Always Get"
from the musical, "Kiss Me
Kate."
The tempestuous Italian
romance follows into the more
gentle wooing cif OsCar Wilde's'
'"I'he Importance of Being
Earnest" in which Mr. Worthing and Miss Fairfax discuss
first names and marriage in the
setting ola Victorian drawing
room.
"Dancing in the Dark,"
. which
on Broadway in

FRIDAY--JANUARY 5. 1973
Pinter, is dramatised with
Keith as a physicist being
screened for a job and Julie as
Miss pis, the essence of efficiency who subjects Keith to a
.
battery of tests.
Orhei highlights of the
Pil•grani have Keiti end Julie
doing A.A. Milne's "The King's
Breakfast" and "Mack the
Knife- from Kurt petit's
"Three Penny Opera."
"The Julie Andrews Hour" is
' produced by Nick Vanoff and
William 0. Haerkach in
cooperation with ITC and
ABC.
originates from the
Televtsion Center in Hollywood
and witlaBill Davis as director.
The iitusic is under the direction
, of Nelson,Riddle.
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...for so muchi
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Features Tonite &
Sat. 7:70 & 10:00
Sun.-Mon.-Tue. 7:30 Only

set out to
rob a bank...
and damn near
won a war
In

They had a message for
theiAilnY:
"Up the brass!"
Clint Eastwood ,Telly Savalas
Don Rickles,
Carroll O'Connor and
Donald Sutherland
They

HARRY
AS KELLY

ENERAL HE'S AT WAR
WITH HIS NEW ARMY
FAMII Y
"ODD
BALL • cRAPGAME,
-NASTY JOE," & DIRTY

110.
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ARCHIE BUNKER IS A
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Thf

BAREFOOT
EXECUTIVE

Joe,

ALL-WALT DISNEY PROGRAM
Kur* C455fL_L- '6e'1 •.)0A/61.5

7' ,

London wIleit, the, coveted
statuary was being "handed out
and could not then claim his.
Rack to gx
uist with Julie a
secant! tittle tare be reterni to
his home in mridon. Michell
joins Julie , in , recreating
in ten a4'ablc orments lroni the
works (affirms writers.
Act Two,. Scene One. of

_Info

was working in

@ONOrer

1

The .Enuny award statuette
he won last Mat for his performance in -The Six Wives-of
VIII'' will be presented
Michell on "The
toi Keith
31te Andrews Hour" on the
A (7 Televishon . Netwdrk
Vt'dMsday, Jan. 10 (8:00-9:10

Keith Michell To Receive Emmy Award On 'Julie Andrews Hie
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Religion Today

Prices Geed Thm Sunday, Ian. 7th

Spirituality Surge
Seen In Last Months
NEW YORK (AP) -- A
many-faceted surge of spirituality was rising in America as
the old year came to a close.
The new search for inner experience and meaning, indicated by numerous events,
appeared to be the top religious
development of 1972.
It was a varied, uneven phenomenon, ranging from the
spreading charismatic or neoPentecosta/ movement among
mainline Protestant and Roman
Catholic believers to the proliferating Oriental meditative
cults among the young.
Other top religious news developments of the year, as
picked by the staff of Religious
New Service, an agency of the
National Conference of Christians and Jews, included:
-The unprecedented involvement in politics, particularly in the presidential election
campaign, by various religious
groups which openly took partisan positions favoring one candidate or the other.
-a-The abortion controversy
and growth of right-to-life
forces.
-Religious demands for an
end to the Vietnam war and
amnesty for draft evaders,
along with the Harrisburg trial
and paroling of two imprisoned
antiwar priests, the Revs. Daniel and Philip Berrigan.
-Death of Eastern Orthodox
Ecumenical Patriarch Athenagoras, who had brought Orthodoxy into the World Council
of Churches and re-established
relations with Rome. Elected to
succeed him Was Demetrios I. '
-Election of blacks to the
top posts of the two main
ecumenical bodies, the Rev.
Dr, Philip Potter by the World
Council of Churches and the
Rev. W. Sterling Cary by the
National Council of Churches.
A different ranking of toprated religioua steries in 1972
was given by members of the
Religion Newswriters Association, made up of specialists
covering religion for newspapers, wire services and news
magazines

Preus, accusing the faculty Of
the church's main seminary of
false teaching about the Bible
-- charges the faculty(rejects.
-Pressure by women for
greater rights in the churches,
with Episcopal bishops endorsing ordination 'of women, and a
woman,Sally Priesand,.becoming the first woman rabbi in
the country.
-Withdrawal o1 the United
Presbyterian Church from a 12year effort to unite nine major
denominations in this country;
an effort that United Presbyterians themselves had initiated. The other eight bodies
continued in it.
-The abortion issue.
--Planning for "Key '73," a
year-long interdenominational
evangelistic effort to run
through 1973 and erbracing the
broadest cross-section of American Christian organizations
ever to cooperate in an undertaking.
-The struggle over government aid to parochial schools.
-Reorganization - commonly called "restructuring"of several religious bodies, in-

Your Individual Horoscope
Franc•s Drak•

FORSATURDAY,JANUARY II, 1,73
with your inherent adaptability
and sense of humor
SAGrITARIUS
( Nov 23 to Dec. 21)
As with Libra and Scorpio,
ARIES
you may face some petty anMar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Mixed influences. Question noyances Shake these off with a
and investigate where there is philosophical attitude and settle
margin for error. Do not accept down to serious work. Much can
suggestions blindly. And do not be accomplished now.
expect more than is reaSbnable. CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
TAURUS
Excitement and or anxiety
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
could
be detrimental to top
Put
all
for
AcrION!
A period
you have into day's endeavors: achievement. Be contained,
your best thoughts, plans,' ef- Direct energies constructively.
forts. Look for the unexpected, Familiarize yourself with new
and appreciate all - even the trends.
AQUARIUS
challenges'
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
Especially favored now
'May V to June 21) 11/1105.social
A chance now to see things in occupational pursuits,
interests
and
charity
functions,
quiet perspective. Stand back to
review activities - but only general personal relationships.
daydreaming, excesses.
those concerned with the Avoid
PLSCES
present; forget the past.
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
CANCER
projects must be
June 22 to July 23) et) Some
carefully, some
Crush any inclination toward backed more
with methods changed. But nothing
procrastination.
As
should be done on the spur of the
Taurus, NOW is the time for
moment, or with antagonism,
action. Strike while the hour is
as feelings may run high now.
propitious and the opposition is
off balance.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
LEO
highly enthusiastic individual,
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
but profoundly realistic in
Give consideration to ideas performance. You are pracand methods that "clicked" tical, meticulous in handling
before, and could again. Be details; will carry out inOptimistic.
structions to the letter Though
you do not always reveal your
VIRGO
feelings, you are fond of pomp
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11P
Planetary aspects now warn and honor which, if you will
against misleading influences, consider carefully, you will find
deceit and dubious schemes. Be mean very little in the long run.
alert; and counteract with your Actually, your greatest happiness comes from the doing.
innate integrity and good
Your versatility fits you for a
judgment
career in any one of many
LIBRA
Science, the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 An' fields, notably:
writing, publishing, adYou may have to strive law,
vertising or teaching.
against time and the obstinacy
or misunderstanding of others.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
Rewards indicated for past
FoR 1973 For a persOnel 1413 page
forecast on healtn. wealth; nye and
efforts, but don't underestimate
marriage. send St OR plus n Cants ir
coin for postage end handing to
the opposition.
.
Boa 1'

-An upsurge of campus
evangelism.
Other major stories included
the new church concern for applying moral criteria to church
financial investments, and the
American Baptist showdown
with the Navy over the courtmartial of a chaplain, Andrew
J ensen.

"
- •t
•" SCORPiff•fOct: 24 to Net. 22) IkAtF:
Some changing conditions. Do
not be di,srnayed. Accept them

ROOM SIZE

RUGS
Assorted

)410

how quickly the new How.
completes its organization, and
to continue about six weeks.
He said the review of tax
laws will have no particular
targets, but in discussing possibilities he indicated some areas
that might get special attention:
-Reform of estate and gift
taxes, with emphasis on discouraging such devices as
trusts which relieve one generation of tax liabilities.
-Capital gains. Mills has
suggested several times that
the present six-month period-for holding_an asset before its
sale results in low-taxes capital
gains-may be too short.
-The minimum tax, a provision in the 1969 tax act intended
to ensure that wealthy persons
taking advantage of special tax preferences would pay some
tax in any case. Mills said the
tax has not produced nearly as
much revenue as had been anticipated, suggesting that its
terms may be too loose.
-Municipal bonds. He said
he still favors a provision, lost
in the development of the earlier act, by which local governments would have the option of
taking a government subsidy on
interest rates rather than issuing bonds whose yield is taxfree.
He said local officials are
coming to realize that such an
arrangement would broaden the
market for their securities beyond the institutions and
wealthy individuals who now
buy municipal bonds because of
the tax advantages.
Mills indicated he is not optimitic about chances for some
of the changes often advocated
by tax reformers, such as repealing special depreciation
rules enacted in 1971, or subjecting the income of U.S.owned foreign corporations to
current tax.
Mills said he does not intend
to re-introduce the bill he offered last year that allauld have
repealed more than 50 tax preferences in present law unless
Congress voted to retain them.
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ALL OCCASION CARDS
OR
BOXED STATIONERY

Colors

Big K Reg.
'16.88,

Onlys12"

The denomination halted its
endorsements of Navy chaplains in protest, but endorsements were resumed after Jensen was acquitted of adultery
charges and the Navy promised
to consult ecclesiastical endorsing agencies in future cases.

60" Wide -

100% Cotton

VELOUR MATERIAL
• Stripes and Solids
Reg.
$1 00

VIVA

'1.97 yd.

&

RAIN

Yd.

SHAMPOO

DOUBLE KNIT

77 Sheets per roll

14-oz. Bottle

MATERIAL
Solids• Stripes • Prints
tor

60" Wide
Reg. 12.97

'Single Roll

Reg., Lemon & Lotion

$9174.
-yt

3 Days
Only

Wintuck

Limit 6

KNITTING

YARN

Our Reg.
5.33 &&88

100%

Orlon

Reg. '1

n.71

Skein

Corduroy
Our---Ritia. 3.66

PANTS

KNIT
TOPS -

387

267

A big assortment ot
the latest fashions
at sweeping reductions to move them
out before inventory.
Included are no-wale.
12-wale and pin wale
corduroys. Come early and get your pick'
Sizes 8 to 18.

Save 30% and more on a
huge stock of stylish,
short sleeve knit tops.
All the latest styles and
fashions are on sale
'OW'-Hurry'

AJAX
LAUNDRY DETERGENT

Only

Long Sleeve
SWEATERS
Novelty sweaters to catch
every eye' Super savings on
scoop or triple keyhole neck
sweaters with long sleeves.
Colors to please you in
sizes S. /A and L.
Compare 3.99

LITTLE GIRLS I
KNEE HI

3-lb. 10-oz. Box

66t

COSMETIC

300

PUFFS

Reg, 4.00

300 Per Bag

3 100

Fashionable girls need
boots. Knee-Iii uppers
with zip front. Sizes 8Y2
to 4 in many colors.

Bags $

1

OR SHAMPOO

13 Oz. Can

MISS
WEATHERPROOF
GIRLS BOOT

Keep in natural, r
body with thilit_
hair spray or
with
shampoo
egg.

88

illeieve. •

Sat

1-6 Sundays

Bei Air Shopping 'Center
— Acres of Free Parking —
Right To (milt Quantities

We ReServe'The

Now In
Progress!!
COLOR PHOTO

DEVELOPING
Kodacolor 12-Exposure Roll
Developed and printed jumbo
size. Any domestic film except for pocket cameras.

With Coupon
One To Customer

99

Special Purchase

Keep cozy in winter with
these easy-care uppers.
Soft, warm lining. Sizes
102 to 4 in stylish•colors.

9-9 .Mon

Big K

sTYLEsErrER Clearance
Safe

SUAVE HAIR SPRAY

INJURED IN CRASH-A
two-ear crash near St. Petersburg, Fla., left comediane
Imogene Coca, above, seriously
injured. She was flown to a New
York Hospital. She and her
husband, King Donovan, were
driving hame after appearing in
a play when the aceidetit took
place.
(AP Wirephoto)

WHITE

PAPER TOWELS

Your Choice

atica

,

Year

eluding the American Lutheran
Church, the American Baptist
Churches, the United Church of
Christ, the United Methodist
Church, the Lutheran Church in
America and the National
Council of Churches.
-Spread of Oriental philosophies, astrology and even
Satanistic religious cults.
-The Jesus movement
among the young, although it
was reported declining in some
areas.

Sweeping Review Of Tax
Code Planed By Mips

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
sweeping review of the Internal
Revenue Code, leading to a taxreform bill for House consideration this summer, is planned
by Chairman Wilbur D. Mills of
the House Ways end Means Conum ttee.
But Mills cautioned, in an interview, against expecting either a substantial increase in
government revenues or a general lowering of taxes to result
from the reforms.
"I don't think you increase
revenues by tax reform," the
Arkansas Democrat said. "You
usually find that a gain here is
offset by a loss there." And, he
added, in its present fiscal situation the country cannot effort
an over-all tax cut of any size.
Mills said he expects to begin
-The coafbct in the Lutheran
Church-Missouri Synod, with its hearings by late January or
president, the Rev. Dr. J.A.O. early February, depending on

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

1st of The

t53-8117

Kodachrome t35/20, 8MM or
Super 8MM Film Developed
Coupon Good thru Sunday.
Jan. 7tb
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By HILM1 TOROS .
Associated Press Writer
ROME(AP)- Italian housewives complain in a survey of
their sex live that their husbands are lousy lovers.
-He is uninspiring, not like a
real man," says one 42-year-old
Roman wife.
A Milanese, 48, conunents'
"Once he was a good lover,
now he has no passion.•"
The housewives also lament
that in marriage Italian style
sex soon becomes a household
chore — only tor the convenienee and pleasure of the
husband
A quarter of the women inter-

THE NEW COVENANT
Speaking through Jeremiah, God told the people that, after they
had paid the penalty for their disobedience to Him, He would
bring them again into their homeland, and that Jerusalem sould
be rebuilt in such a glorious fashion as to surpass by far their
The elder mothers - 42 per
fondest anticipations. Because of His unending love for His
cent of them - even accept I DR. JOHN INGRAM
The moat comprehensive (lisp ay of farm products machinery
wayward people, who had broken the covenant with Him, He
that their husbands should be
ANNOUNCES THE
and techniques will be on display at the 1973 National Farm
assured them that He would give them another chance. •
more passionate with their misOPENING OF HIS
Machinery
Show in Louisville. February 14-17. Tlie 11 acre inA New Covenant-Jeremiah 31:31-34
tresses than .with their wives.
door exhibition will show product. from more than 350 ConOFFICE
.
1. The Promise of the New Covenant, 31 31-32
Only 3.5 per cent of the young
Verses 31-32 contain the promise that God would make 1111,11 paaica. The .how is free to the public
married ones agree with that.
BELAIR CENTER covenant with His people. Since a new covenant is promised, one
Sixty-six per cent of the
SO. 12th SL
is warranted in concluding that there was a previous one At Sinai
young married women consider
MURRAY,KENTUCKY
God had previously made a covenant with the nation of Israel.
---4-11;trayed the
aitr hilsbahls. ha
And
ve sex the most important factor
4PPOINIMENT_
Since it was national in nature, it could bring blessing to other
one-half of those who have been in marriage. Only 8 per cent of
ONLY
nations only indirectly.
faithful say they remained so their mothers think so.
753-611116
The old covenant was conditional in the sense that its fulfillment
only because they didn't have a
Yet the mothers and their
was dependent on the faithfulness of the people It was a covenant
Louisville,' Ky. -The most-- Research for the United Staiiik- chance.
that had two parties to it The people had a part to do, and when
The wives' complaints are
modern and comprehensive Department of Agriculture, and
they did their part God could be depended upon to do His part.
display of farm products, others connected with the in- outlined in a recent book by
M U RRAY 411466b? SERV I CE
But, alas, the people disregarded the
Liela Harrison, a Sicilian wriof God and departed machinery
and techniques will dustry including manufacturers
farther from Him. Even though God was patient, tender,
Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy PflEts:
exhibited at the 1973 National representatives and successful ter who surveyed the sex habits
forgiving, and always trying to effect their restoration, they be
Farm
Machinery Show in growers of forage for the of 1,056 married women. Miss
continued in their disobedient ways. The former covenant was
7th & Maple St
Harrison
interviewed
equal
an
Phone 753 9999
broken because of man's impotence, degeneracy, and Louisville, Kentucky, February feeding of livestock.
number
mothers
of
and
their
14-17.
disobedience It was just and good, but man was incapable of
The 11L-2 acre show is comkeeping it.
parable to
the largest
2. The Prospectus of the New Covenant 31 33-34
It was encouraging to learn from these verses that the new showroom of multiple brands in
covenant was to be entirely different from the old one Whereas the United States. The entire
the old one had been written on stone, the new one was to be display is indoors and in one
written on the heart The hearts of the people would not be an easy building at the Kentucky Fair
place for God to write, but it would be the best place to do so, and and Exposition Center.
The eighth annual show will
thereafter His children would enjoy intimate fellowship with Him.
Wherein the old covenant had failed, the new one was to succeed. serve as a marketplace for
is
It would succeed because God alone was the responsible One, and 'anyone interested
He would do what needed to be done and supply what man lacked agriculture to view, compare
and needed Since He was to do everything, there could not be any and buy the latest in farm
failures, because God is not in the failing business. In the old products. More than 350 major
covenant the people said: "All these things will we do.' but they and short line manufacturers
did not. In the new covenant the people are the recipients, and from 29 states and Canada will
show their products in the two
God fulfills all cif the promises
Perhaps the pregipetos of the new covenant of grace can be exhibition halls adjoining the
tractor pull arena.
summarized in fint
Over 150,000 people from five
1 Regeneration.
"I will put my law in theie'llierard parts, and write in their foreign countries and 36 states
even further reductions for our
hearts." Thus God is pledging RIOnelf to give a new heart to all attended the free show last
whit snisi die new covenant. He will work into their hearts-a year. People this year can view
streate desire to conform to His expressed will. Those who are the 1973 lines of equipment
regenerated by the Spirit of God will have created in them a including plowmgaand planting
disposition to walk in the ways of the Lord and according to NW units, silos, feeders, hybird
seed, farm chemicals, forage
will Those who are regenerated delight to do the will of God
equipment, milking devices,
121 Relationship.
•'I will be their God, and they shall be my peoiile." When one and naturally tractors.
Since the show started in 1966,
has come into this new, wonderful, and blessed relationship, he is
no longer related to God as a creature only, but as a child also not the attendance has increased
500 per cent_ The initial version
as a slave, but as a son.
was only 3 acres arid 24,000
I 31 Revelation.
•'They shall all know ine." From the least to the greatest, every people attended to insure its
mann shall know God when the new covenant reaches its fulness success. The attendance conf"hriM His instructions will fall, like sunshine and rain, upon all tinued to climb in 1967 when
manufacturers used 4"a acres of
alike
display space.
4 Remission
Space usage peaked in 196$
"I will forgive their iniquit. and I will remember thew sin no
more." This message of cleansing and forgiveness through the when the entire 61a acres of the
substitutionary work of Christ at Calvary was and is sorely West Exposition Wing and
Pavilion at the Center were
needed
A Brighter Day-Jeremiah 22:35-41
utilized. The size remained the
It was certainly an act of daring faith in the future of Judah for
same but the attendance conJeremiah,or anybody else, to buy a plot of land in Ana thoth at the
tinued to grow until 1972. Last
time when the Babylonians were besieging it, but the prophet did
year, the 5 acre East Exposition
just that. By this purchase Jeremiah proved his faith in the future
Wing adjoinging the tractor pull
of the nation. Moreover, it was sy. mbolic of God's redemption of
arena was sold to manufacHis people and their restoration to their home-land. Jeremiah's
turers, in addition to the West
faith in God enabled hen to understand that He was keeping
Wing and Pavilion.
watch over His people accomplishing His purposes in and through
The demand for exhibit space
them, and that in due time He would bring back a remnant which is so great that
some
would be the means by which God would accomplish His manufacturers have waited
up
redemptive work.
to two years to display their
Save
and even more during
Departure from the ways of God and disobedience to His exproducts to the 150,000 people
this Final Clearance' All First
pressed will brought divine judgment upon the people, as might
who attend.
have been expected, but their case was not hopeless by any
Quality, All Full Bolts from our
Also experiencing
this
means. Their disobedience resulted in their displeasing God to
regular Stock T Hurry, Selection
phenomenal growth pattern is
such an extent that the people were dispersed. However, their
the National Farm Machinery
is Limited, be there when the
captivities were not final_ God fully intended to regather them to
Show Tractor Pulling Chamdoor opens Monday'
their homeland, and there cause them to become willing to obey
pionship held in conjunction
Him and also desirous of doing so.
with the show. Begun in 1969 as
His Word teaches that, after the regathering of the people.
a two night affair, the comFollowing the remarkable demonstration of divine grace in what
petition was increased to three
He does for them, they will display a unity of purpose and will
nights last year and will expand
prove the genuineness of their loyalty to God by serving Him
further to four nights, in 1973.
faithfully. As a result of their reverence for Him and unswerving
Up from 30,000 to 40,000 last
loyalty to Hun. God will rejoice in blessing them in a marvelous
year, attendance is expected to
way. Thereafter. His people will never again be thrust out of their
grow to more than 50,000 this
land
year.
Reg. 9911 to $1.99 vd.
Reg. $1.99 t0S399 Id.
Spectators will pay $3 50,
Reg $1.99 to 7.4.99 yd.
93.00 and $2.50 each night to
•FALL COTTONS
• ACRYLIC KNITS
•NYLON JERSEY
watch the 235 drivers compete
•SPORTSWEAR DENIM
•JERSEY ICNITS
in nine classes for more than
•PRINTED ACRYLIC
•PRINTED JERSEY
$20,000 in prize money and
•SPORTSWEAR PRINTS
• ARNEL 1ERSEY
•TARPOON TYPE PLAIDS
trophies.
•CHALLIS PRINTS
•MAT JERSEY
and many, many others
(laved from attorney's in other " The eighth annual show will
and many, many others
By BILL ROBERTS
and many, may others
again have the popular Ladies
states, we have found this case
PHOENIX, Ariz. /AP) -- A
Day programs, and a door prize
is
just
the tip of an iceberg.
Phoenix attorney says the 200
will be given each day to one of
or so divorce decrees her _uncle The problem exists today in those people registering as they
other
states."
failed to make legal during his
She named Florida, Kansas enter the showlifetime "are just the tip of an
Several other organizations
iceberg" which spreads into and Illinois as examples.
will use the week" to hold
Only
a
few
of
the
couples
inother states,
concerning
volved 01 the Phoenix divorces meetings
Virginia Hash, the late V. I..
agriculture. The Kentucky
have
been
located.
Meanwhile,
Hash's niece, said she has
'ares, Ala
Farm and Power Equipment
found that her uncle was fol- the questions of bigamy, es- Dealers
Association's
tates
left
by
annual
deceased mates,
lowing a legal practice common
'convention and the American
in many states when he refused Social'Security benefits and the Fdrage
and
legitimacy
of
offspring
Grasslands
must
be
WE SELL FOR LESS DIRECT
to file decrees until he was
Council's Research and InLOWEST PRICE
answered.
paid.
TO THE PUBLIC BECAUSE...
dustry Conference will be held
GUARANTEE
Miss
Hash
asked
the'
SuMiss Hash found the unfiled
DN1Y REMNANT NOUSE
February 12-14.
WE INA OUR OWN MILLS
preme
Court
•
to
allow
the
undivorces while going through
GIVES YOU A WRITTEN GUARANTEE
I .SE OPERATE Al LERNER OYERMEAL,
The Kentucky Farm and
her uncle's.,estate after his filed decrees to be lodged in Su- Power
I OUR TREMENDOUS BUYING P055(5 oivts us VOLIJNIE DISCOUNTS
Of LOWER PRICES'
Equipment
Dealers
I OUR TOUGE VOLUME' ENABLES US TOSttl. CHEAPER
death six years ago. The state perior Court. The decrees
Association's convention will
would
not
become
legal
GET NE
by
such
F
F
APRiCS
ASH.ON
WI
I
FROM
OUR CNVN PLANTS
Supreme Court accepted Jurisfeature sessions on forage and
diction in the case Tuesday but action. but, Miss Hash said, effective
use of radio and
any of the couples involved
101I ill Ill!
n:s'milk/sr (Print. If 1511 I(ff MIA",
said it would take some time to
then could ask the court toafile newspaper advertising.
deride what should be done. The American Forage and
"I'm not sure exactly what their decree nunc pro tunc
Grasslands Council's ciaiall other states do- about di- doing what already should have ference
will feature 'many vorces," Miss Hash said in an beerrekine.
"'The problem is a simple one leaaing.speakers. Among Were'
interview Tuesday, "but Arito present to you, but a difficult speaking will be Crorclon
zona certainly is no-exception.
one
to decide," Miss Hash told VanRiper, President of AFGC,
"From lettern have reT.W Edrninster, Director
the court.
of

Farm Machinery To. Be
Exhibited At Louisville

Detection
Necessary
To Treat TB
Today, TB can be (sintrolled
and eared. If the disPase
detected
The trouble is that anyone can
have TB without knowing it.
And anyone with live TB germs
in his or her sputum can spread
the disease by coughing nod
sneezing
In the early stages of The
deieese there may not be any
symptoms. Corrunon symptoms
that come later are coughing a
lot, feeling tired all the time,
spitting up blood, and losing
weight. Any one or all of the
symptoms can mean TB. Only a
doctor can tell for sure, by
giving tests to determine
whether or not-TB germs are
active in the body.
Once the disease is diagnosed,
effective drug treatment can
begin. For some patients short
hospital stays may
be
necessary. More and more TB
patients are now treated in
genera/ hospitals One of the
first things patients learn is how
to avoid spreading germs by
covering their coughs and
sneezes with disposable paper
tissues and putting them in
paper bags to be burned. Fastworking drugs make TB
patients non-infectious to others
in a matter of weeks.
Not so long ago, TB patients
went to sarutoriums and spent
interminable years in isolation.
Today,there is not need for long
stays In hospitals In fact, most
patients do not have to go to
hospitals at all for treatment of
TB. They can be treated with
drugs in outpatient clinics or in
doctors' offices
Today's drugs can cure-even
prevent-TB. And Christmas
Seals help fight TB, emphysema, and air pollution.
Answer your Christmas Seal
letter right away. It's a matter
of life and breath.

HOE

3 DAYS ONLY ....MONDAY, TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY VP(
NOW EVEN GREATER SAVINGS ON FALL & WINTER FABRICS!
,
4 it

iv sort...," -iv -40t-

Aisp.

Regular $3.99 to $9.99 yd. Values-it_

•POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
•FALL & WINTER WOOLENS
*ACRYLIC SWEATER KNITS
and

YD.

Par

ha

Linda Adams
751-2378

SAT SACK WAS
DEAD

many, many more

200 Illegal Divorces
'Tip Of The Iceberg'

I lir )11P

CALVERT CITY,
-The Calvert City
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STARTING MONDAY JANUARY 8th

WHIPPING WTZARDRY
Egg whites may fail to whip
if they're not at room temperature, or if they contain bits of
fat ( egg yolk, or fat on the
whipping utensil

'Where to go for ail the
inforniation, yoti need
about your new coinmein ity

B. F.
Mar

Survey Of Their Sex Lives

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

DISTRAI(.HT--Jaekie Wisecup, one of two stewardesses
held hostage for about
tau hours aboard a Piedmont
Airliner at Baltimore. Md., is
tearful after her release. The
later
hijacker
plane's
surrendered without violence
after an FBI agent traded himself as hostage in place of the
two stewardesses. Baltimore's
Lawrence Cardinal Shehan
went to Friendship Airport to
help persuade the gunman to
•
surrender.
i AP Wirepboto
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Italian Wives Complain To

Sunday
School
Lesson

.4P

FRIDAY-JANUARY 5, j973
married .daughters agree on
one thing: disappointment with
their husbands.
"My husband considers our
home a hotel," complains one
wife, 34. "Re conies home, demainds-fooa, sleeps alone and
married daughters, posing.the
away."
goes
same questions to ascertain
Between a quarter and 30 per
changing attitudes.
cent at the wives interviewed
'Within a generation:" the''
said they are aware of their
writer concluded, "Italian'
husbands'extramaritial affairs.
society has changed radically.
But, according to the survey,
daughters
have
married
The
than a quarter of the
more
discovered 'sex.' They believe
young housewives retaliate in
that sex is not 'shameful.' They
the same manner, double from
have also found out their 'right
that of a generation ago.
to orgasm"
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B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co.
Marking 20th Year At Calvert
CALVERT CITY, Ky., Jan. 4
—The Calvert City plant of B. F.
Goodrich Chemical Co. win
mark its 20th year of operation
on Friday and 14 employes who
have worked at the plant since
the startup will be honored.
The Calvert City plant has
grown over two decades and now
is one of the largest producers
of vinyl chloride monomer in
the world. In addition, the plant
produces acrylic acid, polymers
of acrylic acid, intermediate byproducts of petrochemical operations such as gasoline, propylene and butadiene, and chlorine
and caustic soda.
Today, the plant employs nem:
,
ly 930 people and is one of the
largest employers In Western
Kentucky. Annual payroll of the
plant exceeds 67.5 minim and,
In addition, large sums of money
are poured Into the local economy each year for capital expenditures and materials, supplies, parts and fuel.
The original plant site was
purchased in 1951 and the first
vinyl chloride monomer was produced there in January, 1953.
The site, which now covers 375
acres along the Tennessee River is on Ky. 1523.
At the end of 1953—the first
year of operation—the plant emplayed 87 persons. Forty of those
87 still are working at the Calvert City plant and will mark
20-year set-vice anniversaries
during the year. Fourteen of the
40 became BFG emoloves on

January 5, 1953—the plant's first
day of operation. These 14 and
other early employes will be honored at a special anniversary observance at the plant on Friday.
The Calvert City pant's greatest growth came during the
1960s. It became a petrochemicals production facility in 1963
following a $25 million modernization program which converted
Its vinyl chloride monomer production from an acetylene base
to ethylene—a pioneering move
in the industry.
Heart of the vinyl chloride
monomer production complex is
an oxyhydrochlorination (OHCI)
unit based on BFG Chemical
technology. Since the Installs.tkin of the-unit at the plant here,
the technology has been licensed
to 15 companies around the
world. As a result, BFG Chemical Company's vinyl chloride
monomer technology, including
OMC1, is in use in facilities
which produce a substantial portion of the Free World's production of vinyl chloride.
In 1986, the company constructed a multi-million-dollar
chlorine-caustic production operation to supply part of the
plant's chlorine requirement.
Two years later another major
expansion substantially increased the company's capacity for
production of vinyl chloride
monomer to supply its internal
needs and also to market the
monomer externally.
The company's polyvinyl &Jo-
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ride (PVC) production plants
use the monomer as the basic
material to make the company's
line of versatile Geon vinyl materials. Customers then use these
as raw materials in making finished plastic products ranging
from soft, supple upholstery material to impact-resistant, rigid
Opi718- 4
Polymers of acrylic add produced at the plant are sold to
many users as thickening agents
for foods, cosmetics, and pastes,
as textile siring materials, and
for other uses.
Thomas B. Nantz, now executive vice president of the B. F.
Goodrich Company, was the
company[ first plant manager
at CalveRI. Ctty. He served In
that capacity from law to-1955.
Walter E. Brodlne was plant
manager fic'eh 1955 to 1966, and
C. L. Woods has served from
1965 to the present.
Woods ,ioined BFG in 1948 as
a technical man with the chemical division in Louisville. While
In Louisville, he was general
foreman from 1954 to 1957, then
Secame supervising engineer.
In 1957, he became plant engineer, then was named prodoction manager of the Louisville
plant in 1963. He held this position until being transferred to
the Calvert City plant in 1903
as plant manager.
Woods, a native of Cynthiana,
holds a BS degree in Industrial
chemistry from the University
of Kentucky. He resides at 998
Woodlawn Drive, Paducah.

By Mrs. R.D. Key
•-• Jamiary 2, 073
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt and
children from Nashville visited
Glynn ()IT'S over the weekend.
Other visitors Christmas Eve
were Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr and son.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Marshall visited Mrs. Ella Morris
and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins last
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
and son visited the R.D. Key's
Thursday night.
Those spending Christmas
day in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clerris Wilson were Mrs. Torn
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Young and family, Mr.and Mrs.
Jimmie Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Maburn Key, and Mr. and Mrs.
Derrel Wilson and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Powell and
children from Paducah visited
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
last Sunday. Laurel stayed over
for a week.
Adolphus Paschall remains in
Henry County Hospital slightly
improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker
and I.aurel ,Powell spent
Christmas day with Mrs. Clara
Wicker and son Ancil.
Those spending Christmas
day in the home of Mrs. Ella
Morrit were Mrs. Bente
Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
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1 Coop for
animals
5 Rabbit
9 Fondle
12 War god
13 Newspaper
paragraph
14 Be mistaken
15 Instructor
17 Roman gods
18 Cravat
19 City in tows
21 Trio
23 Games
27 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
28 Badgerlike
mammal
29 Things. as law
31 Percel of land
34 Conjunction
35 Chooses
38 Proceed
39 Greek letter
41 Make lace
42 Musical drama
44 Spanish for

INSURANCE: Homeowners,
Farmowners and Mobile Homes.
Low rates, broad coverage,
Excellent claim service. Check
with us before you buy. Galloway
Insurance & Realty Agency.
Phone 753-5842.
February 7C
VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost ED
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highwity, Paducah, Ky.,
443-6150.
J6C
FOUR BEAGLE hounds Phone
,16Prt-7cals
REFRIGERAT0g, USED,
Frigidaire, 11 cubic foot. 'Good
condition,$50.00. Phone 7533720.
JSC

46 Instructed
48 Occupies
51 Stop
52 Man's name
53 Coniunction
55 Fiber plants
59 Hurried
60 Female
67 Ireland
63 Goal
64 Periods of
time
65 Antlered
animal

1 _Bole!int piece
2 Native metal
3 NUMbPS

Aluminum Sheets

25' each
The Ledger & Times

To improve your television
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
reception, your Cablevision
Phone 753-1916
Service N1C be Interrupted •
•
YEAR old stud pony,
between the hours: 9:00 a.m.• THREE
black and white. Phone 753JaP
to 1 t:00 Atm. for the next few
Refrigeral days. We appreciate your patience. FRIdIDAIRE
$25.00. Phone 753-3570 or 753,802.

Murray Cablevision
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-1141***

1-171ETT-111-1711111r1FUIFTTIRTTIF1F11-111FIFTYLErTeeee

Bill's Mobile Home Repair
Hwy. 641 North
Almo, Ky.
Phone 753-08110
For: • AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• PLUMBING • PARTS • COLEMAN,
DUO-THERM & INTERTHERM
FURNACES PARTS
It has beeome essential for Mobile Homes to be
tied down. See us for

HURRICANE STRAPS and ANCHORS

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center
Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
& Auto

on!) nickle cup of
coffee in town
The 8 to 10 Club
Burger Queen

If You

Miss Your Paper
• Arliwer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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00U 00000 OMM
49. Country oil
Asia
50 Wise person
surrounded by 54 Title of
water'
respect
Spanish article 56 Falsehood
Negative prefix 57 Before
Calls
58 Weight of India
Conflagration 61 Sun god

37 Marked with
spots
40 Land
43
45
47
48

About Our

NOTICE

Please Phone
Your

Paper-Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

7531916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278
FOR SALE
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CALL

1ITt5 SORT OF LIKE THE COMMON MARKET
ENGLAND GAVE DS THE BEATLES, WE GIVE
:RUSSIA THE PEPSI GENERATION."

10 Great Lake

article

51E/
1
5

w U iSS. ON --414.4.06 SIsdreSd
•••,.
•II?) le U*4•11 40.•••
T

4 Landed
property (Pl
5 Leek's
6 Nipar
7 Cprnmunist
8 Send forth
9 Sea bird
11 Woody plant
16 Eu dish
20 Strain
22 Ficlarnation
23 Harsesi
21 Paddles
25 Symbol for
neon
26 Dry, as wine
30 Backless seats
32 Monster
33 Frog
36 Span Sh plural

FOR SALE

Another Viewo

Crossword Puzzle

1.

GLAD'10'
AH IS YORE CUZZIN WANDERED
OUR
W.J.VOKUM!!
WAY,
"W.J. STAN'S RI'
WANDER1N'L.10LIUS WANDERltsr.

Jenkins and Kenny, Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. RD. Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon H,.. Morris and Michelle,
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and Mitch, Bro. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, and Glynn M. Orr, Linda
and Rickie. Afternoon visitors
were
Mr. a
.nd Mrs. Ralph
(lallirnore.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyie spent Sunday with Bro.
and
Mrs. Terry Sills
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sykes and son
Tony,
Miss
Charlotte.
Harrington and Bro. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee were supper guests of
Bro. Warren Sykes Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H.
Morris and Michelle were
supper guests of Ralph
Gaillimore's Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker,
Laurel Powell, Mr. and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington, Mr. and Mrs.
Jackie Tarkington and son, Mr
and Mrs. Bennie Fries, and
Mrs. Clara Wicker and son
Ancil visited Mrs. Holice
Grooms Christmas Eve for
supper
Mr. and Mrs. Moms Jenkins
and son, Kenny, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins and Mr. arid Mrs. Mike
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Milfordf)rr Cie-Lotman- Eve.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son from Chicago spent the
holiday here with Mr. arid Mrs.
Taylor Owen and Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli and
children and Charlene Paschall
visited Mrs. Ella Morris
Saturday afternoon.
Miss Linda Hayes spent part
of this week with Bee, and Mrs.
Warren Sykes, Peggy Cornwell
visited the Sykes Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli and
children from New Jersey spent
Christmas with Mr and Mrs.
Charles Paschall and attended
church at Spring Hill Sunday.
Mrs. Elbert Elkins went to
Memphis Wednesday to have
treatment for neuritis in her
face. Mrs. Lola Paschall is
staying with Mrs. Willa Moms
while they are gone.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vaden
and children from Mississippi
spent Christmas with Bro and
Mrs. Vaden.
Mr and Mrs, Gaylon Morris,
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H. Morris
and Michelle and Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallirnore were among
those who spent the day with
Mrs. Nina Holley and family
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Key, Mrs.
Torn Wilson and Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn M. Orr and son visited
Mrs. Ella Morris and family
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and
son Kenny, and Mr. and Mrs.
Cooper Jones visited Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins Sunday.
Waymon Young spent the
weekend with Mr. arid Mrs.
Fred Orr and attended church
at North Fork.
Alexander The Great of
Macedon died at the age of 33 of
fever, ii, Babylon

•

•

CIASS/RAW

Many Residents of Community
Have Visitors Over Holidays

THE PHANTOM
SACK was, A LION, MED BE
MAP
‘w,
orrEw WE NEED

FRIDAY —JANUARY 5, 1973'

North Fork News 0:

BLONDIE

INC

ktuauvi JCENTVCICY

HIE LEDGER & TIMES

Fe hire Syndicate. or. -

JIINC

ENGLISH PLEASURE horse. 12
years old. Priced reasonable.
Phone 7534525 or 753-7109 JIIC
100 BALES Timothy hay, ideal
for ponies or horses. 1,000 bales
first class Jap hay. Phone 7530697
JI1P
LADY'S CLOTHES, sizes 9 and
11. Also boy's coats, size 6-10.
Phone 753-3E93.
.18P
USED HIDE-A-BED
$20.00. Phone 7534068.

couch,
J.0

FIREWOOD: WILL deliver. Also
refrigerator and automatic
washer. Phone 4364263.
.111P
OVAI4SHAIPE6-biaided rug wir --1', three small rugs to match. In
good condition. $25 00. Phone 753J6C
2347.
NOTICE
NOTICE TO CREDITORS:
Calvin Outland, Dec'd
Robbie Barnett & Novella
Chadwick, Route 6, Murray, Ky.,
Co-Mm.
Loraine E. Hebl, Dec'd
Thelma Hebl, Route 5, Murray,
Ky., Executrix
(larva M. Gatlin, Dec'd
Ray B. Brownfield, Route 7,
Marray, Adm.
011ie F. Ball, Dec'd
Mary F. Ball, Hamlin, Ky..
Executrix
Bessie Hays Canter, Deed
Bon I. Canter, 807 Vine St.
Murray, Ky., Executor
Harlin McCage, Dec'd
Johnny McCage, 006 S. 16th, *
Murray, Ky., Executor
Mary Lou DeMarco, Dec'd
Alma Fortner, Route 1, Murray,
Ky., Administralrix
Carl Colson, Dec'd
Euple Atkins, 1666 Calloway
Avenue. Murray, Ky., Administratrix
Albert Williams, Dec'd
Geo Edward Overbey, Jr., 791
Main St., Murray, Ky., Adrniniatratror

Cl..EAN 1967 10' x 52' Regents.
Central gas heat, air, $2300.00.
Scott Cook Settle, Dec'd
„
Mann Epker, 1415 Main St:
Phone 153462. .
Murray, Ky., Executor
THREE BEDROOM doublewide, only 96595.00. Bill's Mobile All persons having claims
Homes, South Beltline Highway, against said estates are notified
Paducah,Ky.Phone 443-6150. J6C to present them to the Administrator or Executors verified
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols according to law, same to be
in ICentiicky. No increase in presented to said Administrator
prices. Country Boy Storei or Executors in due -course of
Army Surplus, 9 miles from law.
HopkinsvWe, Junction Kentucky This 3 day of January. 1973.,
Marvin Harris. Clerk
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
J6C
4130p.m
• By Judith Airtley,DX. LIP
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WANTED TO RENT

REAL ESTATE.FOR SALE

WANT TO RENT small house
room 163 ACRES near KIrksey, gravel
with bath, kitchen, living
Un- pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
Jo
t
Contac
and bedroom.
J8P barn, rental house, pasture, and
derwood, National Hotel.
crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
or base, only $26,000, call owner,
WANT TO RENT small garage
753-6386 Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
bed springs, cheap. service station. Phone
SE1RS 36" white gas range,'FULL sI7F
J1OP
J5C after 5:00p.m.
753-3356.
HOYT RORER TS - Ripoito, 0 $100.00 or best offer. Phone 753- Call
TEC
RAY ROIERTS - iteoito, 0 7855 after 4:30p.m.

SEAMLE:SS ALUMINUM gutters
&11~19-W manufactured and uistalled by
pikwE't&MEILIEILIESIEWEILILIIE1111~
0 Atkins Gutter Installation,
01 Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753Slice .
January25C
8992.
1954

•

USED BALDWIN Spinet pianos.
Used Baldwin organs. Used
Baldwin grand pianos. Lonardo
Piano Company, across ffern
J5C
Post Office, Parts,Tenn.

EMOVE CARPET paths and
spots; fluff beaten down nap with
Blue Lustre. Rent shampder
Wear,
Big K, Belaire Shopping.
$1.00.
0
foe
J6C
Center,
FARMS - CITY
LAKE AND AO
COMMERCIAr0
1971 MODEL Yamaha MiniPROPERTY
Enduro, like new. Price $125.00.
APPIIANIALS - sun - RENTALS
J9C
Phone 753-3932.
e*;155$3 I
1531651 153 34;4"--LE TELEVISION, RCA
0 CONSO
k0.J1111,1 I(1
I1 MAIN ST
New Vista console black and
J5C
A NEW YEAR 0 white. Phone 753-5330 0, HOLIDAY'S ARE OVER AND WE'RE INTO
0
SED
PROMI
YOU
YEAR
THE
P ALREADY. THIS IS
FAMILY THAT YOU WERE 0 TWO BEAGLES. Good rabbit
0, YOUR.SELF AND YOUR
, J5C
R PLACE. MAYBE YOU -0 dogs. Phone 753-6040.
LARGE
THAT
BUY
GOING TO
IS
NOW
AND
FARM
A
BUY
TO
0 WERE REALLY GOING
RCA TELEVISION, black and
THE TIME TO DO IT. WHATEVER YOU WERE PUTTING
ANY LONGER, 1 white,$35.00. Phone 753-3976. J9P
WAIT
DON'T
YEAR,
THIS
UNTIL
0 OFF
A
S LATER ON.
'THE OUTLOOK IS FOR HIGHER PRICE
GARAGE SALE, Thursday,
three bedroom-I Friday,Saturday.9a.m. to 4 p.m.
neat
and
clean
extra
THIS
OUT
CHECK
1613 West Main Street. Large
utility, garage;
j brick. Has large family room, living room,
out.
through
Cabinet with Double Basin
Sink
ng
carpeti
air,
lux1
0
A ik't Dalin. big lot, central heat
F
0 Sink. FINT-Top Wooden Desk
$257730.00.
only
at
sell
to
priced
It's
ces
applian
built-in
P,
6 Drawers. 2
0 Medium Size with
g
1 Wooden
one
Doors.
This
Screen
X.
Wooden
DUPLE
IFUL
BEAUT
p REAL GOOD BUY in this
central heat and 2 Outsidek Door. 2 Wooden Inside
side,
each
on
rooms
utility
ng,
carpeti
has
0
Doors., 50 telephone inms, living room, kitchen
0 air, built-in appliances, two bedroolarge
J6P
s.
lot.
sulator
extra
an
And bath on each side. Has
'
09NE BABY bed, 810.00, play pen
three bedroom.*
OUSUBURBANTTES will want to see this
, good utitity
15.013,2steel tinivy
carport
range,
drapes.
room.
living
brick, with
light trailer
$70.00,
0,
trailer
THREE
and
duty
well
Good
house, chicken house and pen
•+
ton truck,
%
GMC
$50.00. 1953
ACRES OF LAND
$125.00, roll away bed $5.00. Call
J5C
yourself for this $ 489-2595.
LAKE HOUSE WHAT YOU PROMISED
beautiful lot g
a
has
It
one.
this
beat
can't
you
so
If
year'
in the 2
75
CAMERA. KODAK 36mm No.
joining T.V.A. line and overlooking the best fishing
with 2
room
family
large
ms,
tic electric eye control
Lake. House has two bedroo
automa
appliances, j
fireplace, kitchen with dishwasher and all other
camera, F2.8 fast lens, with
A STEAL j
ed.
furnish
ely
complet
is
and
porch
in
big screened
carrying case and flash at•
AT $13,000.00
tachment. Excellent condition.
J9C
753-6924 or 753-1681.
l. Phone
many orie)
THE BEST BUILT HOUSE IN TOWN - Is what
separate 0 PRO-MODEL Bass fishing boat,
saying about this brick house. It has two full baths,
living room 0 motor, trailer, trolling motor,
dining room, kitchen, three bedrooms, den, and
bedroom, 0 two gas tanks, two batteries.
with fireplace on ground level. Upstairs is another
good dry g Complete rig at 1010 Doran Road
a
has
also
It
.
storage
attic
and
a large closet,
what 0 or phone 753-2186. Larry McCarty
from
d
reduce
Price
e.
entranc
basement with outside
J9P
owner
you might have heard .

1

a

•

•

I

•
•

HOUSE BOAT, 14'• alummun
fishing boat and 14' runabout.
Priced for quick sale. Phone 7533593 or see James WitherJ5P
spoon.,

00.
INVESTMENT SUPREME is this duplex for only $12,000
and
It has one side furnished and all is in good shape. Garage
25 per
walking distance of shopping Been returning nearly
ent.
investm
or
cent

TWO BURNER hot plate. slightly
used, as good as new. If interested phone 753-7700, or can be
J5C
seen at 827 Hurt Street.

stock
235 ACRES OF GOOD LAND, with two houses, lots of
fences,
buildings, good stock water, two tobacco barns, good
youtwint
and excellent crop bases. It's worth checking into if
something good.

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
J5C
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.

a manLAKE HOUSE AND LOT for only 97,000.00. It isn't
and
sion, but for weekends, it would be great. It isn't very old
is in good condition

COMBINATION ADMIRAL 21"
black and white TV., stereo,
fadio F.M. & A.M. In very good
condition. Phone 753-3378, after
J5C
2:00p.m.

m brick house
AT 1509 BELMONT IS A NICE three bedroo
built-ins, 1%
yard,
fenced
,
carport
air,
and
heat
with central
sell.
to
baths, carpet. Priced
Street, nice
NEAR SHOPPING CENTER AT 521 South llth
worth
Really
garage.
heat,
c
three bedroom brick, electri
seeing.

BRICK VENEER
1627 CATALINA - THREE BEDROOM
heat and air A
central
baths,
half
and
One
lot.
large
house on
price.
good
real fine house at a

brick home
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, is an extra nice
double carport,
with three bedrooms,family room, 1 42 baths,
built-in range. A nice large home

bedroom brick veneer.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET, four
kitchen and dining
large
room,
family
Large living room,
with automatic
area, 3 baths, central heat and air, garage
On nice corner lot.
patio.
and
ay
drivew
paved
,
opener
door

of land, off
A NICE ALUMINUM SIDING ROME on 10 acres
heat, some
electric
Has
Road
ry
Cemete
Hicks
on
South
121
road.
paved
On
up
hook
-dryer
washer
carpet, insulation,

.
BUSINESS PROPERTY and in the best location in Murray
for
Owner will finance with La down and 10 years to pay. Call
TWO HOUSE trailer axles with
.more
a
J6C
mtttlsofftmmimwes.mkv ,15" tires. Phone 753-8566.

0

UNLIMITED POTENTIAL
G.E. REFRIGERATOR. Phone
NICE HOME, four rooms and
GrOcery with gas punle1s,
J5P
753-4120.
4
miles
94
about
Hwy.
'bath newly decorated new carpet
on
located
is coin
.
Store
dryer
of
Murray
and
west
washer
out,
through
pletely set up and stocked and ARC REGISTERED Poodle
-hook-up, gas heat, good lot good
operating store bonding is
and tiny toys
location near shopping center, 40'x60', with plenty of room to puppies, toys
J5P
the grocery or branch Phone 753-6379.
ion
expand
Possess
.
hospital
and
school
Out into another business Plus a
-1.
$10,500.
witistieed-only
real nice five bedroom bric0
hone with large living room, otiE 10' Upright Westinghouse
NICE 3 bedroom home an 1%
full size dining room and geed freezer. Phone 753-3757.
J5P
size kitchen One acre of Nirld.
acre lot about 6 miles West of
can
like
this
An opportunity
Murray. Has 2 baths large living
Provide you with an income and
room, dining room, nice builtin
ARC REGISTERED toy silver
comfortable living space tor
only Stte00.00. A low down poodle puppy, 11 weeks old. Make
kitchen including refrigerator
payment and minimum monthly
nice pet.Phone 753-4469 after 6:00
and air conditioner, $18,600.
payments that would be no more
Stella
J11C
near
home
room
5
than rent will put you into
GOOD
p.m.
NOW
1 acre lots Good well and pump
JOHN C. NEUBAUER
SEVEN PIECE dinette set,
lenty of shade only $4,850.
,REAL EStATE
700 So. 4th Street
deed.
with
'Possession
brown and white chrome. 8%
,s•
Murray, Kentucky
GOOD 4 room home in Cold- (Res.) 753-7531
years old, in good repair, 835.00.,
753-0101
J8C
;.water, nice I-2 acre lot, close to )business
Phone 753-810.
grocery and Church. Possession
FOR SALE
with deed-94,250.
EIGHT WEANING pigs or sale
GOOD building lot 210 x 420 ft. 8'x40' TRAILER. Reason for Phone Euin Bizzell, 753-4418. J8C
peon Highway 94 near lake for only selling, moving. Will sell at a
real reasonable price. Phone 4:15',k31,600.
.111C 1971-61:x12' MOBILE home, two
Calloway Insurance & Realty, 4492.
•
J5C
urray, Ky. 753-5842.
bedrooms, central heat and air
rator and conditioning, 10.x15: room atrefrige
:
RANGE
GAS
Phone
other miscellaneous items. tached, and 10:x10: patio.
J16C
+. four_ beciroor,. Phone 753-8333.
Benton 527-9943.
OWNER
BY
10011118011111r
home, with large den, large
private patio, large utility room,
maple cabinets: dishwasher,
garbage disposal, Close, to Carter
and Middle Schools, Priced to
sell. Bank loan avhilable to right
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
•
IIULLS or HEIFERS
TFC
- 753-6342 nights.
fhb

on

r

three
MEADOW GREEN ACRES-BEAUTIFUL large
s, two
built-in
All
lot.
acre
..4
3
on
house
veneer
bedroom brick
baths, central heat and air, full basement.
central gas
1417 VINE - THREE BEDROOM FRAME house,
too good
heat,one and half baths, on good sized lot. A bargain
to pass up.
-Fedroom brick
808 NORTH 1111TH STREET - Attractive three
of,shade and
Plenty
.
75'1225'
lot.
large
veneer kw=
Priced at only
fenced. Carport, utility and large rooms.
$19,500.00.
bedroom
806 NORTH 19TH STREET. Newly decorated three
boas,
brick veneer house, approximately 1800 square feet,'
-.--single carport and prieed right_ 925,500.00.
51 and 80,
KAY'S RESTAURANT, JUNCTION OF Hwy*.
4 units A fine
with 3 acres and all fixtures, also cottage with
location Don't
piece of commercial property in a perfect
office.
pass this up. Inquire at
ia will be comNEW THREE BEDROOM AT Mg Magnol
Living rcibrn,
alien.
your
pick
and
now
pleted soon. Buy
closets. Very atfamily room and kitchen, 2 baths. Isla of
come up with a
tractive home on good lot. Call Is and we will
one.
this
on
price
good
Concord
REDUCED! CLEAN UP Shop on South 4th Street
Good shop
Road, 100' x 250' of good commercial property.
. The lot Is
with 2 stalls. Equipment includes air-compresser
y.
propert
entire
the
of
price
the
nearly worth
. This
AT 323 WOODLAWN, THREE BEDROOM BRICK
om, all new
house is completely redecorated. New bathro
carpet. Owner moving out.. Priced to sell
house with range
KIRKSEY-2 ACRES and 2 bedroom frame
Real fine location
dings.
outbuil
size
good
three
and
and oven
and excellent buy at $8,500.00.
on 121
IN FAIRVIEW ACRES 4 MILES Southeast of Murray
kitchen
room,
living
Large
veneer.
m
brick
bedroo
3
real nice
and dining combination, 1 142 baths, 214 acre lot. All this for
only $19,500.00
Y desireable waterfront
PANORAMA SHORES-ON HIGHL central heat and air,
house,
frame
lot is a lovely 3 bedroom
2 car garage and good
fully carpeted, all built-ins, 2 baths, with a beautiful view
home
-round
year-a
fine
Real
boat dock.
of Kentucky Lake. Must see.
SHORES, 2 baths,
NICE COTTAGE AT PANORAMA
On 100 foot lot
baseborad heat and 2 air conditioners.
es.
draperi
2
baths,
nt,
baseme
Fireplace,
North of Lynn Grove
LYNN GROVE - 10 ACRES, -211 miles
6.7 acres tendable
sites.
trailer
2
and
well
Good
1836.
on Hwy.
furnished and rented for
ONE ACRE OF LAND-Two trailers
on Highway 94. Fine
east
miles
4
Located
month.
$125.00 per
buy at $8,500.00.
about 30
FORTY ACRE FARM: THIS is a good little farm
fence,
fair
pretty
has
ponds,
good
two
acres tendable land,
barn. Located
four bedroom frame house and good stock
near Kentucky Lake. Price $19,500.00.
10th
_LARGE AND COMFORTABLE HOME AT 403 North
and 2 baths, 7
ms
bedroo
three
with
brick
Street. White
and
closets, family room with fireplace, built-ins, carport
this
large outside storage house, patio. You must see inside
home. Priced to sell at 924,500.00.
bedroom brick home
IN CAM El.0T SPANKING NEW three
double carport, 2
s,
built-in
all
with central heat and air,
ate possession.
immedi
baths, carpet, paved street and with
right
Priced

FOR SALE OR RENT'•
12'x60' ALL ELECTRIC trailer,
on large private lots Phone 753J5NQ
4534.

Jive bedroom
AT 1007 POPLAR, BIG AND BEAUTIFUL
three car carport,
s,
fixture
modern
all
Has
home.
brick
located on two lots.
central heat and air, formal dining room,
home, just call for
old
kept
well
If you are looking for a fine,
one
tits
see
to
tment
appoin
an
veneer, three
TAKE A LOOK AT 1107 South 16th Street. Brick
es, all
draperi
carpet,
shag
baths,
1%
with
home
m
bedroo
that
plan
floor
good
Very
ion.
possess
built-ins. Immediate
call to see
you must mit to appreciate. Look at the outside and
inside.
D DRIVE .is a
CANTERBURY ESTATES: ON. OXFOR
with all built-ins,
home
vel
split-le
new
nearly
beautiful
baths. 2 car garage
carpet, central heat and air, 2%
for an appointment to
Call
Everything for gracious living.
OF Coles Camp Ground Road, on
641 NORTH AND CORNER
carpets and on city water,
frame,
m
one acre. A two bedroo
00.
811,500.
electric heat. ,ft nice home for
Commercial garage with
201 - 203 MAPLE STREET a look-see and inquire
Have
duplex.
and
s
apartment upstair
at the,office. 617,500.00.
SYCAMORE, LARGE seven
AT SIXTEEN HUNDRED
l. Central heat and air.
Colonia
veneer
brick
bedroom
combination, 3 bedrooms,
room
-dining
living
Downstairs has
ce, utility [DOM, patio,
firepla
2 baths, family room with
bedrooms, 2 baths, all
large
4
e,
entranc
private
has
s
upstair
aLso has two car
House
.
income
for
used
be
carpet. Could
ay.
drivew
garage and paved
HOME IN GATESBOROUGH
NEW FOUR BEDROOM
completion. Has central heat
of
Subdivision, within 6 weeks
extra large family room, two
and air, large living room,
now and pick your colors and
Buy
.
kitchen
in
baths, built-ire;
carpets.
X. Two bedrooms each side.
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLE
over tub, washer & dryer
Central heat and air. Shower
good income.
hookup. Both sides rented,
Four bedrooms, large
Located at 1602 Sycamore Street.
family room with
table,
pool
recreation room with new
hallways, formal dining
wide
se,
stairca
ul
beautif
fireplace,
room, all. walk in closets,
room, living room, 3 baths, utility
garage, large patio, concar
worlds of storage space, two
for smaller house.
trade
or
sell
Will
ay.
drivew
crete
's finest homes.
IN WHITNELL ESTATES, One of Murray
heat and air,
Four bedroom brick with 3 baths, central
design and landcarpets, all built-ins. Beautiful exterior
find in a luxury
scaping. Has everything you would etpect to
back yard. Call
fenced
and
pool
ng
home Also large swimmi
for an appointment.
2 story cottage at
FOR THE HANDY MAN, A LARGE
5' lot.Partially
100'x17
on
pment
Kentucky Lake Develo
d in price. Has
finished. Much of material to finish is include
doors, bath, water
and
s
window
storm
siding,
um
alumin
$8,500.00.
heater, electric heat. A real bargain at
FOUR BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE IN Stella. This house
has been completely redecorated, all new carpet and tile, 2
baths, all paneled, very little upkeep from here on, also has
new well. This is on large lot with some trees. Priced for
quick sale.
lot on 641 S. across
PRIME LOCATION Large commercial
extra deep Ideal for
and
e
frontag
190'
Inn.
Holiday
from
most types of businesses. Call for details.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County
lots. Some small, some large. All different price ranges.
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
NICE RENTAL DUPLEX ON SOUTH lOtiLStreet. Good
income property. Call to see.

alty
Gyy Spantipnle Re
Listings

Member of Mul
901 Sycamore St

Phone 753-7724

Our Sales Staff .. .
Home Phone:

fieLSTEIN-CALVES

j

Call

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
--Guy SpaniL7534587
Glenn Wilcox 753-27-61
-- --Louise Baker 753--a01
From 1 Week to Weaning Age
Buddy Sykes 753-3465:
-Jack Persall 753-8961
For Further Information'.Tripp Williams 7536422
After 5:00 p.m:(
Phone 489-2161

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
AVON CAN brighten your lifewith extra cash you can earn as
an Avon RePiesentative. It's a
great way to end money
worries-selling our famous
spare time.
products in your
F5C
Call: 443-3366 Collect

Wanted
COOKS
part or full time, night
shift. Apply in person to
Long John Silver's,
South 12th Street.
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
company's need Certified SemiDrivers. Earn $300-$400 per week.
No experience necessary, will
train. For application call 317636-2675, or write Coastway
American Systems. P.O. Box
'11125, Indianap6118, Indiana
January'25C
46201 '•
MATURE, DEPENDABLE
baby-sitter needed. M-F, in my
home. Own transportation,
references required. Phone 753J5C
4186.

1'4
1
TWO BED
brick apart
'electric he
Located 701
1962 before !

TEXAS OIL company needs good
man over 40 for short trips
surrounding Murray. Contact
customers. We train. Air mail
B.H. Dickerson, Pres., Southwestern Petroleum Corp., Ft.
.16C
Worth,Tex.

UNFUR1's
bedroom bi
S. 11th. St.
conditioner
00 a r
Phone 7534

WANTED BABY-SI1TER in my
home Must have references.
Phone 753-7566 after 6:00 p.m. J6C

TWO BEI
North 9th S
9th Write
236 Locum
61760,

FULL TIME and part time
waitresses. Also experienced
cook, also boy for nights No
phone calls, apply in person only
Saucy Barbecue and Pancake
J6t•
House, 1409 Main.
WANTED: SOMEONE to help
clean around parking lot area,
Central Shopping Center. See Mr
Osmus in garage at rear of T V
Store at 12:00 noon Saturday 1TP
WANTED: JANITOR, full time.
Must have experience in floor
care. Good pay for the right
person. Apply in person at Big
JIIC
K.
CARPENTERS HELPER
J8C
wanted. Phone 753-7955.
NURSE AIDES Applications are
now being accepted for nurse
aides. Apply in person to Westview Nursing Home, 1401 South
J15C
16th Street.

TWO BE
miles out
Phone 753.

TWO BI
trailer, ai
from Mw
and wate
month. PI

am

2-BEDRI
heat. See
Trailer C
Theatre I

REAL =ATE YOB_ SALE
BRICK pUPLEX apartment
building, one block from.
University. Electric heat, wall to
wall carpeting, panel walls. !Cots
of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom:'
kitchen and bath with shower.
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, r storm doors am.
windows, Good investment
property for only% $25,500.00.
Including two electric table top
hot water heaters, 2 electric
2
electric
and
toves
refrigerators. Also furnished
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
8 chairs. Now renting for 92,400.00
per year. Shown by appointment
753-,
only. Phone John Pasco,
TFNC
7278.

Je.,

INVESTMENT _.PROPERTY.
Two 'bedroom furnished house
with living room, kitchen, utility
room and bath, paneled walls.
electric heat, storm windows and
storm doors, newly painted.
Largf lot 93,2'x140'. Now renting
for $100.00 per month. Priced for
quick sale at $12,750.00. Including
4 beds, 2 chest of drawers, kitchen table, with chairs, electric
stove, etectrIC refrigeratne.•
Shown by appointswent only.
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753TFNC
7278.
-

• -r

SERV It

BEAUTIFUL LOT for
FURNISHED APT,electric heat,
Sharp St. nearimedatbulng. city park $40.00 per, month. Call 436-2323
J6C
shopping center, city school after 5p.m.
hospital, university. Phone 606TIC
549-2454.
LAKE FRONT furnished two
house,
brick
bedroom house in Pine Bluff
OM
BEDRO
THREE
JlIC
two miles east of Murray.,Phone Shores. Phone 753-2250.
J911
753-8819. TWO BEDROOM 8' wide furnished trailer, within walking
distance to college. Water and
sewerage furnished.. Phone 753J8C
5375.

m brick veneer
1605 LOCUST DRIVE - LARGE 7 bedroo
and air, and
heat
central
baths,
half
house, three and one
and look at this
mostly furnished, on 100'x200' size lot. Call
one Good extra Income.

0

G - THIS 340 acre farm is a BARGAIN for
STING
NEW LISTIN
is all fenced
anyone. It has nearly 175 acres crop land, and
good ponds,
barn,
stock
Has
pasture
for
down
sewed
and
a bargain,
want
you
If
e.
frontag
road
of
good springs, lots
us today
this is

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty. We have a large staff
of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

•••.,•..ers

•

753-1916
•
•
••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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TWO BE
tub bath
quid tile I
hook up
culating
Kirksey,
Family
requirk
•489-2405.

THREE
with 11
electric
.ditioniro

LARGE
furnishc
carpor
Phone?

THREI
kitchen
room.(
753-7551

TO CO1
private
apartrn
wood 11
970 00 p
2595.

I.ARGI
apartn
entran
1203

aittailiateme
-at
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Sell 11 With A Classified, Ad
-

Call
753916

440040010 40040.4W

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

at,
23
J6C

SERVICES OFFERED -_

IN THE CALLOWAY
CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action File No. 3371

NEW IN MURRAY

two
uff
11C

FLOYD NIXON AND ROBERT
PLANTIFFS,
0. MILLER,
VS
. -NOTICE

Carl R. Howard
goofing Compan

furand
753J8C

PAUL FLEMING AND BARJURA FLEXING, Husband and
GRAFIK
d-b-a
Wife,
SPECIALTIES AND GRAFIK
ADVERTISING; MONK
ALIANS; PEOPLES BANK
F MURRAY, KENTUCKY;
-BYRON FORBUS;-and OTHER
UNKNOWN CREDITORS OF
GRAFIK ADVERTISING AND
GRAFIK
SPCIALTIES, DEFENDANTS

•Latest equipment available.
•15 & 20 Year Built-Up Roofs.
•Free Estimates - Terms Arranged
•Installation and Repair.
•Most Reasonable Prices in the 4-State Area.

den as
'S a
ney
ous
me.
F5C

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

Request For Highway Design Approval .
Haab to give public notice that a request for design appros at
af the following project has been made to the State Highway
k a letter dated December 5, 1972.
Calloway County, S 123 141, SP 18-4103-41„ Main
Stieet in'Murray (KY 94) four lanes from 16th Street
in Murray to lith Street in Mumy, a distance of 1.10
miles.

The Negative Declaration was approved April N. 1972.
Maps, plans, the Negative Declaration and other information
concerning the design are available for public review and
copying at the Kentucky Department of Highways District
Office. Reidland. Kentucky
Jack Gray
Ibistrict Engineer
Department of Highways
Reidland, Kentucky

All person, firms or corporations having hens or claun.s
against the hereinafter described
property belonging to the
defendants, Paul Fleming and
Barbara Fleming d-b-a Grafik
Specialties and Grata Advertising, and Paul Fleming and
Paul Fleming, individually, are
notified that I will, on the 18th day
of January; 1973, in my office at Purdom and Thurman Insurance
IF NO ANSWER CALL
Agency in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, at
Carl Howard
Bobby Marshall
the hour of 9:00 o'ck;ck A.M.,sit
for the purpoatof bearing proof
touching any claim against the
hereinafter described property.
All persons, firms or corporations having such claims or
2 Mile North of Murray)
1
(/
hens of any description against
said property are required to
present the same with evidence
'Atr-their support to me at said time
Service.
FOR ALL your additions- JOHN'S REPAIR
and place
FOR RENT
remodeling, residential or Plumbing-electrical-roofing and I will adjourn from day to day
or
days
753-5897
Phone
carpentry.
and from time to tune until SW
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished conimercial. New or old. Free
TFC
TFC 753-7625 nights.
brick apartment with carport and estimates. Call 753-6123.
amount due each claimant, the
electric heat, $8500 per month.
and character of the
Located 708 Payne Phone 753reupsëelieiis aori claims
Sphiare
J6NC
1962 before 5- 00 p.m.
evidence upon each has been
submitted to me.
THREE
UNFURNISHED
All persons shall pre*nt their
bedroom brick house, located 521
tit IMO 11„,--4
claims to rue at the time and
S. llth, St. Eletric heat and air
place above mentioned
Roaches
conditioner. Deposit required.
The property hereinabove
00 a month. Ava. Jan. 1,
Carry Gerrps
mentioned is described as
J5C
Phone 753-3634.
follows:
Equipment. fixtures and i4
TWO BEDROOM house, 104
furnishings belonging tr
North 9th Street. Key at lfrrNorth
Barbara Fleming and Paul
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
Fleming, individually, and
236 1.ocust, Mononk, Illinois.
as owners of Grafik
J19(
61760
Specialties and Grafik
Advertising situate at Story
Do not be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours
Avenue, Murray, Kentucky,
day the year round.. Winter and Summer.
consisting of paint, brushes,
teeshirts, saws, tools, °file;
equipment and supplies
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
accessory and incident to
the carrying on of said
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"
above named businesses.

•Locally owned to guarantee you prompt service -

753-0176

Local
eek.
will
317twal
Box
ana:
ry25C

753-4823

489-2166

1215 Diuguid Drive

HUE
my
lion,
753J5C
good
trips
ntact
mail
SouthJ6C
In my
m.J6C
time
enced
Is No
n only.
ancake
J8C

Protect Your Home!

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAM POOER

help
area ,
Mr.
of T.V.
y. 1TP

a

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

WESTERN AUTO
Home of
The Wishing Well

100 S. 13th Street
Murray Ky
Phone 753-3914 Day or Ntte
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 3'it 1 Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
miles out Highway 121 South.
r Licensed by State of Kentucky
J5P
Phone 753-7948.
r Member Chamber of Commerce

time
floor
right
Big
JIIC

Witness my hand this id day%
of January, 1973.
Frank L. Ryan
MASTER COMMISSIONER,
CALLAWAY CIRCUIT
ITC
COURT
AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED
four door 1970 CHEVELLE SS. black with
TWO BEDROOM furnished
FOR ALL your glass needa_ca,11 1964 CHEVROLET
white stripes. Extra clean and
Automatic,
283.
wagon,
station
mile
One
trailer, air conditioned.
Carl Howard Glass Company.
good. $1950.00 or best offer.
runs
home
private
IJCENSED
brakes
STATE
power
air,
radio, heater,
FOR RENT
from Murray. Garbage pick up
Specializing in commercial and
J9P
steering. Good tires. Good Phone 435-4585
and
and water furnished. $85.00 per FURNISHED APARTMENT, has opening for one elderly auto. Phone 753-0176.
J12C
on
furnished
References
Price
woman.
condition.
.mechanical
month. Phone Cadiz,522living room, kitchen, bathroom request. Phone 753-6392.
J5C
$275.00. Or will trade for fishing MUST SELL 1957 Pontiac, air
J16C
6332.
with shower and bath. One or two
motor, trailer or riding lawn conditioned, automatic tran2-BEDROOM trailer. Electric bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- WILL DO sewing. Phone 489Phone 753-1674 after 6:00 smission, posses ,steering and
Mower.
heat. See Brandon Dill at. ThIrs ments, South 16th Street, 753- 2475.
J5NC
J5C
JI1C 1brekes. Phone 753-8293.
p.m.
JI4C
Trailer Court at Murray Drive In 6609.
-TFC
Theatre Entrance.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
1972 CHRYSLER New Yorker
MUSIC
installation. Phone 753-7850 TFC
four door hardtop, full power and
FOR
RENT
TWO BEDROOM house, showerair conditioned. 7,000 actual
Modern Office Space-524
tub bath, modern kitchen, carpet
for
PIANO
LESSONS
miles. lasts for $6346.00, sell for
beginners
sq. ft.-first floor, central
Music Lessons
tind tile floors, automatic washer
in my home; children and adults.
0420,0.00. Phone 753-2720.
J5P
teachers of
air,
heating,
utilities
Professional
hook up, electric heat and cirPhone C,ecila Dunn,753-8712. J6C
Piano, organ. voice. guitar,
parking
furnished,
space.
culating coal or wood stove. Near
Accordion, drums and band
1964 IMPALA SS, air, good
If interested contact
instruments J & 8 Music
Kirksey, 10 minutes from town.
condition. One owner, make good
WANT TO BUY
Murray, Ky 153Center
Western
Dark
Fired
only.
References
Family
7575
second car. $350.00. Phone 436FREE
Tobacco
Growers
required. Available now. Phone
5672.
Association, Tobacco,
ESTIMATE
J1OC
'489-2405.
Antique Clocks
Building. 206-298 Maple
TUNING- Repair.
PIANO
look rough, runs
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- 1959 RAMBLER,
We boy and sell old clocks,
THREE ROOM furnished house
O.K. $50.00firm. Phone 753Tels. 753-3341-3342.
Rebuilt
experience.
years
15
vice.
parts.
and
works
cases,
with bath, garage, antenna,
J6C
pianos for sale Ben W. Dyer, 4813.
Allowances are greater than ever before
Over 150 in stock. We
753-0961
electric heat and air con•
753Phone
Murray, Kentucky.
repair clocks. J & B Music
J6C DUPLEX A PA RTMENIt-tv-r-O;
ditioning. Phone 753-6632.
on good used cars!
'2C 1969 CADILLAC Sedan Devine,
891L
bedrooms, central heat and air,
Center. 753-7575.
clean Air, all power, vinyl top,
and Pest
ELLy:s
TERMITE
ceramic
tile
bath,
washer
and
LARGE TWO bedroom unleather upholstery. Phone 436'Control, phone 753-3914, 100 Snut
furnished duplex apartment with dryer hook up, built in stove.
.110P
2138.
13th Street. -Every day sh•ii
Pianos-Organs
file
desk,
per
month
$125.00
plus
utilities.
office
BUY
TO
WANT
carport, $110.00 per month.
delay lets bugs have their
people buy
more
why
See
opaque
Phone
saw,
753-7850.
TFC
cabinet, table
J6C
Phone 753-1877
TI
Wurlitfer than any other
1967 VW beige bug: excellent
way"
projector, air compressor and
9141112._ ,Sales Service Rental
high mileage best
condition,
purchase Practice piano and
THREE BEDROOM brick, TWO-BEDROOM furnished spray gun. Phone 753-6386 after
753-8892, after 5:00 p.m. J9C
offer.
Musoc Center,
1813
studios
JIOP
WOOD
SPECIALIZES IN
kitchen-den combination, living apartment. Inquire at 408 S. 8th 5:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky 1534575
AND
room. Close to University. Phone St., Couples only.
J8C
ROOFING
1969 OLDSMOBILE,98. Two-door 1971 PONTIAC Grand Prix, 1971 CADILLAC Coupe, 13,000
COMPOSITION
WANT TO BUY ear corn Phone
J6C
753-7558.
PIANO TUNING and Repair. hardtop. All power with factory model SJ. Power steering and
.I5C
miles. Phone 436-2427
Leroy Todd,753-9198 or 753Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered air. Phone 753-7827.
JI1C brakes, air, FM stereo, power
APARTMENTS;
jgc 'Building and remodeling.
TO COUPLE or with one child, FURNISHED
8943.
Craftsman -Piano Technician
753windows, tilt wheel, vinyl roof, 1964 BUICK Electra,eXtIS cleanprivate, two bedroom duplex two bedrooms. Phone
Phone 3544567
• TFC
•
Guild.
J16C
9957.
MEMORY
hard..IN
apartment. All paneled,
TWO 1966 Ford vans, $400.00 factory mags. 22,000 actual All power and air $40.00. Phone
J5C
.
wood floors, good neighborhood.
each Phone 753-4857 days, 753- miles. $3575.00. Phone 753-8818 or 436-2427,
In memory of Willie Kline who GENERAL HOME repairing arid
PEST CONTROL
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
15C
IC
I
753-9997.
J
6:00p.m.
V70.00 per month. Call 489after
'7244
as
tas called away one year ago. inSidc painting. " Reastinah'i.
•
1971 NOVA, small 8. $1950.00.
J8C apartment with Airpet, garbage
2595.
disposal and air conditioned. Darling, we miss you so much.'Freeestidiate. Phone 435J5C
1965 011)5 DELTA SS, four door, Phone 753-0856.
foi
sprayed
HOME
.\‘VERAGE
1969 CORVETIE coupe 35Q-300 power and air. 1970 Toyota
J5C The house is so vacant without 5173,
Phone 753-5079.
No
Six
tape
Air,
month
$15.00'.
autiquatir.
player,
guarantee.
4ide
you. God called you to rest, no
LARGE FOUR room furnished
Corona four door, automatic 1966 FOUR DOOR Buick Special.
WORK, truckikg, monthly contract required. pipes, luggage rack, new'tires.
apartment-gas, heat and EFIvate LARGE PANELED furnished more suffering. Darling, I love BULLDOZER
transmission. See Red Seaford at new tires, power steering and
Superior
arid
,1,4
Exterminating:
dirt
noieage. *5200 00 phone 75.3.'
aUo bank gravel, fill
•
entrance No pets. Phone 753- apartment, nice cabinets, $65.00 you.,
Garland Used Cars or phone 753- brakes. Price $525.00. Phone 435„
Ph
-.5.,m.er
:
rry.
COnipa.. z753
• 0046 or 753-7538 after 6-00 p in
J6C per month. No dogs. Phone 753- Wife and iCittliinass •
J5C
.
1203
.
1113.111fr.kte.r.1
---..-----... - -• - ----•-....3
j5C• 4363 tiftet 5:00pin.
ITP or 354-8161 after 5:00p.m.
J5C Lincoln Park, Mich.
or 753-767,1.

LPEFt
J8C

"%tact

au are
nurse
• West] South
J15('

ALE
rtment
from
, wall to
ails, lots
built-in
h apartS .,room
shower.
kwool in
rs an
estment
5,500.00.
table top
electric
electric
urn ished
bles with
$2,400.00
antinent
,Jil.. 753TFNC

USED CARS

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

ANUARY CLEARANCE

Shop at Home

OING AT BARGAIN PRICES!

SALE

Nice Selection of Brand New
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